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"The Privilege To Mark Out the
Way": American Mission, Mexico,
and the Road to Santa Fe
WILLIAM B. DOLBEE

When Mexico won its independence from Spain in 1821, the Santa Fe
trade came to life. Merchant caravans began to cross the rolling plains
that separated the Missouri frontier from the villages of northern Mexico. In 1825, however, an unusual band of men set out upon this
journey. Their intent was not to trade but to survey and mark a sevenhundred-mile road from Missouri to Santa Fe, a road that had been
authorized by the United States government but would reach three
hundred miles into Mexican territory.
This remarkable undertaking appealed to American interests and
American ideals. The survey was intended to encourage the Santa Fe
trade and thereby enrich the United States. But increased commerce
between the two nations was also expected to transform Mexico. The
Mexican people were believed by Anglo-American Protestants to be
"flawed," but not inherently so. With American guidance and interaction, the Mexican people might become virtuous republicans and
William B. Dolbee received a master's degree in history from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is currently chairman. of the history department at
Lake Forest Academy at Lake Forest, Illinois. This .project was begun at the University
of North Carolin<l with the special encouragement of Professors Michael H. Hunt and
Peter Walker. The quotation in the title of this essay is from Senator Thomas Hart Benton,
Register of Debates in Congress, Volume 1 (Washington, D.C.: Gales & Seaton, 1825), 361.
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Mexico an ally in the fight against despotism. The survey was in part
an expression of an American sense of mission toward Mexico.
The original impetus for the survey had more to do with the economic development of Missouri than the transformation of a neighboring republic. The overland trade was of great value to the new state
as a source of furs, mules, horses, and, most importantly, gold and
silver-hard specie often in short supply on the frontier. But after only
a few seasons, the growth of the trade seemed threatened. The limited
market in New Mexico had become glutted, and merchants were finding it more difficult to dispose of their goods. It was becoming necessary
to provide a better quality and variety of merchandise at lower prices.
This meant that merchants would have to go beyond the shops of St.
Louis to the trading houses of New York and Philadelphia to acquire
their stock. To sell their goods, they would have to remain in New
Mexico through the winter or push south to more populous and prosperous provinces. These practices would require a good deal more time
and capital than could be mustered by the frontiersmen who had opened
the trade. Future growth would be in the hands of well-financed, fulltime merchants. But to such businessmen the overland trade seemed
a risky venture. The route across the plains had not been mapped or
improved in any way, Indians sometimes demanded a share of the
goods, and in Santa Fe, Mexican officials seemed to impose duties and
restrict trade according to whim. These problems would have to be
addressed by the federal government if the trade were to continue to
grow. 1
Those seeking government action were led by Missouri's pugnacious and domineering Senator Thomas Hart Benton. In 1820, the state
legislature chose the prominent St. Louis lawyer and newspaper editor
to serve as one of the state's first senators. But Benton's election had
been by the narrowest of margins--a single vote cast by a man brought
to the session on his deathbed. The new senator realized he needed
to expand his base of support from St. Louis outward to the frontier
villages of central and western Missouri. He sought a more liberal
public lands policy, worked to eliminate government control of the
Indian trade, and played a leading role in promoting the frontier commerce with Mexico. 2
1. Max L. Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road: Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958), 59-65; F. F. Stephens, "Missouri and
the Santa Fe Trade: Economic Effects of the Santa Fe Trade on Missouri," Missouri Historical Review 11 (April-July 1917), 295-97, 303-7.
2. William Nisbet Chambers, Old Bullion Benton: Senator from the New West, Thomas
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But Benton's interest in the trade and in the West ran deeper than
mere political expediency. Benton's life had followed America's advancing frontiers. Born in North Carolina in 1782, he journeyed with
his widowed mother to Tennessee in 1801, and then, after a scrap with
Andrew Jackson, moved on to Missouri in 1815. From the Senate,
Benton continued to look westward, but his gaze rested well beyond
Missouri. Benton believed that the developing nation required ever
larger markets, markets that were to be found in Asia, not Europe.
With access to the Pacific, the United States would be in reach of the
Orient and the health of the economy and the republic would be assured. But in the 1820s, Benton questioned whether a republic could
be preserved on a continental scale. He believed that an expanding
United States would gradually and peacefully move toward division
into several independent nations. He envisioned a number of independent republics, existing in harmony and united against despotism,
arising in North America. American access to the markets of Asia was
to be achieved through cooperation with fellow republics, not con.
quest. 3
Benton's vision of the West and of the Union would change in
later years, but in 1824 it caused him to see the overland trade in a
special light. The frontier commerce was important both as an economic
outlet for the United States and as a means for encouraging the development of republican institutions in ~exico. With these goals in
mind, Benton believed the overland trade should enjoy the encouragement of the federal government, and he set out to gain for it a
"share of the national protection."4
In 1824, one of Benton's political allies, Governor Alexander McNair
of Missouri, fired the first shot in the campaign to gain government
support for the trade. In April he sent a letter describing the trade to
Secretary of State John Quincy Adams. A month later, at the request
of Missouri's Representative John Scott, Congress petitioned President
James Monroe for all the information he had concerning the Santa Fe
trade. The House received a copy of the governor's letter-and nothing
more. s
Hart Benton, 1782-1858 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1956), 100; Elbert B. Smith,
Magnificent Missourian: The Life of Thomas Hart Benton (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1958),
70-71, 79-83.
3. Benton's views on the Asia market and continental expansion are expressed in
his 1825 call for the temporary occupation of Oregon,. Register of Debates in Congress.
Volume 1, 699-713.
4. Ibid., 6-7.
. 5. Annals of the Congress of the United States, Volume 42 (Washington, D.C: Gales
& Seaton, 1856), 2602, 2606; 2703-4.
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McNair called for the negotiation of Indian treaties guaranteeing
the merchants'safe passage to and from New Mexico. He also urged
that a diplomatic representative be placed in Santa Fe to encourage
friendly relations between Americans and both Mexicans and Indians.
By taking these actions, MeNair argued, the government would benefit
all Americans. An expanded overland trade would be a boon to the
national economy. Swift and forceful action would impress Indian tribes
with 'the power of the government. A secure overland route would
provide the most humble Americans with easy access to Mexico. And
an agent in Santa Fe, besides his official duties, would be the nation's
eyes and ears in northern Mexico. But at the top of McNair's list of
benefits was the positive effect an expanded trade would have on the
republic of Mexico. 6
In its first two years of independence, Mexico had been ruled by
Emperor Augustin de Iturbide. But in 1823 the monarchy fell and the
struggle to create a republic began. McNair argued that the United
States could and should aid this struggle by encouraging the overland
trade. An expanded trade would bring enterprising Americans into
contact with the Mexican people and would demonstrate "the blessings
of a republican system of government; blessings which the American
people wish all nations to enjoy." With the American example to guide
them, the people of Mexico would overcome their weaknesses and
become "genuine, orderly, and patriotic republicans." Thus, an expanded overland trade would not only help the United States but
would also promote the growth of republicanism in Mexico. This appeal
to both American interests and ideals would be repeated by other
supporters of the overland trade.?
Congress took no action on McNair's proposals, but when it reconvened in December the overland trade was again brought to its
attention when Benton placed before the Senate a petition signed by
"sundry inhabitants" of Missouri. Like McNair, the petitioners claimed
Indian harassment was the major obstacle to an expanded trade, They
called for treaties of safe passage and a military post on the Arkansas
River where American merchants crossed into Mexico. Should the government fail to act, the petitioners predicted a "total interruption to
the commercial and social intercourse, so happily begun between the
citizens of the two Republics." On Benton's motion, the petition was
\

6, Ibid., 2703-4,
7, Ibid,
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referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs, a committee chaired by
Benton. 8
In 1825, immediately after the Christmas recess, Benton came before the Senate with yet another document concerning the trade. While
introducing the new information, Benton made a case for government
action arguing that the frontier commerce was of national significance.
Although trading caravans lurching across the plains might seem romantic, the past season had brought nearly $200,000 in gold, silver,
and furs to frontier Missouri, and this was little more than an "earnest
of what might be expected from a regulated and protected trade." Such
a trade, Benton argued, would benefit the economy of the entire nation.
The chief article of exchange, cotton goods, was grown in the South,
manufactured in the North, and exported by the West. But Benton
argued that the importance of the trade went far beyond economic
considerations. 9
To the Missouri senator, the journey of American merchants to
Santa Fe was an expression of a growing American presence throughout the world. Santa Fe was not the final destination of these merchants. Some pushed south to Chihuahua and Saltillo. Others went
southwest through Sonora to Guaymas on the Gulf of California. And
still others moved west from Santa Fe, through the mountains and on
to the Pacific. The trade with Santa Fe was no romantic curiosity but
"a new point of departure to our invincible citizens." Benton urged
the government to lend a hand to such enterprising Americans. 10
Benton then placed before the Senate an analysis of the overland
. trade more thorough and ultimately more influential than any that had
. come before. In the fall, Benton had posed twenty-two questions concerning the "origin, present state, and future prospects" of the trade
to Augustus Storrs, a Missourian who had traveled the previous summer to Santa Fe. 11
Storrs agreed that an expanded trade would serve more than the
economic interests of the United States. Mexico, according to the merchant, was a troubled nation. Its colonial heritage was one of ignorance,
isolation, and an undeveloped economy. The provinces to the south,
8. Register of Debates in Congress, Volume 1, 6-7.
9. Ibid., 109-10.
10. Ibid.
11. United States Congress, "Answers of Augustus Storrs, of Missouri, to Certain
Queries upon the Origin, Present State, and Future Prospects of Trade and Intercourse,
between Missouri and the Internal Provinces of Mexico, Propounded by the Hon. Mr.
Benton," Senate Doc. 7, 18th Cong., 2d sess., 1825, Serial 108; Register of Debates in
Congress, Volume 1, 109-10.
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with their gold and silver mines, suffered from a "superabundance of
wealth" that bred "indolence, licentiousness, and depravity." And New
Mexico was plagued by a provincial government that lacked "any just
or enlightened views of the benefits of intercourse and trade." The
strength of the new republic, though, was its people and their admiration for the United States. New Mexicans were friendly and hospitable, but most important, they embraced the tenets of American
republicanism. "Their professions of respect for our national character,
and of attachment to our principles, are universal," Storrs claimed: In
the midst of such right-thinking people, Storrs believed, the overland
trade placed perhaps the finest examples of republican energy and
ambition. "Few people have manifested more enterprise and perseverance than those engaged in this traffic," he wrote of the overland
merchants. An expanded trade would place more of these sturdy republicans before the Mexican people and would undermine Mexico's
heritage of isolation and ignorance. By encouraging the overland trade,
Storrs believed, the federal government would be advancing the "cause
of liberty in a sister republic."12
Storrs made three recommendations for government action. Like
earlier petitioners, he called for diplomatic representation in the cities
of northern Mexico and a military post on the Arkansas River. He also
urged that a road be surveyed from the Missouri frontier to the Mexican
border. Since the open plains did not present "a single hill of consequence," it was not necessary to "build" a road. Instead Storrs advised
the government to survey the most direct route that crossed streams
and rivers at passable fords and to mark that route with mounds of
dirt. By taking these actions, the government would encourage a commerce that benefited both the United States and the Mexican republic. 13
Each of Storrs' recommend.ations received prompt attention from
the federal government. In April 1825, consuls were appointed to serve
in Santa Fe, Chihuahua, and a number of other Mexican cities. Also
in 1825, the Department of War investigated the practicality of placing
a post on the Arkansas River, eventually deciding against such action.
But it was Storrs' proposed survey that received the most immediate
response. Long before Benton called for Storrs' report to be printed
and referred to his Committee on Indian Affairs, the idea of a survey
had captured the senator's imagination as a "novel and strange subject
.. asking for extraordinary legislation."14
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.

14. Thomas Hart Benton, Thirty Years' View; or a History of the Working of the American
Government for Thirty Years, from 1820 to 1850, 2 vols. (New York: D. Appleton, 1856),
1:41.
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Within a week Benton introduced a bill providing for the survey
and the negotiation of treaties of safe passage. But while Storrs had
called for a road only to the Mexican border, Benton's survey would
go beyond the Arkansas all the way to Santa Fe-given Mexico's permission. And while the Indians were a major concern of the merchants,
it was clear that Benton placed little emphasis on this aspect of the bill.
For the Missouri senator, the chief objective of the legislation was to
mark out a road connecting two republics. Controlling the "Arabs of
the desert" was, by comparison, a minor concern. Referring to the
venture as "my road to Mexico," Benton carefully and forcefully argued
the need for such a road and the precedents for such an undertaking. 15
According to Benton, the benefits of the road would be myriad.
It would aid a lucrative commerce with northern Mexico, an isolated
region "naturally dependent upon the valley of the Mississippi." A
permanent, well-traveled highway through the West would also help
the United States to "civilize" the Plains Indians. But the centerpiece
of Benton's argument was the effect the road would have on Mexico.
"The consolidation of their republican institutions, the improvement
of their moral and social condition, the restoration of their lost arts,
and the development of their national resources" were among the
"grand results" Benton expected the Mexican people to enjoy through
an expanded intercourse with the United States. By encouraging that
intercourse, Benton argued, the United States would free Mexico from
its Spanish heritage and would transform the young nation into an
ally of the United States. He believed the republics of the world were
engaged in a great struggle against the monarchies of Europe. The road
to Mexico would be a blow against these despots for it would "bring
together the two nations whose power and whose positions, make
them responsible to the world for the preservation of the Republican
system."
In short, Benton's road would enrich the United States, tame the
Plains Indians, and insure the "preservation of all the republics in the
world!" But the senator knew his lofty claims alone would not convince
Congress to support the bill. He also needed to show that the government had the authority to mark and survey such a road. He devoted
a third of his speech to the question of precedent. It was not unusual
for the government to protect Americans involved in foreign trade or
to conduct a survey across federal and Indian lands. But going beyond
the Arkansas was a more difficult issue. "A road upon foreign territory,"
15. Register of Debates in Congress, Volume 1, 341-48.
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Benton observed, "is a novel subject of legislation." But the Missourian
had found a precedent. A month earlier, on Christmas evening, Benton
had visited Thomas Jefferson at Monticello. There the two men talked
of the West, and eventually, as Benton recalled for his colleagues, the
conversation "turned upon roads." Jefferson told Benton of a road
authofized in 1807 that went from Athens, Georgia, to New Orleans.
The endpoints of the road were within the United States, but in between and for over two hundred miles the road passed through Spanish
west Florida. Following Jefferson's instructions, Benton found a map
of thisroad in the Library of Congress, and now, holding it high before
the Senate, he concluded with this "triumphant precedent." His road,
indeed his vision of the importance of the overland trade, seemed to
have the support of one of the republic's founders. 16
Despite the drama of Benton's presentation, some of his colleagues
proved reluctant to authorize a survey outside the United States. Senator John Chandler of Maine questioned the constitutional authority
of the government to make internal improvements let alone external
improvements. Chandler's commitment to limited government was
shared by some senators, but most believed the survey to be an appropriate undertaking. Westerners attacked Chandler arguing that the
issue at hand was not the constitutional propriety of internal or external
improvements but the responsibility of the federal government to protect citizens engaged in foreign trade. If the Senate could appropriate
$500,000 to suppress piracy in the West Indies, Senator Richard Johnson
of Kentucky argued, it could certainly spend $30,000 to secure safe
passage for western merchants.
There were other senators, though, who denied any constitutional
objections to the bill but questioned instead the propriety of "making
roads for other people." If the trade were mutually beneficial, then
Mexico should be willing to conduct its own survey. "The Mexican
government must be aware of the value of the trade," Senator John
Holmes of Maine observed, "and if they did not choose to meet us, it
would be a fair presumption that they did not want to trade with us."
On these grounds, Massachusetts Senator James Lloyd offered an
amendment to the bill limiting the survey to United States territory.
Most senators, however, rejected the argument for Mexican involvement. They believed Mexico to be in need of American assistance. "The
Mexican government," Senator William Kelly of Alabama observed, "is
in the germ of its existence, struggling with difficulties that we have
16. Ibid.
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long since surmounted." "Without intending any disrespect to the population of Mexico," Kelly argued that the Mexicans were simply "less
intelligent in commercial matters" than their American neighbors. Although the mutual advantages of a survey were apparent, the Mexicans
might fail to recognize them. Benton agreed. He claimed that the Mexicans were "blinded by ignorance" and after 150 years had yet to make
a single improvement on the road from Chihuahua to Santa Fe. Further-and perhaps more to the point-Benton observed that "it was
very easy to imagine a trade that was more beneficial to one party than
another." As the major carriers in the trade at that time, Americans,
not Mexicans, stood to profit most from a secure and direct route to
northern Mexico. From the Mexicans, Benton claimed, "We are not to
expect anything more than the privilege to mark out the way." A
majority of the Senate agreed. Lloyd's amendment to restrict the survey
was defeated.
An issue that received little attention during the debate was whether
the proposed legislation was likely to end clashes with the Indians.
Only Nathaniel Macon of North Carolina raised this question. The
elderly senator argued that treaties would have little effect on the Indians of the plains "who, as soon as they see a white man, think of
nothing but to fight and kill him." Kelly of Alabama responded that
while Indian attacks would not be eliminated by the survey and the
treaties, they would become less frequent. But for the most part, Macon's challenge to the bill raised little concern. Like Benton, most senators were more interested in uniting sister republics than in controlling
Indians. 17
The survey bill passed easily, thirty votes to twelve. Opposition
was strongest in the South-an area that consistently opposed federally
funded internal improvements. But support for the smyey came from
all parts of the country and was especially strong in the West and
Northeast. Although total government expenditures in 1825 would
amount to only $24 million, the Senate believed an appropriation of
$30,000 for the survey was justified. Even Lloyd, who had sought to
limit the survey to United States territory, supported the bill on the
final vote. Recalling Benton's forceful vision, Lloyd looked forward to
opening a channel of communication between "two of the most splendid republics in the universe."18
In February 1825 the survey bill was sent to the House of Repre17. Ibid., 355-61.
18. Ibid., 360-61. "Annual Treasury Report," Register of Debates in Congress, Volume
3 (Washington, D.C.: Gales & Seaton, 1829), 1586.
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sentatives accompanied by another petition from concerned Missourians and a letter from merchant Alphonso Wetmore. The petition, dated
October 1824, described a developing trade in need of government
protection, principally, guaranteed passage through Indian lands. Such
government support would benefit the entire United States economically, but more importantly, the petition claimed, it would serve to
"promote the spread of republican principles and diffusion of knowledge." Wetmore's letter, dated August 1824, offered the timely obser.vation that the "most acceptable service" the government could render
the overland merchants "would be to mark a road, so as to enable
them to pursue their operations without loss of time or distance."19
Missouri's representative, John Scott, was as eager as Wetmore
for the government to provide such a service. On March 1, as the
Eighteenth Congress was drawing to a close, Scott brought the senate
bill up for consideration. Representative George McDuffie of South
Carolina objected to such an expenditure for external improvements,
and his motion to table the bill passed by a vote of sixty-eight to fortyeight. The next day-the day Congress would adjourn-Scott again
brought the bill before the House. This time the motion of Virginia's
William McCoy to table the bill failed passage and the survey bill was
approved by the House. 2o
The bill now went to President Monroe. Monroe and Benton had
differed over such issues as the Indian trade and the occupation of
Oregon, but they were of one mind on the proposed survey. In his
final message to Congress, Monroe had held the federal government
responsible for protecting enterprising Americans abroad and assisting
the emerging republics of the Americas. The road to Mexico seemed
to serve both these goals, and on March 3, his last day in office, President Monroe signed the survey bill into law. 21
.
The differences that had existed between Monroe and Benton were
nothing compared to the antagonism between the senator and Monroe's successor in the White House. Benton had supported first Henry
Clay and then Andrew Jackson in the deadlocked presidential election
19. United States Congress, "Petition of Sundry Inhabitants of the State of Missouri,
upon the Subject of a Communication between the Said State and the Internal Provinces
of Mexico, with a Letter from Alphonso Wetmore upon the Same Subject," House Doc.
79, 18th Cong., 2d sess" Serial 116, 1-8.
20. Register of Debates in Congress, Volume 1, 735, 737, Appendix 106. The House
was meeting in the committee of the whole so there is no record of how particular
representatives voted on the survey bill or on the motions to table it.
21. Harry Ammon, James Monroe: The Quest for National Identity (New York: McGrawHill, 1971), 500, 525; Register of Debates in Congress, Volume 1, Appendix, 6-8.
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of 1824. When the House chose]ohn Quincy Adams to be president,
Benton, like other Jackson supporters, set out to undermine Adams'
administration. The ill will between Adams and Benton did not, however, trouble the road to Mexico., Like Benton, Adams was committed
to the dual goal of advancing commerce and republicanism. In a statement to the Senate in 1825, Adams declared that in relations wIth Latin
America, .it was "of infinite moment that the principles of a liberal
commercial intercourse should be exhibited to them;" And in a message
to Congress later that year, Adams claimed the partially, completed
survey as an accomplishment of his administration in the areas of both
Indian relations and public works. Despite their political differences,
Adams and Benton shared a common vision of American mission in
Mexico. It was this shared vision, not any differences, that would
ultimately undermine the lofty objectives of the road to Mexico. 22
In the first two weeks of his presidency, Adams appointed three
commissioners to conduct the survey. Pierre Menard, an Illinois merchant, was unable to serve and was replaced by Thomas B. Mather,
speaker of the Illinois House of Representatives and a descendant of
Cotton Mather. Benjamin H. Reeves was also appointed. He resigned
as Missouri's lieutenant governor to take the post. The third commissioner was George C. Sibley, also of Missouri. Sibley had worked as a
government Indian trader, but recent legislation, sponsored by Benton,
had eliminated his position. Now as a survey commissioner he would
be paid eight dollars a day and would have the opportunity to investigate the potential of the overland trade. Over the next three years,
Sibley, more than Mather or Reeves, would shape the nature of the
survey,23
Charged with surveying a national road and negotiating Indian
treaties, Sibley and his colleagues carne under the supervision of Secretary of War James Barbour. Benton, however, continued to take an
interest in the project. In a letter to Sibley, Benton warned that neither
time nor money should be spared. "It is not a Countr or State Road,"
22. Chambers, Old Bullion Benton, 124-26, 128-31, 133. Smith, Magnificent Missourian, 94-95. John Quincy Adams, "American Objectives in the Panama Congress. President Adams' Message to the Senate of the United States, December 26, 1825,"in John
Quincy Adams and American Continental Empire: Letters, Papers and Speeches, ed. Walter
LaFeber (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1965), 132. Register of Debates in Congress, Volume
2, part 2 (Washington, D.C.: Gales & Seaton, 1826), Appendix, 4,5.
23. Kate Leila Gregg, The Road to Santa Fe: The Journals and Diaries of George Champlin
Sibley and Others Pertaining to the Surveying. and Marking of a Road from the Missouri Frontier
to the Settlements of New Mexico 1825-1827 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1952), 9-10.
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he wrote, "... but a highway between Nations, and which when once
fixed cannot be altered for Ages and Centuries to come." Like Benton,
the commissioners took little notice that they were also creating a
highway through nations: They did n()t meet with Indian leaders before
beginning the survey but chose to treat with them along the way. Two
hundred miles into their journey, the commissioners had negotiated
agreements with the Kansas and Osage tribes, distributing gifts worth
$1,600. Still two hundred miles from the Mexican border and five hundred miles from Santa Fe and with more than $18,000 remaining of the
money earmarked for the Indians, the commissioners would not again
meet with Indian leaders. They believed their time and money should
be devoted to the creation of an international highway. 24
Like Benton, the commissioners believed the road was an act of
beneficence toward a neighboring republic. Sibley had never traveled
to northern Mexico, but through contact with overland merchants had
become convinced that the people of that region were "extremely poor
and ignorant" and suffered from a "want of enterprise and industry."
But there were signs of improvement. Sibley believed that the government of New Mexico, though still "strongly biased against the proper
encouragement of a liberal intercourse," was beginning to emerge "from
its former servile state" and was "fast improving in liberal principles."
The government in Mexico City was also making rapid advances, and
Sibley was confident that it would grant permission for a survey that
"was obviously quite as much; if not more to her advantage, than to
that of the United States." Mexico was a troubled but rising republic
that would welcome the nurturing embrace of the United States. The
commissioners decided to begin their work with<;mt waiting for word
from Mexico. Surely the request for permission was a mere formality
and Mexico's approval would soon reach them on the trail. 25
But permission did not arrive, and on September 11, the survey
party made camp on the banks of the Arkansas still awaiting authorization to cross into Mexico. With winter approaching, the expedition
could not stand still for long. Reeves and Mather believed they should
return to St. Louis. Mexico"s approval should arrive by spring and the
survey could be resumed at that time. Sibley, however, argued that it
would be inefficient for the entire expedition to return to the states.
He called for the expedition to be divided into two parties, with one
24. Thomas Hart Benton to George C. Sibley, June 30, 1825, "The Journal of George
C. Sibley" and Sibley to Simpson, May 1, 1825, in ibid., 213, 57-63, 216.
25. Sibley to Simpson and "Report of the Commissioners on the Road from Missouri
to New Mexico" in ibid., 215, 199.
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returning to Missouri and the other continuing on to Santa Fe. Then,
once the Mexican government granted permission for the survey, work
could be resumed from the east and the west, thus saving- both time
and money. Reeves and Mather opposed the idea, but Sibley was determined to reach the villages of northern Mexico. After ten days,
Reeves and Mather gave in, and Sibley and eleven men crossed into
Mexico. 26
Under Sibley's direction the survey party did not go directly to
Santa Fe but instead traversed the Sangre de Cristo mountains and
went to Taos, some seventy miles to the north of the capital. Paul
Baillio, a business associate of Sibley's, lived in Taos. He met the exhausted expedition east of the mountains and provided the company
with fresh mules. In Taos, Baillio served as Sibley's interpreter. Sibley
sold the party's surplus Indian goods to him and from him purchased
a winter's supply of corn and wheat. More than a week after reaching
Taos, Sibley wrote to New Mexico Governor Antonio Narbona to notify
him of the expedition's presence in Mexican territory. Nearly a month_
passed before the American traveled to Santa Fe to present himself to
the governor. 27
Despite his unauthorized presence in the province and his delayed
appearance in Santa Fe, Sibley received a warm welcome from Narbona. Sibley had feared government hostility toward American merchants but he was happily surprised. Narbona welcomed United States
efforts to encourage a trade that was already producing $20,000 each
year in duties, and Sibley pronounced him "a gentleman of pretty good
talents" and "quite a man of business." Together they looked forward
to the approval of the survey by the government in Mexico Cityunaware that relations between the two republics were troubled. 28
Adams' choice for secretary of state, Henry Clay, had been among
the first to advocate recognition of Mexican independence and was
considered a friend of Mexico. Clay, however, soon proved how over- ,
bearing a friend can be. He provided Joel R. Poinsett, the first American
minister dispatched to Mexico, with ambitious instructions. Poinsett
was to negotiate a commercial treaty, provide for the return of runaway
slaves, assert the principles of the Monroe Doctrine, and discourage
Mexican interest in Cuba. But Poinsett's most difficult assignment was
. 26. "The Journal of George C. Sibley" in ibid., 78-84.
27. "Diary of George C. Sibley," "The Journal of George C. Sibley," and Sibley to
Reeves, November 12, 1825, in ibid., 130-34, 111-19, 226-28.
28. "The Journal of George C. Sibley:' "Report of the Commissioners:' and "Diary
of George C. Sibley" in ibid., 118, 200-201, 134-39.
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to see about "regaining" Texas, and it was this objective that would
put Mexico on the defensive and jeopardize one of Poinsett's lesser
goals-gaining Mexican approval for the road to Santa Fe. 29
Clay thought it quite reasonable to negotiate a new treaty of limits
to replace the 1819 Adams-Onis Treaty signed with Spain. According
to that treaty, Texas belonged to Mexico with the United States border
running along the Sabine, Red, and Arkansas rivers. Clay suggested
that the republic of Mexico might want to negotiate its own treaty
rather than accept the boundaries set by Spain. If negotiations were
opened, the existing boundary might be altered for the benefit of both
countries. The current border, Clay argued, was too close to America's
"great Western mart," New Orleans. The border also ran through fertile
river valleys inviting confrontations once Americans and Mexicans
began to settle those valleys. To avoid these problems, Clay suggested
redrawing the border as far west as pOSSible, preferably along the Rio
Grande. By graciously taking possession of Texas, Clay reasoned, the
United States would relieve Mexico of the troublesome Indians of that
region while at the same time making Mexico's capital more centrally
located. 30
While Clay's arguments for changing the border now seem absurd,
they were considered reasonable in the 1820s by Americans who saw
themselves as providing guidance and inspiration to a newborn Mexican republic. These Americans did not believe themselves motivated
by petty self-interest but by a larger responsibility to lead and nurture
the republics of the world. Clay urged Poinsett to "show, on all occasions,an unobtrusive readiness to explain the practical operation, and
the very great advantages which appertain to our system." Mexico was
expected to welcome the guidance and advice of the United Statesand to realize that the cession of Texas was in its best interest. 31
Poinsett was an experienced diplomat with a longtime interest in
the republics of Latin America, but his mission to Mexico was a troubled
one. Mexico was suspicious of American intentions especially as they
related to Mexico's northern boundary and Texas. Mexico's Secretary
of State Lucas Alaman suggested that there be a joint exploration of
the border region before beginning any discussion of a new boundary.
Poinsett discouraged such a delay, and Alaman, perhaps with a smile,
29. Henry Clay to Joel R. Poinsett, March 26, 1825, in James F. Hopkins and Mary
W. 'M. Hargreaves, eds., The Papers of Henry Clay, 11 vols. (Lexington: University Press
of Kentucky, 1972), 4:166-77,
30, Ibid., 172-73.
31. Ibid., 175.
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countered by suggesting that in the meantime perhaps the border
should be moved east from the Sabine to the Mississippi river. Poinsett
fumed and informed Alaman that "a more advantageous boundary
might be drawn between the two countries, but that such a line was
not to be sought for east of the Sabine or north of the Red or Arkansas
rivers."32
In the midst of these discussions, the Mexican government was
reluctant to permit the United States to survey a road through Mexico's
northern frontier. Alaman argued that treaties of commerce and of
limits were needed before such a road should be marked out. But
Poinsett knew that a more fundamental concern was causing Mexico
to resist the survey. The Mexican government, he reported, had come
to regard all movements toward Texas and New Mexico with "jealous
apprehension." Clay assured Poinsett that the survey had not been
motivated by a desire for territory. Instead, Clay argued, the road
would promote a mutually beneficial trade that, if harmful at all, was
harmful to the United States because it encouraged enterprising Americans to make Mexico their home. Such claims did not allay Mexico's
concerns. Poinsett, believing the survey party to be "strictly prohibited"
from crossing the Arkansas without Mexico's permission, was convinced that Benton's road would have to wait until treaties of commerce
and of limits had been negotiated. 33
This stalemate continued until news of Sibley's journey to Santa
Fe reached Washington and Mexico City. The Mexican government
now faced a fait accompli. It could no longer refuse the survey party
entry, but must instead decide how best to return that party to the
United States. In May of 1826, Mexico's secretary of state notified
Poinsett that Sibley and his men would be permitted to "examine" that
part of the road that lay within Mexico. But while they were allowed
to survey and map the route, they were expressly forbidden from
"marking or cutting out, or establishing any works of any class what32. J. Fred Rippy, Joel R. Poinsett, Versatile American (Durham, North Carolina: Duke
University Press, 1935), 105-6; PoJnsett to Clay, July 18, 1825, in United States Congress,
"Messages from the President of the United States, Transmitting the Information Required by a Resolution of the House of Representatives of the 13th Ultimo, Concerning
the Boundary between the United States and the Republic of Mexico," House Doc. 42,
25th Cong., 1st sess., 1837, Serial 311, 19, 23-24.
33. Lucas Alaman to Poinsett, July 20, 1825, in ibid., 20-21. Poinsett to Clay, June
22, 1825, in United States Department of State, "Despatches from U.s. Ministers to
Mexico, 1823-1906," National Archives MiCrofilm Publications (Washington, D.C.: National Archives, 1955), Microcopy No. 97, Roll 2. Clay to Poinsett, September 24, 1825,
in Hopkins and Hargreaves, Papers of Henry Clay, 4:682. Poinsett to Alaman, June 17,
1825, "Despatches from U.S. Ministers to Mexico."
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soever." Adams.and Clay were ruffled by Mexico's response. They
believed a mere survey would be of little value. Sibley was less concerned. His journey across northern Mexico had convinced him that
the flat terrain marked by rock formations required little in the way of
improvements. "This very restricted permission would avail the commissioners but little indeed," he wrote Poinsett, "if it were not for the
fact that there is no 'marking or cutting out' or any 'works' necessary
or indeed practicable to be done on any part of the Road within the
Mexican Territory. ,,34
In the fall of 1826, Sibley and his men left Taos for Missouri. The
following summer Sibley made some improvements on the road within
the United States and then in October, judging his work complete,
wrote the commissioners' report and submitted it to Secretary Barbour.
The expedition's work was concluded. 35
The road received mixed reviews. In their report the commissioners claimed to have opened "a very direct and permanent highway
across the immense desert plains." The Missouri Intelligencer observed
in 1829 that the survey, at little expense, had provided the nation with
a "large and comfortable highway." And in the 1850s, Benton would
write that his road to Mexico "remained a thoroughfare of commerce."
Other observers viewed the results of the survey more critically. The
agreements with the Kansas and Osage Indians did not end theft and
harassment along the trail. Attacks by tribes farther west continued to
be a major concern of the merchants. Moreover, much of the survey
work done in Mexican territory was of little value to the merchants.
Most merchants preferred to cross the Arkansas east of Sibley's crossing
and were usually bound for Santa Fe and points south rather than
Taos. And no matter what route was surveyed in either country, the
merchants continued to vary their routes depending upon their point
of departure, changing river bottoms, and the availability of grass and
water. Experienced guides and wheel ruts would continue to be of
greater value than any surveying or marking done by the government.
In 1824, Alphonso Wetmore had recommended the survey, but in 1831
he observed, "The task was previously performed by the traders them34. Sabastian Camacho to Poinsett, May 13,1826, in ibid.; Clay to Poinsett, June 23,
1826, in Hopkins and Hargreaves, Papers of Henry Clay, 5:495-96; Sibley to Poinsett, June
18, 1826, in Gregg, The Road to Santa Fe, 234.
35. "Report of the Commissioners" and "Introduction" in Gregg, The Road to Santa
Fe, 202-3, 10.
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selves; and no advantage was derived from the expenditures of the
"~
.
money....
But while the direct benefits of the survey may have been limited,
the legislation did bring the overland trade to the attention of the
government and the nation. Congress' discussion of the trade, the
progress of the survey expedition, and the volume of trade were duly
reported by the nation's press. And the survey proved to be only the
first in a series of government efforts to encourage the overland trade.
At the time of the survey, consuls were appointed to represent American merchants in Mexican cities, and the commercial treaty ultimately
negotiated by Poinsett made specific reference to the proper regulation
of the trade. In 1827 Fort Leavenworth was established near the eastern
end of the overland route and on occasion federal troops served as
escorts for the merchant caravans. In 1845 Congress provided for the
reimbursement of duties paid on imports subsequently shipped on the
overland trail. Government assistance was accompanied by a steady
growth in the volume of the overland trade and in the amount of capital
invested by individual merchants. The total value of the trade in 1823
was estimated to have been about $12,000, with each merchant investing on average less than $500. By 1843 the trade's total value had
risen to over $400,000, with an average individual investment of over
$10,000. Under the protection of the federal government, well-financed, full-time merchants had taken the place of frontier speculators. 37
The growth of the overland trade did not, however, result in the
political developments envisioned by Benton and others. Mexico was
not transformed into a republican ally of the United States. On the
36. "Report of the Commissioners" in ibid., 205. Missouri Intelligencer quoted in
Missouri Republican, July 14, 1829, in "Notes of the Early History of the Nebraska Country,"
Publicatiol)s of Nebraska Historical Society, Volume 20 (1922): 49-50; Benton, Thirty Years'
View, 44; "Report of the Commissioners" in Gregg, The Road to Santa Fe, 231, 210; Moorhead, New Mexico's Royal Road, 68; Alphonso Wetmore, "Major Alphonso Wetmore's
Diary of a Journey to Santa Fe; 1828," ed. F. F. Stephens, Missouri Historical Review 8
(July 1914), 180.
37. Niles' Weekly Register, the most important national periodical of the day, makes
frequent references to the overland trade: Volume 26 (March to September 1824), 197,
214; Volume 27 (September 1824 to March 1825), 251, 301, 317, 318, 348, 351; Volume 28
(March to September 1825), 48, 299-300, 309, 356; Volume 29 (September 1825 to March
1826), 54, 100, 121, 127, 197, 263; Volume 30 (March to September 1826), 185; F. F.
Stephens, "Missouri and the Santa Fe Trade: Attitude of the National Government,"
Missouri Historical Review 10 (July 1916), 244-62; Moorhead,New Mexico's Royal Road, 6769; Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, ed. Max L. Moorhead (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1954); 331-33; Stephens, "Missouri and the Santa Fe Trade," 297.
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contrary, less than twenty years after completion of the survey, the
United States and Mexico were at war. Some of the sources of this
conflict were apparent in the 1820s as the Mexican republic proved to
be a less willing pupil than the United States had anticipated. Not only
did the Mexican government grant restricted permission for the survey,
but it also refused to go beyond a mere renewal of the border set by
Spain in 1819. This treaty and the commercial treaty negotiated by
Poinsett were not formally ratified by Mexico until 1832. Faced with
this seeming lack of cooperation, Poinsett came to see Mexico's leaders
as enemies of republicanism and helped to organize an opposition party
in Mexico. In 1829, tired of Poinsett's meddling, the Mexican government demanded his recall. 38
Americans sought to explain Mexico's apparent rejection of their
tutelage. Some, including Poinsett, suspected British intrigue. Others
believed that mere guidance was not enough; American occupation
was required if republicanism were to take root in Mexico. But a growing number of Americans came to believe that no matter what the
United States did, the Mexican people would prove incapable of embracing the American example. According to this view, the Mexican
people were inherently inferior and no transformation was possible.
By the 1840s, this belief in the innate inferiority of Mexicans and the
continuing assumption of American supremacy fueled the doctrine of
Manifest Destiny and justified a war of conquest. 39
Benton's road to Mexico provides insight into American attitudes
toward Mexico. By encouraging the overland trade, the United States
government intended to promote American economic interests but by
so doing also hoped to encourage the transformation of Mexico and
its people. In the 1820s Americans looked down upon the Mexicans
but did not believe their inferiority to be permanent or a justification
for expansion. Instead, Americans believed it their mission to lift the
Mexicans to a sort of equality. By serving as an example and by pro38. Rippy, Joel R. Poinsett, 120-33. In fine paternal fashion, Poinsett described Mexico's behavior as that of a "spoilt and wayward child" (Rippy, 125).
39. In Reginald Horsman, Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of American Racial
Anglo-Saxonism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981). Horsman writes, "The
contradictions which had long been implicit in America's sense of mission became explicit
at the time of the Mexican War. It became obvious in these years that the United States
had now rejected the idea that most other peoples of the world could share in the free
government, power, and prosperity of the United States. To sow the seeds of freedom
and republicanism over an ever-widening area was not enough to secure world progress,
because Americans now believed that these seeds were falling on barren ground. Most
peoples, they believed, lacked the innate abilities to take advantage of free institutions.
Some races were doomed to permanent inferiority, some to extinction" (229). Horsman's
work has greatly influenced my approach to this topic.
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viding direction, the United States would help the Mexican people to
become virtuous republicans, their nation an ally against despotism.
When Mexico resisted the guidance of the United States, Americans
came to question Mexican potential and embrace racist assumptions.
They would have been better served had they questioned their selfserving behavior and their assumption that American values and institutions were supreme and universal.
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The Navajo Histories:
The Surveys of the Navajo Past
WILLIAM H. LYON

No less than thirteen general histories have been written about the
Navajos. Not all of these surveys of The People's past are of equal
quality and coverage. Much Navajo history writing has an Anglo cast
and is based on Anglo sources. Recently, however, historians have
attempted to view Navajo history through Navajo eyes.
History did not come early for the Navajos. Most of the literature,
beginning in 1880, concentrated on social and religious descriptions,
and avoided history. From our vantage point in the late twentieth
century, we can see that in those early days a genre of descriptive
literature developed, based on firsthand observations of the Navajos
as seen. by academicians and laypersons. History surveys were not
written until 1938, one that was intended for the internal use of the
Indian Service, and another that began as an extended series of articles
in the New Mexico Historical Review. By the 1960s, Navajo history flourished, written by scholars and nonacademics alike.
Unlike other tribal histories that have generally concentrated on
federal-Indian relations, one-dimensional studies that stress the external history of the group, an internal history of the Navajos (and Hopis)
could be reconstructed. Significant remnants of their culture survived
William H. Lyon is professor emeritus of history in Northern Arizona University.
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in the 1930s and 1940s, and do so even today, whereas most Indian
societies elsewhere were so assimilated by the white man's culture that
scholars could not exhaustively study their aboriginal culture. Unfortunately, all documentary sources for the Navajos are in English; reliance on folk memory or oral statements for an internal view of the
Navajos creates problems of accuracy for the historian. Still, a history
of the Navajos and Hopis offers unique advantages to the historian
and anthropologist.
Some brief, even superficial accounts were written before the larger
studies were published. In 1909 Oscar Lipps wrote The Navajos, a very
slender volume of general Navajo history, the first such work the reading public enjoyed. Dane and Mary Roberts Coolidge published The
Navajo Indians in 1930, based on their extensive travels in the Southwest,
and their acquaintance with Navajo scholarship of that time. They
included a significant amount of history based on Navajo informants
and Anglo scholarship in their work. More significantly, Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton included a chapter on Navajo history in'
their synthesis of Navajo culture, entitled The Navaho, published in
1946. 1
One historian, Frank Reeve, has indeed written a history of the
Navajos, not between the covers of a book, but in a series of articles
in the New Mexico Historical Review from 1937 to 1971. Reeve died in
1967, but editorial friends published the last article in the series after
his death. When put together, these articles over a period of thirtyfour years-based on his dissertation at the University of Texas-constitute an exhaustive history of the Navajos up to the 1880s. Based on
solid archival research, but not on fieldwork, these pieces could well
be reprinted as a separate history publication, marred only by turgid
writing style. One of Reeve's discoveries was a Navajo-Spanish period
1. Oscar H. Lipps, Little Histories of North American Indians: The Navajos (Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: Torch Press, 1909); Dane Coolidge and Mary Roberts Coolidge, The Navajo
Indians (Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin, 1930); Evelyn S. Cooper, "The Old
West Photography of Dane Coolidge," Arizona Highways 44 (June 1988), 16-21; Owen
Ulph, "A Dedication to the Memory of Dane Coolidge, 1873-1940," Arizona and the West
23 (Spring 1981), 1-4; Statements in the Dane Coolidge Collection, Special Collections,
University of Arizona Library. Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton, The Navaho
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard College, 1946). J would also call attention to the
brief survey of history in James F. Downs, The Navajo (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1972), and also to the very brief accounts by Henry F. Dobyns and Robert C.
Euler, The Navajo Indians (Phoenix, Arizona: Indian Tribal Series, 1977). Also, Robert
Roessel prepared a photographic history, Pictorial History of the Navajo from 1860 to 1910
(Rough Rock, Arizona: Navajo Curriculum Center, Rough Rock Demonstration School,
1980). We await a scholarly essay on the many photographers of the Navajos.
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Frank Reeve, author of a series of
articles on the Navajos. The series
was published in the New Mexico

Historical Review.

of peace between 1720 and 1770, demonstrating that unrelenting warfare did not prevail throughout the contact period, as was previously
.
supposed. 2
Comparing the historian Reeve with other anthropologist-historians of the Navajos illustrates the different approaches the two groups
of scholars might take. Historians rarely rely on fieldwork (or folk
memory), living intimately with their subjects as anthropologists do,
nor are they so captivated with the genius of a folk life. Hence, historians hold themselves more aloof from their subjects, they approach
the topic with more objectivity, and perhaps run the risk of being
labeled unsympathetic. Reeve portrays Hispano-Anglo policy as con2. Frank Reeve's articles are cited in narrative order, not publication order. All
articles appeared in the N= Mexico Historical Revi= (hereafter cited as NMHR). Frank
Reeve, "Early Navajo Geography," NMHR 31 (October 1956), 290-309; "Seventeenth
Century Navaho-Spanish Relations," NMHR 32 (January 1957), 36-52; "Navaho-Spanish
Wars, 1680-1720," NMHR 33 (July 1958), 205-31; "The Navaho-Spanish Peace: 1720s-1770s," NMHR34 (January 1959), 9-40; "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy, 1770-1790," NMHR
35 (July 1960), 200-235; "Navaho-Foreign Affairs, 1795-1846," Part I NMHR 46 (April
1971), 100-132; "Navaho Foreign Affairs, 1795-1846," Part II NMHR 46 (July 1971), 22251; "The Government and the Navaho, 1846-1858," NMHR 14 (January 1939), 82-114;
"The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico-The Navaho, 1858-1862" NMHR 12 (July
1937), 223-69; "The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico-The Bosque Redondo," NMHR
13 (January 1938), 14-49; "The Government and the Navaho, 1878-1883," NMHR 16
(July 1941), 275-312; "The Government and the Navaho, 1883-1888," NMHR 18 (January
1943), 17-51.
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Left to right: Richard Van Valkenburgh, Sally Pierce Brewer, and Jerry (last
name unknown), at a Navajo ceremonial, four miles north of Leupp, 1935.
Photograph courtesy of the Museum of Northern Arizona.

fused, intricate, and immoral, but not always unfair to the plundering,
resilient Navajos, whose strength and elan would allow them to survive
and cope with the inroads and blandishments of an alien society. Historians and anthropologists might well adopt such a model.
At the same time that Frank Reeve began his long series, Richard
Van Valkenburg/;l produced a volume, one of a series sponsored or
encouraged by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 3 Van Valkenburgh received
his anthropological training at southwestern and California institutions, and began his career with the BIA in 1934. Much of his Navajo
work, up until his sudden death in 1957, was archaeological. In the
3. Richard Van Valkenburgh, "A Short History of the Navajo People," in Navajo
Indians m (New York: Garland Publishing, 1974); Richard Van Valkenburgh, "Dine Bikeyah" (Window Rock, Arizona: Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Navajo Service, 1941); "New Light on Navajo Migrations," Gallup Gazette, 1941; Robert
Young, "Richard Fowler Van Valkenburgh-1904-1957," American Antiquity 23 (April
1958), 421. Van Valkenburgh's articles are: "Blood Revenge of the Navajo," Desert Magazine 6 (October 1943), 19-23; "The Government of the Navajo," Arizona Quarterly 1
(Winter 1945), 63-73; "Tome Kearn, Friend of the Moqui," Desert Magazine 9 (July 1946),
9-12; "Last Powowof the Navajo," Desert Magazine 1 (November 1946), 4-7; "Navajo
Common Law #1," Museum Notes 9 (October 1936), 17-22; 9 (April 1937), 51-54; 10 (June
1938), 39-45; "Navajo Naat'aani," The Kiva 13 (January 1948), 14-23.
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1930s he began to realize there was a Navajo archaeology, a fact not
readily apparent since the Navajos built with ephemeral mud and tree
limbs. He compiled exhaustive lists of Navajo sacred places and geographical sites. His Dine Bikeyah of 1941 was an exhaustive gazeteer of
Navajo place names, listed in both English and Navajo terminology.
He wrote a number of pathbreaking articles often based on the remembrances of old informants.
From 1952 to 1957 Van Valkenburgh gathered data in the field on
Navajo aboriginal occupation sites for land claims against the federal
government, a work that could only add to his already impressive
expertise.
A Short History of the Navajo People appeared in 1938 at Window
Rock, asa mimeograph for the Indian Service. In 1974, the Indian
Claims Commission photocopied his History, making it more generally
available. Evidently the manuscript was broadcast over a radio station
'in Gallup. Van Valkenburgh's orthography predated the standard Young
and Morgan alphabet, but he made every effort to use Navajo terminology. He included a generous number of maps and charts. He used
no footnotes, provided a very spare bibliography, and prepared no
index.
Unlike later historians, Van Valkenburgh could rely on Navajo
informants, still alive in the 1930s, who recalled events of fifty to seventy years ago, back to the Kit Carson campaign and the Navajo Incarceration at Fort Sumner. He also consulted hitherto unused
government documents, as well as the several secondary sources then
available. Occasionally he used long quotes to make his point, and
some of his material· should be considered documentary. While he
ignored recent history, particularly the Collier years, his text covering
the years before 1900 demonstrates that historians have not learned
much Navajo history since the days that he wrote.
Unfortunately, his prose is not lucid~ The text contains a series of
short paragraphs in staccato style, and some of the paragraphs even
lack topical unity, as if he had arranged his note cards in chronological
order, and copied from them. I think it is arguable that Van Valkenburgh
did not have an overall framework in which to develop his history.
Fifteen years after Van Valkenburgh appeared, Ruth Underhill
brought forth the first of her two surveys of the Navajos. Hers were
the first published books of this kind on the Navajos. 4 Born of a wealthy
4. Biographical information of Ruth M. Underhill from James M. Ethridge and
Barbara Kopala, eds., Contemporary Authors, Volumes 1-4 (Detroit, Michigan: Gale Research Co., 1967), 951; Charles Mortiz, ed., Current Biographical Yearbook (New York: H.
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New York family, she had all the advantages her father could offer her,
bouncing around in his rich library collections, visiting the great cultural sites of Europe. She carne to anthropology in her forties, when
Ruth Benedict attracted her to Columbia where she earned a doctorate
under Franz Boas. In all she wrote nineteen books. Even though she
began her academic career in mid-life, she lived to be 101 years old,
dying in 1984, time enough to become a prolific author. Among her
other books were a general Indian history, Red Man's America (1953),
and a survey of Native American mythology, Red Man's Religion (1965).5
She performed her first fieldwork with the Papagos in centralsouthern Arizona. From this experience carne several books and novels.
She worked for the Bureau of Indian Affairs from 1934 to 1948, and it
was in the last three years, 1945 to 1948, that she gathered materials
for her Navajo history. Like Van Valkenburgh, Underhill prepared her
first book on the Navajos for use in the Indian Service. It was entitled
Here Come the Navaho! (1953). It has a rich harvest of photographs and
drawings, and a reliance on Navajo informants, although hers did not
go back as far as Van Valkenburgh's. Appendixes contain information
on the Athabascan language, signers of the Navaho Treaty of 1868, a
list of agents and superintendents from 1851 to 1949, and a roster of
reservation hospitals. There is no index.
Growing tired of the endless sojourns to reservations, Underhill
retired from the Indian Service in 1948 and took up teaching and research duties at the University of Denver. Using the same sources as
she used for Here Come the Navaho! she now wrote The Navajos for the
University of Oklahoma Press in 1956. (Incidentally, she claimed in The
Navajos that Here Come the Navaho! was written for children! [po X])6
Underhill's major theme in The Navajos was the conceptof Renewal
or Beginning. The Navajos' First Beginning occurred at Gobernador
Canyon, in northwestern New Mexico, a little east of Farmington.
Interestingly, this section of her book presents Navajo myth as a key
to Navajo history, and overlooks the transforming influences of the
W. Wilson Co., 1984), 480; and Marjorie Dent Condee, ed., Current Biography: Who's
News and Why, 1954 (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1954), 617-19. The two books of
Underhill's examined here are: Here Come the Navaho! (Lawrence, Kansas: Haskell Indian
Institute, 1953); The Navajos (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1956).
5. Ruth Underhill, Red Man's America: A History of Indians in the 'United States (Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1953); Red Man's Religion: Beliefs and Practices
of the Indians North of Mexico (Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1965).
6. During the 1940s anthropologists sought to standardize the use of "h" in the
spelling of Navajo, but in 1969 the Navajo Tribal Council approved the use of "j" instead.
Underhill made the switch in her second book.
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riverine Pueblos on Navajo life. Probably Underhill's exposition, while
significant~ demonstrates the difficulties of u~ilizing myth as a historical
source. Much of Navajo myth was borrowed from the Pueblos and
would not be a clue to Athabascan origins.
The Spanish introduction of sheep and horses marked the Second
Beginning. In this same era, Pueblo influences grew stronger-learning
by marriage, when Pueblo refugees fled their Spanish masters after
the Reconquest to live with the Navajos. Later in the eighteenth century, the Navajos achieved an independence, as they separated from
the Pueblos and moved west toward Canyon de Chelly to become a
People in their own right.
The chapter entitled "Lords of the Soil" is subtitled "The Heyday
of Banditry," and neglects Navajo agriculture, as the title suggests, but
treats devastating Navajo raids upon Pueblo and Hispanic communities. The Second Beginning extends over a long and diverse period of
time, and includes a century and a half of Spanish contact, the coming
of the Americans in 1846, and the captivity at Fort Sumner.
The Third Beginning occurred whim the Navajos returned to their
old homeland in 1868. This Beginning features the influence of government agents, of traders, whom she calls Navajo shoguns, 'and of
educators, and in this section she carries the history of the Navajos
down through the Great Depression, World War II, and the unhappy
postwar period. However, no mention is made of the highly significant
Navajo-Hopi Long Range Rehabilitiation Act of 1950, or ofTermination,
or of the special Navajo education projects of the late 1940s and 1950s.
In the first printing Underhill identified three Beginnings. She
added a chapter entitled "The Fourth Beginning" in the revision of
1967. Even more than the preceding chapters, it has a surface quality.
Often Underhill avoids mentioning names of individuals or events,
relying on gross generalizations. As a consequence, there is a certain
elementary quality to the book. As Frank Reeve said in his critical
review in the Mississippi Valley Historical Review, the book is entertaining
for·the general public but is not a reference book.?
Underhill omitted from The Navajos the major topic of religion, as
Leland Wyman pointed out in his review in the American Anthropologist.
Underhill also specialized in Native American religions, and she evidently saved the Navajo topic for her Red Man's Religion. Wyman also
7, Frank Reeve, Review of Underhill, The Navajos, in Mississippi Valley Historical
Review 43 (September 1956), 294-95,
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Robert W. Young, preeminent authority on the Navajo language.
Photograph courtesy of Robert W.
Young.

pointed out that she neglected the peyote cult, Navajo language, and
Navajo values. 8
Underhill's concept of four Beginnings has serious flaws as a structure on which to build Navajo history. The wide range of events that
go into each Beginning are often diverse, unrelated, or sometimes
reduced in significance to fit the structure. Her approach does have
the advantage of providing an objective framework in which to relate
Navajo history. For instance, she avoids the pitfalls of bias against either
Navajo or Anglo. The reader will notice an absence of ethnic emphasis
in the concept.
For the centennial celebration of the Treaty of 1868, Robert W.
Young prepared a history based on his profound understanding of
Navajo culture. At the time an employee of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
and relying on thirty years experience with the Navajo people, and on
old Navajo informants whose memory he plumbed, Young has, since
the 1930s, become the preeminent authority on the Navajo language.
The Gallup Independent published his history, which it set three columns
to a page. 9
Beginning with criticisms first, the book has a somewhat unusual
8. Leland Wyman, Review of Underhill, The Navajos, in American Anthropologist 60
(October 19~8), 952-53.
9. Robert W. Young, The Role of the Navajo in the Southwestern Drama (Gallup, New
Mexico: [Gallup] Independent, 1968).
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and misleading title, The Role of the Navajo in the Southwestern Drama.
(My first reaction was that it was about theater.) Much of his early
history quotes at great length from his sources, almost making some
sections of the work a documentary history. He reprints almost all of
Benavides' account, the first extensive description by the Spanish of
the Navajos.to Young uses no citations, and occasionally the reader
wonders what is the source of information. Also there are occasional
digressions: an extended account of Christopher Columbus, for instance. Unfortunately, he did not provide a table of contents or an
index. The book ends rather curiously. After the "Epilog," in which
Young apparently brought his history to a close, he returns to the prehistoric period and works his way in some kind of grand manner to a
conclusion, which he had already done. The book was not reviewed
in the professional journals.
Young relied on sources that are now unavailable or ignored. Apparently, he is the only one who has used Navajo Tribal Council Minutes, and he also made extensive use of the Navajo Agent Reports. He
has rendered an exhaustive archaeological account of the Anasazis and
Navajos, relying particularly on the researches of Florence Hawley Ellis
and Albert Schroeder, some of it unpublished. Although obviously a
great admirer of the Navajos, Young does plainly call them raiders in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and he criticizes them for
opposing stock reduction in the 1930s, which has led to overgrazing
and the virtual destruction of the old Navajo way of life.
Young wrote before Frank McNitt, David Brugge, and J. Lee Correll
published their studies, which added an important new dimension to
the study ofthe Navajo past, although he was acquainted with their
work and knew a great deal about their findings. 11 He relied on the
10. Alonso de Benavides, Benavides' Memorial of 1630, trans. Peter P. Forrestal, ed,
Cyprian J. Lynch (Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1954).
11. Frank McNitt's two major works are The Navajo Wars: Military Campaigns, Slave
Raids and Reprisals '(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1972), and The Indian
Traders (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962). At the time Young was preparing
his Navajo history, David Brugge and J. Lee Correll were working on the following:
David Brugge, Zarcillos Largos-Courageous Advocate of Peace (Window Rock, Arizona:
Research Section, Navajo Parks and Recreation, 1970); Brugge, Navajos in the Catholic
Church Records of New Mexico, 1694-1875 (Window Rock, Arizona: Research Section,
Navajo Parks and Recreation, 1968); Brugge, A History of the Chaco Navajo (Albuquerque,
New Mexico: National Park Service, 19(9); J. Lee Correll, Through White Men's Eyes: A
Contribution to Navajo History: A Chronological Record of the Navajo People from Earliest Times
to the Treaty of Jun~ 1, 1868, 6 vols. (Window Rock, Arizona: Navajo Times Publishing
Company, 1976); Correll, Sandoval-Traitor or Patriot? (Window Rock, Arizona: Research
Section, Navajo Parks and Recreation, 1970); Correll, Bai-a-lil-le, Medicine Man or Witch?
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older, perhaps outdated, works of H. H. Bancroft and W. A. Keleher,
and the more recent book by Jack Forbes, Apache, Navaho, and Spaniard,
and Young accepts Forbes' thesis that the Navajos and Pueblos lived
peacefully until the Spanish entrada (pp. 9-11, 16-17,88).12 Young also
believes that the Navajos are an adaptable, flexible people who have
always experienced social change (pp. 6, 18, and 90), and who are now
passing through a social revolution. As the title of his book suggests,
Young depicts the Navajos as acting out a heroic drama on the great
stage of southwestern history.
Young has also written a political history of the Navajos.13 Once
again, Young had access to tribal council records and agency letter
books that historians have rarely used. Young's political history is
graced with many fine photographs and line drawings of Navajo life
and scenery. Again regrettably, he provided no index.
His searching for Navajo political origins is the most exhaustive
we have. Only an article by David Brugge, which calls attention to a
Naach'id or general conference of the Navajos in 1840, could be added
to his account. 14 Young points out that the Navajos had a loose sort of
democracy in which rugged individualism and personal freedom were
given the widest possible latitude. Navajo military power dominated
the Southwest for two centuries, even into the American period. They
retained their basic pattern of political organization essentially unchanged until the twentieth century; until the 1930s, whatever changes
took place in political organization the Navajos effected themselves. IS
Young believes that if the federal government had adopted the
recommendations of Special Indian Agent John Ward in 1868, at the
time of the return from the Bosque Redondo, that Navajo political
(Window Rock, Arizona: Research Section, Navajo Parks and Recreation, 1970); William
Lyon, "History Comes to the Navajos: A Review Essay," American Indian Culture and
Research Journal 11 (1987), 75-92.
12. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (San Francisco, California: History Co., 1889); William A. Keleher, Turmoil in New Mexico, 18461868 (Santa Fe, New Mexico: The Rydal Press, 1952). There are 280 pages out of 510 in
Keleher devoted to the Navajos. Jack D. Forbes, Apache, Navaho, and Spaniard (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1960); Lyon, "History Comes to the Navajos," 88-89.
13. Robert W. Young, A Political History of the Navajo Tribe (Tsaile, Arizona: Navajo
Community College Press, 1978). For a review of Young's book, see George Moses,
"Political Histories of the Navajos: A Review Essay," American Indian Culture and Research
Journal 5 (1981), 116-19. Here let it be noted that Young also wrote a substantial amount
of history for The Navajo Yearbook (Window Rock, Arizona: Navajo Agency, 1950-1961).
14. David Brugge, "Documentary Reference to a Navajo Naach'id in 1840," Ethnohistory 10 (Spring 1963), 186-88.
15. Young, Political History of the Navajo Tribe, 31-32.
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history would have been much less painful. Ward proposed that the
natural regional communities select three of its most respected members to serve on a council of headmen, and five leaders from that council
would compose the Principal Chiefs. Young believes that this idea fit
in well with Navajo political traditions, and is mindful of the chapter
system of the 1930s, which had a strong grass-roots support. 16
Young follows the Ward thesis as he surveys the post-Bosque
Redondo period. While the government agents theoretically had arbitrary powers, de facto, the headmen system continued to operate
according to Navajo traditions. Although the very first tribal council
meetings in 1922 were temporary, the regulations that established a
permanent council of 1923 produced a turning point in the history of
the Navajos. The council was not based on the traditional political
system, because it was centralized without recognition of local autonomy. Organization of the chapters beginning in 1927 somewhat remedied the failure to conform to Navajo polity, although they were not
integrated into the Navajo political structure until the 1950s. Even the
abortive constitution in 1937 failed to integrate the chapters into the
political system, but incorporated the land management districts that
the Soil Conservation Service had just recently established. The formation of a central tribal government, contrary to Navajo political
traditions, often created turmoil and controversy. By the early 1970s,
however, tribalism and self-determination were on the fair road to
success. By then order had been created out of chaos.
/
Thus, from 1938 to 1976, four historians composed six surveys of
Navajo life. Three of them-Van Valkenburgh, Underhill, and Youngproduced works inspired by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and perhaps
more particularly by John Collier, who wanted the employees of the
Indian Service to understand and appreciate The People with whom
they worked, to better develop and administer Indian policies. A fourth,
Frank Reeve, worked independently. in a long series of articles. All
four belonged to the academic tradition. Reeve held a doctorate in
history and edited a major state historical journal. Van Valkenburgh
was trained as an anthropologist, but never received a degree. Underhill was a student of Franz Boas at Columbia University, a prolific
author writing on a wide range of subjects, but her fieldwork was
primarily with the Papagos. Young was trained as a linguist at the
University of New Mexico, and because of his close association with
the Navajos-he speaks Navajo like a Navajo-he became steeped in
16. Ibid., 36-39.
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archaeological, anthropological, and historical facts of Navajo existence.
After Reeve, Van Valkenburgh, Underhill, and Young, Navajo history shifted hands, from the academician to the layperson. Three of
the Navajo histories were composed by professional authors who wrote
for a living, and whose publications include a wide range of humanist
topics.
The first humanist for review is John Upton Terrell, who wrote
The Navajos: The Past and Present of a Great People in 1970. 17 The great
strength of this book is its readability, reflective of his earlier career as
a war correspondent and a Washington reporter. In a graceful, forceful,
and lucid style, Terrell adequately covers most of the various Navajo
historical topics. First among the historians, he devotes a chaptei to
religion, but not to Navajo social organization. The Navajo economy,
he points out, rested on hit-and-run raids. He labels Sandoval, chief
of the Enemy Navajos at Cebolleta, the "Benedict Arnold of the Navajos." Neither does he like the attempted imposition of Anglo Christianity on the Navajos. He also very much dislikes the Indian Bureau.
His strictures on the missionary and agent are tantamount to a diatribe.
Terrell expresses great admiration for the Navajos, but his tendency to polemic mars his account. His description of Pueblo impact
on Navajo culture is confused (chapter 4). He approves the policy of
John Collier to preserve and isolate Navajo culture, but overlooks the
fact that Collier was very unpopular with the Navajos. He misstates
the date for the formation of chapters by Agent John Hunter at Leupp,
and he misrepresents the actions of Secretary Harold Ickes in the drafting and rejection of a Navajo constitution.
The second humanist to consider is Jules Loh, who wrote a short
history entitled Lords of the Earth: A History of the Navajo Indians. 18 Loh
had worked for the Associated Press, and had contributed articles to
Sunday supplements, and to Saturday Review and Esquire. While researching this book, he lived with the Navajos on their reservation,
but he does not say for how long.
This superficial book might be described as a passing commentary
on Navajo history. Historical events are rather randomly selected. Loh
17. John Upton Terrell, The Navajos: The Past and Present of a Great People (New York:
Weybright and Talley, 1970). For biographical information on Terrell, see Ann Evory,
ed., Contemporary Authors, Volumes 29-32 (Detroit, Michigan: Gale Research Co., 1972),
694.

18. Jules Loh, Lords of the Earth: A History of the Navajo Indians (New York: CrowellCollier Press, 1971).
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writes in the spirit of the civil rights movement, in which he evidently
participated. He faults the Euro-Americans as always being the bad
guys-thieves, bigots, annihilators; and the Navajos he commends as
the good guys-raised like deer, lords of the earth, inhabiting a heaven
on earth, walking in beauty. The period after 1868 occupies only oneseventh of the text. Loh makes unnecessary excursions into non-Navajo
history-Indian removal from the Old Southwest, and his own childhood pastime of playing cowboys and Indians. Loh's sources are unnoted; he records no citations. If his bibliography is any indication, he
has largely based his account on his own intuitions.
The third humanist-historian to review is Raymond Friday Locke,
whose survey of Navajo culture and history is entitled The Book of the
Navajo (1976).19 Locke founded and edited Mankind, a popular history
journal dwelling on the genius and virtue of natural man. Locke also
has written on other Indians, and was a playwright. Although Locke
had connections with the literary community in southern California,
it is inexplicable why he should have dedicated his book to the French
authoress, Anals Nin. Somehow her Delta of Venus, which is candidly
presented as pornography, seems far removed from the Navajo lifestyle presented in Locke's book.
'Locke is one of the first historians to devote space to social organization, and to concentrate on Navajo religion. (Terrell had one chapter
on religion.) Locke was not the first to understand that Navajo myth
was their history (see comments on Ethelou Yazzie later in this essay),
but he synthesized a number of Navajo events and personalities from
myth that explained Navajo understanding of their past: the origin of
the Mexican people, the adventures of the Hero Twins,-the migration
of The People to Dinetah, stories about Coyote, and the progress of
the Insect People through the four underworlds.
Locke's extensive coverage of cultural elements is tantamount to
a tour de force, so much so that the history section after the Treaty of
1868 is slighted. He provided no footnotes and bibliography in the
book, and he added an index only in a 1980 reissue. The reader must
make an educated guess on what sources Locke used. He drew heavily
on Washington Matthews for legends, and from Kluckhohn and Leigh19. Raymond Friday Locke, The Book of the Navajo (Los Angeles: Mankind Publishing
Co.; 1976). Biographical information on Raymond Locke is difficult to find. The author
cursorily examined the journal Locke edited, Mankind, which lasted up to Volume 3
(February 1973). 1 also relied on a brief statement in the front of his Navajo history,
written by Ray Brandes, and also a letter of Ray Brandes to William Lyon, September
11, 1989.
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ton for "The Beautiful Rainbow of the Navajo." Locke is extremely
favorable to the Navajos, and unfriendly to the civilized Anglos, demonstrating a kind of "civilization corrupts" attitude. He does, however,
describe the Navajos before 1864 as raiders .
.The title of the book has a certain literary ring to it. One is tempted
to compare Locke's Book of the Navajo with the earlier Book of the Hopi
(1963) by Frank Waters. 20 The Hopi book's format and coverage resembles Locke-about three-fourths devoted to Hopi religion and culture,
and one-fourth devoted to history. The texts are, therefore, similar,
although Waters' is more inspirational. Locke undoubtedly used Waters
as a model.
So far, Anglo historians have been discussed in this article. What
of Navajos and their understanding and writing of history? Perhaps a
brief exposition of Navajo perception of history at this point would be
in order. 21
Navajos are not a history-composing or remembering people, at
least in the conventional Anglo scientific sense. That kind of history
is not a part of their ethos. When a Navajo dies, he should not be
remembered, lest his ghost return to make trouble. Navajos also believe
that if one thinks of unfortunate events, which are often a part of the
past, then unfortunate events will happen in the future. These two
beliefs alone would lay a heavy burden on a Navajo profession of
history. Even for people who are still alive, mention of their names
too often (and some names are kept a secret) runs the risk of hexing
the individual. Going to museums to view pottery or other prehistoric
artifacts may produce illness, such as headaches. The remedy for this
is to have Enemyway sung over the patient, but that is expensive.
Remembering the past to contemplate the future is undesirable anyway, since planning ahead is dangerous. The old Western aphorism
"A people who cannot remember their past are condemned to live it
over again" has no meaning to the traditional Navajo.
Older, traditional Navajo informants are often unreliable. They
believe that it is all right to answer the white man whether they know
the correct answer or not. As with any person's remembrance, Navajos
may also confuse different historical events in their memory. When
Ruth Roessel collected stories of the so-called "Long Walk," one of her
20. Frank Waters, Book of the Hopi (New York: The Viking Press, 1963).
21. My statements concerning Navajo history, or the lack of it, are based on my
experience with Navajo students in my Navajo Culture and History class at Northern
Arizona University, on Kluckhohn and Leighton (cited earlier), and on Ethelou Yazzie,
ed., Navajo History (Many Farms, Arizona: Navajo Community College Press, 1971).
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infonnants confused the Spanish massacre of 1804 in Canyon del Muerto
with the march to Fort Sumner in 1864. 2i
The Navajos do not think in a linear, historical line of progress;
rather they engage in circular thinking. No new knowledge can be
created. Rather than change nature, they wish to establish harmony
with nature. New ways of doing things seem dangerous. They tend
to follow the old ways. Their concept of time is weak. They tend to
have a present-time orientation.
To the traditional Navajos, knowledge is not compartmentalized
into history, sociology, anthropology, even religion. How does one
acquire knowledge? Through the inspiration of seeing, thinking, and
performing, not through reading, or classroom experience, or some
method of formalized instruction. The medicine man masters ritual by
constant repetition. The ritual of ceremonies is the language of the
gods, unchangeable, permanent. Navajos are not used to tentative
knowledge, to pros and cons, thus and so, or maybe. It is difficult for
them to test a hypothesis.
And yet some factors favor history by the Navajos. To them the
.cosmos is in motion and process, a good basic premise to historical
consciousness. The Navajos also believe life evolved through the underworlds, and that Changing Woman repeatedly ages in the autumn
and winter and renews her life in the spring. Knowledge is valid; its
possession is a valuable asset. Language also transforms, affirming the
compulsive power of speech. Gladys Reichard wrote of the "compulsive word," the power of prayer. 23 Historical language might become
a powerful agent in Navajo life. Evolutionary ideas, an absolute belief
in knowledge, and the power of speech lend themselves to the development of historical awareness.
The Navajos do have mythical explanations of the past that differ
from the explanations of the white man. The Navajos were created in
the lower worlds, as were other forms of life, and their Place of Emergence is near Mt. Hesperus in Colorado. The Navajos emerged at the
center of the universe, the only people to do so. Nothing here about
migration across the Bering Straits, or a southward move from Lake
Athabasca. The fact that Navajos were also created out of the skin of
22. Ruth Roessel, Navajo Stories of the Long Walk Period (Tsaile, Arizona: Navajo
Community College Press, 1973), 188-94; Clifford Trafzer, The Kit Carson Campaign: The
Last Great Navajo War (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982), 192-93, could not
verify a Navajo story of army atrocity in army records.
23. Gladys A. Reichard, Prayer: The Compulsive Word (New York: J. J. Augustin,
1944).
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Changing Woman in this, the Fifth World, and migrated east from
California or the Pacific Ocean should in no way invalidate the Emergence story in their mind. In a sense, the Navajos are one with the
Holy Beings of the underworld, who do not conform to Time and Place
in this world. The Navajos also have their own particular explanations
for the origin of the Mexicans, Hopis, and Paiutes. According to the
concept of Dine (the Navajos as The People), contacts with and the
history of other peoples are irrelevant or dangerous. They also have
an explanation for the lava beds lying south of Mt. Taylor. This is the
blood of the giant killed by one of the Hero Twins, Monster Slayer.
They have an explanation for the tail of the turkey being white-it was
touched and cleansed by the floodwaters as it escaped from the Third
World to the Fourth World. They know why the eyes of the coyote are
transparent; he had played a game with birds in which he tossed his
eyes up into the air, and the birds refused to help him recover them
but replaced them with pine gum. First Man and Coyote placed the
stars, the sun, and the moon in the sky. Talking God instructed them
how to make the first hogan.
This brief exposition shows that Navajos have geological and anthropological explanations for the past. Their history is the story of the
Beings' or Spirits' progress through the underworlds, of Changing
Woman, and her sons (perhaps twins) who kill the various monsters
so that life can survive, of the creation of the clans, and of the division
of the peoples into tribes.
This is the story told in the first, all-Navajo history publication,
edited by Ethelou Yazzie, issued by. the Rough Rock Demonstration
School in 1971, and which relies not on documentary evidence, but on
the oral testimony of various informants. 24 It is history as imagination,
the supernatural as natural, as reality. It is mythology as prehistory.
Simply titled, this is Navajo History as the Navajos understand it, not
as the anthropologist and historian understand it. If the Navajos think
about their past, then, they must approach it in a totally different
manner than the Anglo, and this raises many problems regarding what
the Navajos should be taught in the classroom, what their written
history should contain, and whether the gap between Anglo and Navajo history should or can be bridged.
Two high schools have grappled with the problem of whether to
view history through a Navajo or Anglo prism or a combination of
24. Yazzie, Navajo History, 15, 19, 21, 33, 59-62, 83.
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both. The Shiprock history prefers an Anglo version, and the Aneth
history prefers a combination.
The Shiprock history was first published in 1979, and began with
the year 1846, the coming of the Americans. In 1982 an additional
volume was produced covering the prehistory and Spanish-Mexican
periods. 25 The author of the two volumes is Bill Acrey, although the
first volume, which begins in 1846, was the work of the Basic Research
Committee consisting of Acrey, Linda Lloyd, Richard McMullin, Orion
Six, and a Navajo orthographer, Kenneth Begishe. The second volume
covering the prehistory and the Hispanic period was funded by Title
IV of the Indian Education Act.
Taking the second volume first, which covers the earlier period,
Acrey, who evidently is the sole author of this volume, relies on secondary sources, including general histories of New Mexico by Marc
Simmons, Warren Beck, and Lynn Perrigo, and even the Readers' Digest.
Acrey frequently cites the published documents of the Indian Claims
Commission. 26 This volume· has a few illustrations and maps, and many
drawings by Orelando C. Joe. The book is footnoted, has a bibliography
(both of which are sometimes sloppy), and an index:
Acrey also cites Jack Forbes and Albert Schroeder, which perhaps
signifies a balanced interpretation, since Forbes disagrees with Schroeder on Navajo arrival in the Southwest. 27 Acrey tends to present various
points of view without passing judgment. For instance, in his treatment
of Navajo-Spanish relations, Acrey says: "When the situation in New
Mexico is viewed in this light [the conflict of two completely different
cultures], it is easy to understand the continual raids made by Navajo
bands against the Spaniards or their Pueblo allies. It is just as easy to
understand the Spanish retaliatory campaigns into Navajo country."
The companion volume, covering the later years from 1846 to the
present, also relies on general texts but with a significant admixture of
25. Bill P. Acrey, Navajo History: The Land and Its People (Shiprock, New Mexico:
Central Consolidated School District No. 22, 1979); Acrey, Navajo History to 1846 (Shiprock, New Mexico: Central Consolidated School District No. 22, 1982). .
26. The Indian Claims Commission Reports are: Myra Ellen Jenkins and Ward Alan
Minge, "Navajo Activities Affecting the Acoma-Laguna Area, 1746-1910," Indian Claims
Commission, Joint Exhibit No. 530, Docket No. 229; Florence Hawley Ellis, Navajo Indians
I: An Anthropological Study of the Navajo Indians (New York: Garland Publishing, 1974);
Norman Littell, "Proposed Findings of Fact in Behalf of the Navajo Tribe of Indians in
Area of the Overall Navajo Claim," Docket 229, Volumes 1-6 (Window Rock, New
Mexico: The Navajo Tribe, 1967).
27. Forbes, Apache, Navajo, and Spaniard, xiv-xxiii. Though Forbes disagrees with
Schroeder, he fails to cite him. See Albert H. Schroeder, "Navajo and Apache Relationships West of the Rio Grande," EI Palacio 70 (Autumn 1963), 5-20..
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documentary sources. It uses some reports of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs and of the Superintendents (pp. 188, 223), and its use
of the Historical Calendar, compiled by J. Lee Correll and not generally
available, adds an important dimension to the history. (The calendar
is cited in the footnotes, but not in the bibliography.) Not the least of
its merits is that it provides a synthesis utilizing hitherto unused sources.
Navajo History: The Land and Its People is profusely illustrated by
photographs, maps, and charts. Several of the maps are superb, such
as the ones identifying the routes on the walk to Fort Sumner (p. 46)
and reservation expansion (pp. 79, 86, 91, 98, 99, 113, 158, 163). The
book is footnoted, has a bibliography, an appendix with the AngloNavajo treaties, and a serviceable index (and a few egregious typos).
High school students at Shiprock may have difficulty comprehending
this rather complex subject, written in a drab literary style.
While the Americans have much to answer for, this history is
probably evenhanded. Acrey states, for instance, that failure to stem
the slave trade of Navajos led to the failure of peace in the 1850s, as
provided in the Treaty of Ojo del Oso in 1846 (p. 9). And yet it is quite
plain to the reader that the Navajos were also slaveholders (p. 97). The
book concentrates on the Anglo-Navajo treaties, reprinting them in
the appendixes, and devotes two chapters to the agents of the nineteenth century. Contrary to Navajo traditional beliefs, Acrey recognized
overgrazing as a legitimate problem (pp. 225,227-28). The last chapters
deal with the development of tribal government and contemporary
problems.
In spite of his use of general texts, Acrey does occasionally rely
on more specialized studies. He presents the thesis of Frank Reeve in
"The Navajo-Spanish Peace, 1720s to 1770s," that hostile relations were
not interminable (pp. 85-95). But Acrey's coverage of the late eighteenth century is flawed. He misrepresents the Dominguez-Escalante
Expedition of 1776 (pp. 98-99). The period from 1775 to 1805 has some
strange omissions (pp. 99-107). For instance, he fails to describe the
role of Governor Juan Bautista de Anza, except to print his full-page
picture. The reader might well ponder why he is pictured there. Also
the Navajo attack onCebolleta is not described. This is strange in view
of the concentration on other less well known details.
The Aneth history is written from the Utah perspective, and was
prepared under the auspices of the American West Center at the University of Utah. 28 (Funding was provided by Weber State College, the
28. Clyde Benally et al., Dineji' Nakee' Naahane', A Utah Navajo History (Monticello,
Utah: San Juan School District, 1982).
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Utah State Board of Education, the Utah Navajo Development Council,
and the San Juan School District at Aneth.) Clyde Benally is the author,
but evidently Andrew O. Wiget, John R. Alley, and Garry Blake are at
least coauthors, with Floyd O'Neil acting as a consultant. The first five
chapters are devoted to Navajo religion and legend as history, and in
the remaining seven historical chapters, one section is devoted to Navajo Utah history.
The volume employs Navajo names and phrases, but the' translations of the chapter titles are not always direct. ("Keyah Sani" would
be "Old Homeland" rather than "The Search for Dinetah.") Readers
are treated to a wide and unusual selection of photographs. Diagrams
and symbols abound, and maps evidently prepared for this volume
are supplied. The Treaty of 1868 is reprinted in the appendix. Unique
to this history are Navajo songs, which, oddly, are the only information
with a citation. The short bibliographical essays on each chapter are
rather imprecise, and also indicate a reliance on the secondary works
of Underhill, Terrell, Young, Downs, and Dobyns and Euler. There is
no index.
The first four chapters rely on works by Mary Wheelwright, Charlotte Frisbie, Leland Wyman, Washington Matthews, and Father Berard
Haile, and tell the Navajo religious legends as prehistory-the mythical
but "true" story of Navajo origins. Tales from several different chants
are combined and synthesized. Songs are quoted. Navajos learn why
turkey feathers have white tips, how hoops can be used to slough off
illness or evil, why snakes should be feared or avoided, how Talking
God is concerned for The People's welfare, how balance in human life
is greatly desired.
Although the authors refer to the Athabascan migration down the
eastern slope of the Rockies, they prefer (using such phrases as "more
likely," "may") a version in which the Navajos split off from the Apacheans in Wyoming and migrate down through the Great Salt Lake to
Moab and then to the Four Corners area. This emphasizes the Aneth
or Utah area, where the student readers of this book presumably reside.
The authors also favor a pre-fifteenth-century occupation of Dine Bekeyah, the original Navajo homeland, which perhaps archaeological
evidence does not yet justify.
Benally and one of his fellow authors, John R. Alley, state that the
Navajos lived near Pueblo country when Coronado first arrived in 1539,
and that Navajos observed the Spanish conquistador from the hilltops.
The chroniclers of the Coronado expedition did not record meeting or
seeing any Navajos, unless they were the Querechos east of the Rio
Grande, a debatable proposition. The Benally-Alley text follows the
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thesis of Jack Forbes that the Indians of the Southwest were peaceful
until the entrada of the Spanish, which caused the Navajos to attack
the Pueblos. To Forbes-and to Benally-Alley-the Native American
lived a kind of utopian existence until the greedy, oppressive, and
warlike European appeared on the scene. 29 The Utah authors see the
squabbling Spanish missionaries and soldiers in league with each other
more than France V. Scholes would probably admit. 30 The authors have
also followed Frank McNitt, The Navajo Wars 3 ! by declaring that the
Navajosraided primarily as a retribution for slave taking by the Pueblo
and Hispanic (pp. 71, 75, 94-97, 103, 104, 109). They do not recognize
economic motives for raiding, such as economic subsistence or acquisition of greater wealth. Surely the authors err in saying that the Spanish furnished the Navajos with guns (p. 73)--sheep and horses certainly,
but not guns. One other McNitt concept-"The Fearing"-which-he
placed in the 1850s under the Americans,32 is instead located by BenallyAlley in the period 1770-1846 under the Spanish and Mexicans, and
the facts in their chapter do not justify the choice of chapter title or
the transfer of the McNitt concept to another era.
Not surprisingly, the Americans are little better characters than
the Spaniards. The murder of Narbona by members of the Washington
Reconnaissance is justly condemned. The more militant and unforgiving Manuelito emerges as the greatest leader. The authors use the
expression "The Long Walk" for Hweeldi (Bosque Redondo), which
expression McNitt studiously avoids since it was not in use at the time
of the march to eastern New Mexico. 33
But perhaps the Americans do not come off so badly after all. The
best term to describe the Navajo-American relationship is ambivalent.
Benally and his coauthors approve irrigation and water conservation,
but note that Navajos were angered by it (p. 171). They question compulsory attendance at schools, but sanction education (they do not
want to criticize the institution that will use this book). Sheep reduction
in the 1930s was shameful but probably was necessary. Navajos are
one in culture and politics, but also have divisions within their ranks.
Never is this ambivalence so clearly expressed as in this paragraph:
29. Forbes, xiv-xxiii, 24-28, 108-9,177-285.
30. France V. Scholes, "Church and State in New Mexico," New Mexico Historical
Review 11 (October 1936), 9-76.
31. McNitt, Navajo Wars, 12.
32. Ibid., 385-409.
33. Frank McNitt, "The Long March: 1863-1867," in Albert Schroeder, ed., The
Changing Ways of Southwestern Indians (Glorietta, New Mexico: Rio Grande Press, 1973),
145-70.
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In spite of what the enemy [the Americans] said, the Navajos
were not a warlike people. Most of them lived quietly, raising sheep
and horses, growing crops, hunting game, and gathering plants.
War would continue, though, until the enemy would also keep
the peace and honor the Navajos' right to live their own lives. The
only other choice was war, until one side or the other was completely defeated. Unfortunately that was the choice the Americans
made. 34
In other words the Navajos were peaceful people, but would force
the Americans to keep the peace by going to war, which the Americans
instigated, 'until the Navajos were defeated and the Americans respected Navajo political and cultural sovereignty.
The authors treat Bai'ililii (Correll spells it Bai-a-lil-Ie) in a very
curious way.35 He was a Utah Navajo who needed to be emphasized
for the students who will read this book (pp. 170-74). The authors
barely mention the fact that he practiced witchcraft, had unjustly refused to sing a chant over a dying man, had threatened to kill Agent
William Shelton, and that Navajos generally feared him as a troublemaker and a supernatural practitioner. Instead, the authors say that
his opposition to the establishment of a school systemin the Aneth
area led to the tragic killings and illegal imprisonment that followed
his confrontation with the U.S. military. (Many Navajos were not opposed to the intervention of the military.) Perhaps Bai'ililii is not as
favorable a character as the authors depict.
Navajo history authors fall into three categories: academic anthropologists, lay scholars, and Navajo scholars (though not always Navajo
ethnically). The last history of the Navajos (under present review)
returns to the academic, and combines the talents of Garrick Bailey,
an ethnohistorian at the University of Tulsa, and of Roberta Glenn
Bailey, a historian. In 1986 they published A History of the Navajos: The
Reservation Years. 36 As the subtitle suggests, the book does not completely cover Navajo history; it begins in 1868. It has two other limitations as well. It is really an economic history with lots of statistical
data; and social, political, and religious history are slighted or ignored.
The book emphasizes the eastern (or New Mexico) Navajos where the
Baileys have done their fieldwork. They rely on their field notes of the
1970s, and also on Farmington newspapers. As an example of this
34. Benally et aI., Dineji' Nakee' Naahane',
35. Correll, Bai-a-lil-le.
36. Garrick Bailey and Roberta Glenn Bailey, A History of the Navajos: The Reservation
Years (Santa Fe, New Mexico: School of American Research, 1986).
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emphasis, the Navajo-Hopi boundary controversy in the western reservation is not mentioned at all.
Many of their sources are standard secondary sources, although
they have plumbed the Navajo agents' reports from 1868 to 1936. The
figures that they have gleaned from· these reports are often unreliable.
They made no assessment of the accuracy of the data. They believe
the Collier policies of the 1930s had a great impact, a point of view
questioned by Donald Parman. 37
.
Bailey and Bailey have laid the foundation for a study of Navajo
economic development. Their analysis of trade is an important contribution. They have discerned a drought-induced depression in the
1890s, and a market-oriented recovery, sparked by American consumer
demand, in the early 1900s. As economic historians they realistically
view overgrazing, stating that sheep culture is declining as the ranges
are destroyed.
Their thesis combines economic and social elements. As sheep
husbandry declines and reliable wage labor takes its place, the extended
family, which has always acted as a restraint upon young Navajos, will
decline, and Navajo culture will vanish with it. Buried in their data
and in their complicated notational system, this is a challenging, courageous thesis.
To conclude this review of the Navajo histories, they all focus on
special topic or time periods, and do not examine all the Navajo literature. The anthropologist as historian is highly selective even of the
anthropological literature. The layperson as historian looks for something mystical, and his sources are even more limited. The Navajo as
historian is unable to resolve the dilemma between Navajo and Anglo
perceptions of history, and so far have written for secondary level
readers. For historians, Frank Reeve, whose history is scattered through
the issues of the New Mexico Historical Review over more than thirty
years, is a special case. He reflects the methods and concerns of historians that are not found in other histories. If his methodology could
be combined with the insights of a Robert Young, we would have a
comprehensive history. It is strange indeed that professionally trained
historians of the survey method have not entered the field in larger
numbers, either because they lack initiative or because publishers are
indifferent or opposed to their labors.

37. Donald L. Parman, The Navajos and the New Deal (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale
University Press, 1976), 290-96.

Headgates and Conquest:
The Limits of Irrigation on the
Navajo Reservation, 1880-1950
CHARLES S. PETERSON

In fields surrounding the Navajo town of Ganado in northeastern Arizona stand the masonry headgates and other works of one of the
West's many defunct irrigation systems. Ganado's lonely headgates
seem on first sight to be at rest, lost and unused among rabbit brush
and thistles along the abandoned ditches and fields of what was known
as the Ganado Irrigation Project. But on closer examination it may be
seen that they still stand, seried and ranked, as sentinels of an invasion
that overreached itself in the turn-of-the-century years.
During the early 1900s water projects were on the minds of westerners everywhere. John Wesley Powell's land classification surveys
had identified hundreds of promising reservoir sites. Promoters and
idealists saw irrigation as the next grand step in the evolution of an
agrarian paradise that had been unfolding since the republic was founded.
The federal government, corporate planners, and engineers provided
Charles S. Peterson is professor emeritus in Utah State University and professor
of history in Southern Utah University. He is former editor of the Western Historical
Quarterly and has published widely on the American Southwest.
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the policy framework, funding schemes, and construction plans upon
which an irrigated empire was rising. 1
It was also a time in which assimilationist values dominated western thinking about Native Americans. The idea that Indians could be
incorporated fully into the larger society had been a prominent factor
at least since the passage of the Dawes Severalty Act in 1887, which
was calculated to introduce individual ownership of land, advance
Indian involvement in mainstream agrarian activities, and open much
of the land held in reservations to white settlement. Inevitably irrigation and assimilation came together as part of the process by which
it was fondly hoped the conquest of Native America would be consummated. As time progressed variations of the irrigation/assimilation
package were applied in Indian country throughout the arid West including reservations in the Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and
Utah. 2
In few places were conditions more fitted to test the grounds upon
which irrigation and assimilation came together than on the Navajo
Reservation. Located in the Four Corners region of Arizona, Utah,
Colorado, and New Mexico it was classic high country desert, its terrain
varying from rolling mountains covered with ponderosa pine to vast
sagebrush plateaus to redrock vistas and badland wastes. It was a
rugged and colorful country. Temperatures surged from below zero to
more than one hundred degrees Fahrenheit. Drought was broken by
rare winter storms, and a rainy season extending from Gulf weather
systems allowed for late summer grazing as well as savage floods. Many
Navajo country streams, including the Rio Pueblo Colorado on which
1. Background materials include John Wesley Powell, Report on the Lands of the Arid
Region of the United States, with a More Detailed Account of the Lands of Utah (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1879); William Smythe, The Conquest of Arid America
(New York: Macmillan, 1905); Elwood Mead, Irrigation Institutions (New York: Macmillan,
1903); Clesson S. Kinney, A Treatise on the Law of Irrigation and Water Rights and the Arid
Region Doctrine of Appropriation of Waters, 4 vols. (San Francisco: Bender-Moss, 1912);
Robert G. Dunbar, Forging New Rights in Western Waters (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1983); and Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity and the Growth of the
American West (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985).
2. Donald J. Pisani, "Irrigation, Water Rights and the Betrayal of Indian Allotment,"
Environmental Review 10 (Fall 1986), 157-76; Ross R. Catroneo and Jack Dozier, "A Time
of Disintegration: The Coeur d' Alene and the Dawes Act," Western Historical Quarterly 5
(October 1974), 405-20; Norris Hundley, Jr., "The Dark and Bloody Ground of Indian
Water Rights: Confusion Elevated to Principle," Western Historical Quarterly 9 (October
1978), 455-82; Hundley, "The 'Winters' Decision and Indian Water Rights: A Mystery
Reeaxamined," Western Historical Quarterly 13 (January 1982), 17-42; and Craig W. Fuller,
"Land Rush in Zion: Opening of the Uncompahgre and Uintah Indian Reservations"
(doctoral dissertation, Brigham Young University, 1964).
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the Ganado Project unfolded, were intermittent, their basins and courses
eroding or filling with blow sand, greasewood, and Russian thistle as
overgrazing by horse herds and sheep took its toll. Groundwater was
inaccessible and dependable springs were rare and small. The region
was ac.cessed by trails and wagon roads, and the Santa Fe Railroad
passed to the east and south. 3
In this remote country lived an expanding population of Navajos
who had numbered perhaps 8,000 upon their return from an eastern
New Mexico concentration camp in 1868; by 1900 they were well on
their way to the 150,000 count of the 1980s. To the east around Crystal
and tending north to Farmington in New Mexico lived groups relatively
well fixed economically. Robert McPherson has called them "ricos,"
who had been substantially impacted by Mexican and Anglo ways. 4
To the north in Monument Valley and beyond in Utah and to the
northwest, isolated clans existed whose lives were seldom touched by
whites except for the occasional influence of traders, agency people,
and missionaries. In communities such as Ganado, Chinle, and Kayenta, Indians enjoyed relative economic opportunity and provided
important geographic and cultural links between east and west. Fort
Defiance, a few miles west of the New Mexico border, served as the
main administative center of the reservation, while nearby Window
Rock wa,s yet to be identified as the tribal capital.
In the dynamics of reservation life several groups played key roles.
Obviously at the center were the Navajos themselves. Self-reliant and
determined, they manifested a certain stoicism. They waited, adapted,
retained much. They farmed, followed stock, traded, and developed
weaving and smithing crafts. As historian Richard White was pointed
out, they struggled against dependency. 5
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and various reform and service
groups worked with the Navajos, yet at the same time were pitted
against them in the process of conquest. In addition to agency people
at Fort Defiance and a growing number of teachers, the BIA included
the Division of Indian Irrigation, which worked out of Albuquerque
to develop springs, increase grazing, and promote irrigation. The Cath3. On Navajo country background see Ruth M. Underhill, The Navajos (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1956); and Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton, The
Navaho (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1946); and Richard White, The Roots of
Dependency: Subsistence, Environment, and Social Change among the Choctaws, Pawnees, and
Navajos (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983).
4. Robert S. McPherson, "Ricos and Pobres: Wealth Distribution on the Navajo
Reservation in 1915," New Mexico Historical Review 60 (October 1985), 415-34.
5. White, Roots of Dependency, 212-323.
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olic Mission at 5t. Michaels, adjacent to what later became Window
Rock, and the Presbyterian Mission at Ganado worked with patience
and idealism, yet sought always to hasten the process of assimilation.
In the far northwest the Mormon mission town of Tuba City was folding
under official and denominational pressure. Throughout the reservation, traders made intimate and continuing contact. Names such as
Wetherill, Richardson, Lee, and Hubbell were not only widely known
among the Navajos, but were gaining national and even international
recognition for the access they could provide to the Four Corners region. 6
John Lorenzo Hubbell was among the foremost Indian traders and
together with H. F. Robinson, of the Division of Indian Irrigation, the
two played a key role in the effort to introduce Navajos to the white
man's style of irrigation. Born of a Yankee-New Mexican union, Hubbell came to Ganado in the late 1870s and built a large Navajo patronage
and a nationwide reputation, as well as the impressive rock trading
post and horse barn that marked his place just beyond the original
reservation boundary. When the boundary was extended, he pushed
an exemption through Congress for his homestead. As the irrigation
age accelerated, he diverted water from the Rio Pueblo Colorado, entered politics to secure his claim, and developed an irrigated homestead
he hoped would set a pattern for Navajos and enlarge and stabilize his
trading community. Hubbell's vision caught the attention of tourists,
journalists, bureaucrats, and engineers, leading enthusiast Hamlin
Garland to write of him as "Lorenzo the Magnificent." Even sober
scientist Herbert Gregory pronounced Hubbell the best hope for the
success of assimilation. 7
Using Indian labor (sometimes as many as fifty outfits); store credit,
and supplies freighted over the rough miles from Gallup, New Mexico,
Hubbell cut a canal several miles from the Rio Pueblo Colorado, built
6. This study is based on Charles S. Peterson, "Homestead and Farm: A History
of Farming at the Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site," report prepared for the
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association, 1986.
7. Lonnie E. Underhill and Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr., Hamlin Garland's Observations
on the American 'Indian, 1895-1905 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1976), 29; and
Herbert E. Gregory, The Navajo Country: A Geographic and Hydrographic Reconnaissance of
Parts of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, United States Geological Survey, Water-Supply
Paper 380 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1916), llO-II; Herbert E.
Gregory, Geology of the Navajo Country: A Reconnaissance of Parts of Arizona, New Mexico,
and Utah (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1917); and Herbert E. Gregory,
"Water Resources of the Navajo-Moki Reservation:' June 1910 Water Resources Folder,
Box 73, Irrigation District 5, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Record Group 75, National Archives, Washington, D.C. (hereafter BIA, RG 75, NA).
.
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trestles and flumes, and at the head of his place scooped out an impounding reservoir. Navajo workers then terraced his fields and built
five laterals along which more than a hundred masonry headgates were
constructed. By 1905 Hubbell's system was in place and under his
direction Navajo farm workers began to produce hay for sale and to
feed Hubbell's own freight outfit, which sometimes involved as many
as sixty horses and mules. 8
Not surprisingly, his water supply proved to be undependable and
maintenanace costs were staggering. Recognizing that the problem was
beyond his means, he lobbied with the Indian Rights Association, with
Indian Commissioner Francis Leupp, and with Arizona's Washington
delegation, among others. He also exploited an interest that Navajo
agents and the Indian Irrigation Service had entertained since the early
1890s to develop a reservoir at a point near his diversion dam where
backwater from Rio Pueblo Colorado floods formed the thin sheet of
water and marshes around which ca'ttle gathered. 9
With wide connections, Hubbell was a valued ally to the Indian
Irrigation Service, which by 1905 was staffed by well-trained and dedicated engineers. Between 1905 and 1912, when Congress approved
the Ganado Project, Hubbell remained the central figure in Ganado's
prospects, repeatedly traveling to Washington and making commitments that led him into an abortive and financially ruinous run for the
Senate in 1912 as a Republican candidate. With the project secured and
finances in hand, Hubbell's role diminished and the role of the Irrigation Service increased. Nevertheless, until the time of his death in
1930, his connections with Ganado Navajos and the way he manipulated the relationship between irrigation and assimilation remained
important. 10
The earliest evidence of Indian Office interest in Navajo irrigation
dates to the late 1880s when agents spent a few thousand dollars on
poorly planned ditch works and diversions. Almost without exception
8. Over five hundred cubic feet of records on John Lorenzo Hubbell's enterprises
are located at the University of Arizona Library; also thousands of references are archived
at the National Archives and Record Centers. See also Peterson, "Homestead and Farm,"
15-61.
9. Ibid., 61-122.
10. On Hubbell and assimilation see ibid., 30-40; Reuben Perry to John Lorenzo
Hubbell, October 2 and 3, 1906; R. G. Valentine to Hubbell, September 10, 1907, and
January 2, 1908; W. H. Harrison to Hubbell, March 15 and 25, 1907, May 17 and 23,
1907, and February 4 and 17, 1908, Indians 1906-1908 Folder, Box 43, Hubbell Trading
Post Collection, University of Arizona Library (hereafter HPUAL); and F. H. Abbott to
Hubbell, November 15, 1913 Folder, Box 44, HPUAL.
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these quickly fell into disuse and became points of recrimination as
agents came and went. After 1895 engineers brought a degree of specialization to this dismal scene. Among the earliest was Samuel Shoemaker, who by 1900 had developed small projects at Wheatfields, Red
Lake, Fort Defiance, and on the San Juan River. Following Shoemaker
was George Butler, who produced a master plan for water development
based on the social premise of Indian assimilation. Butler's strategy
relied on small projects: a spring here, a well there, land allotment,
and irrigation for a few families. Equally astute and more widely known
was Hubbell's good friend Herbert Gregory, who studied Navajo country intensively for years. He advocated small projects, hailed Hubbell
as the "greatest single influence" for good on the reservation, and
thought the Ganado Lake site, tucked away from the Rio Pueblo Colorado, was among the most promising prospects on the reservation. ll
But even more closely connected with irrigation at Ganado was
the untiring H. F. Robinson, who became supervising engineer for
District 5 of the Indian Irrigation Service in 1907. When the Ganado
Project was approved in 1912, primary responsibility for its construction, and to a considerable degree for assigning land to Indians under
it, fell upon him. He continued to give it close attention until his
retirement in 1931.
Construction was initiated on the Ganado Project in 1913, and
work continued for at least a decade. Navajo families from miles around
gathered at the construction site hauling building materials from Gallup, New Mexico, under contracts won by Hubbell, and running slip
scrapers and plows or doing handwork on the project. To supply oats
and hay and to meet human needs, Hubbell built what was known as
the "Dam Post" at the construction site, near the location of his original
trading post, which had been boycotted by the Indians a generation
earlier after two Navajos charged with witchcraft had been killed in it.
The project was carried on in three phases: (1) the diversion works
11. For early Navajo irrigation, see Agent D. M. Riordan to Indian Commissioner,
January 31 and February 4 and 8, 1884, Series 7, File 139, Van Valkenburgh Papers,
Arizona Historical Society (hereafter AHS), and Report of Commissioner 1884, 177; Agent
S. S. Patterson report in Report of Commissioner 1887, 255-57, and Report of Commissioner
1888,190; Report of Commissioner 1889,257; Lieutenant W. C. Brown, Report upon Condition
of the Navajo Country (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1892). For professionalization see S. E. Shoemaker, "Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,"
March 10,1900, Van Valkenburgh Papers, AHS; George Butler, "Report to Commissioner
of Indian Affairs," June 24, 1906, Water Resources Folder, Box 73; and Butler, "Recommendations on Water Development," June 24, 1906, Navajo 1910 Folder, Box 71, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA. Gregory, The Navajo Country; Gregory, Geology of the
Navajo Country; and Gregory, "Water Resources of the Navajo-MokiReservation."
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Winter close-up of Rio fueblo Colorado diversion headgate during the early
Hubbell period, ca. 1910. Photograph courtesy of the National Archives.

and feeder canal, (2) a reservoir behind a 2,SOO-foot wall of dirt, and
(3) the delivery system. In hindsight, it is clear the project was never
finished but struggled through a succession of improvements as the
Irrigation Service sought to extend it to prime acreages on the north
side of the Rio Pueblo Colorado and made repairs when floods ruined
the system. In a familiar pattern, costs soared, delays extended, Congress remonstrated, and for upwards of a decade most of the project's
water was delivered to the Hubbell homestead and the Presbyterian
Mission farm. Partial solace for delay and cost was taken from the fact
that the two farms seemed to be providing just such training as would
prepare young Navajos for assimilation into irrigated agriculture's
mainstream. 12
Construction work itself provided a kind of assimilation. (Richard
White might ·call it dependency.) An account that reflects some of the
action and excitement of the project was told in 1972 by Navajo Jim
James, who as a boy worked with "other Navajos and Mexicans," first
12. H. F. Robinson to F. R. Schank, October 13, 1916, General Correspondence
Folder, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA; H. F. Robinson, "Project Histories, Arizona
and New Mexico: Ganado," 19-31; H. F. Robinson, "Miscellaneous Reports and Correspondence 1908-1935," Box 3, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, Denver Record Center
(DRC); and Peterson, "Homestead and Farm," 107-15.
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"with a pick and shovel" then, as "men came from all over the reservation" and "people started working with teams of horses," he "joined
that kind of work." ,Construction, he recalled, "lasted seven years"
during which people camped at the site. For pick and shovel work he
was paid $1.25 a day, from which his wages increased to $4.00 as a
teamster. In 1919, engineer George M. Post pushed work on five miles
of northside ditch that involved nine flumes, one 110 feet long, and
numerous bridges and culverts. Work proceeded briskly during a beautiful fall, and experienced men with good teams completed about 6,000
feet of ditch. Although operations were usually suspended when "the
ground began to freeze," handwork continued during a desperately
cold winter, primarily because many Indians had to "have employment
or their families ... would starve."B
Ultimately more than seven hundred acres were brought under
irrigation. Although work continued until 1940 under the auspices of
the Indian CCC, they were never successful in getting water to one
thousand prime acres on the north sideY
A primary challenge of the project was to place Indian farmers on
the land and introduce them to the technology, market economy, and
social life of American agriculture. Although few of Hubbell and Robinson's generation understood it, this involved adaptation from one
irrigation culture to another more than it did the introduction of a
nonfarming society to land and irrigation.
Indeed, Navajos had lived on the land since time immemorial,
and in their traditional agriculture had gone much farther toward
adapting to the dictates of desert economy than assimilationists could
appreciate. By the time Americans came on the scene after the Mexican
. War, farming practices were well developed. Farm plots were small
and scattered according to the terrain and water supply. Although
livestock numbers were growing, fences were little needed. Com, squash,
and melons were raised, and some beans. After whites arrived, peaches
were adopted from the Hopis and some wheat was cultivated. Downstream from Ganado, in the Cornfields area of the Rio Pueblo Colorado,
wild spinach, wild potatoes, wild onions, and yucca pods were also
major food items. Farming risks were high and expectations were low.
13. Jim James Oral History 1972, Working Papers, Hubbell Trading Post (hereafter
WPHTP).
14. Written sources about the Indian Conservation Corps were not found. Evidence
was limited to dates on concrete jobs and conversations with longtime resident Abraham
Lincoln, July 1984.
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Dependence on natural moisture was direct. Crop failure was frequent
and movement .more or less constant. 15
This kind of farming exacted much less from the land than did
white man's irrigation. Little was done by way of leveling, although
brush was cleared and weeds controlled. Rocks were sometimes carried
from the land. Only hand Implements existed. Tillage disturbed soil
only in a minimal sense. Dry farming and two kinds of floodwater
irrigation were practiced, one where converging hills or sand dunes
formed tiny collection basins, the other along the alluvial courses of
larger washes. Dry farms and small drainages tended to make for small
communities, while to some degree farming along the watercourses
brought many people together. Farms were positioned to catch the
natural flow of water. Spring moisture caused plants to emerge. Summer floods irrigated well-positioned farms rather than washing them
out. Water was distributed by diversion checks and crude .ditches,
which were repaired as convenient. Diking or bordering to make small
flood catchments was also practiced occasionally on level floors of larger
washes.
Although anthropologists point to strong evidence that Navajos
farmed, there is little evidence of· how extensively they farmed before
the Long Walk of 1863. It appears that around Ganado farming was
not heavy. Lieutenant Joseph G: Ives, for example, wrote of the verdure
of the Rio Pueblo Colorado valley in 1858, but mentioned no farms.
The following year J. G. Walker and O. L. Shepherd made a military
reconnaissance from Fort Defiance to Oraibi and back. They observed
cornfields at two spots along the Rio Pueblo Colorado, and at neighboring Wide Ruins, and at both ends of Black Creek some fifty miles
from Ganado. Significantly, however, their report concluded that
"[s]carcely 100 acres in all were discovered."16
15. Oral Histories, WPHTP; Records of the Irrigation Division; Cosmos Mindeleff,
Navaho Houses: Bureau of American Ethnology 17th Annual Report, 1895-1896 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1897), 475-517; Franciscan Fathers, An Ethnologic
Dictionary of the Navaho Language (St. Michaels, Arizona: 1910); Gladys A. Reichard, Social
Life of the Navajo Indians (New York: Columbia University Press, 1928); Kirk Bryan, "FloodWater Farming;" Geographical Review 19 (July 1929), 444-56; J. W. Hoover, "Navajo Nomadism," Geographical Review 21 (July 1931), 429-45; W. W. Hill, The Agricultural and
Hunting Methods of the Navaho Indians (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press,
1938); Kluckhohn and Leighton, The Navaho; and William Y. Adams, Shonto: A Study of
the Role of the Trader in a Modern Navajo Community (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1963).
16. J. C. Ives, Report upon the Colorado River of the West Explored in 1857 and
1858, Thirty-Sixth Congress, 1st session, House Executive Document 90 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1861), 128-31; and J. G. Walker and O.. L. Shepherd,
The Navajo Reconnaissance: A Military Exploration of the Navajo Country in 1859, ed. L. R.
Bailey.(Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1964), 64.
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Early twentieth-century records, however, suggest considerable
. farming. For example, in 1916 Herbert Gregory estimated that 20,000
acres were cultivated by floodwater irrigation on the Navajo and Hopi
reservations, in pieces that averaged about three acres each in size.
This suggests there may have been 6,500 farms on the two reservations.
According to Gregory, Indians on the east slope of the Chuska Mountains were "prosperous." They raised "corn, wheat, potatoes and garden truck" and baled "hay for market by pressing it into holes in the
ground and tying [it] with yucca or willow withes." South of the San
Juan River, in a remote canyon reached only by an "execrable wagon
road," were groups of Indians with "sheep corrals and small patches
of corn scattered along the canyon bottoms." Similarly, alluvial flats
north of the SanJuan were "dotted with hogans," the homes of Navajos
who combined "stock raising with agriculture." Near Fort Defiance a
"large number" had established "permanent homes and cultivated fields"
along Black Creek Valley. Closer to Ganado, Gregory reported "[s]everal
hundred Indians grouped at 'cornfields,' ... below Chinle School"
and "between Ganado and Sunrise Springs."l?
Floodwater farming flourished at Cornfields just below Ganado
during these years. In 1910 H. F. Robinson described it as "a beautiful
bottom land" extending for many miles "along both sides of the
stream.... Largely under cultivation," much of the land lay "very
low" where it was "subject to overflow." To higher lands Indians "constructed crude ditches," allowing them "to irrigate ... once or twice
a year." In addition to meeting'their own needs, Navajo farmers sold
their produce to Hubbell, who one season purchased 150,000 pounds
of corn and "sufficient fodder for a large amount of stock" Suggesting
he might have had ulterior motives in this favorable report, Robinson
continued that Ganado Navajos were the most "industrious" farmers
on the entire reservation and that they were anxiously pressing for a
reservoir, even offering to build it themselves. 18
Working in the 1970s, oral historians David Brugge and Roberta
Tso brought additional insight to this sketch of native farming. Among
the best statements collected was that of Joe Tippecanoe, longtime
employee of Hubbell Trading Post. Memory of an earlier gathering
culture was still strong in Tippecanoe's statement that "they even used
to have Navajo Spinach." Gathered in the summer for "winter use,"
it was boiled with meat to make "a great tasty stew." Yucca pods were
17. Gregory, The Navajo Country, 28-37, 103-5.
18. Robinson, "Proposed Reservoir near Ganado, Arizona," March 1910, Correspondence and Reports 1909-1946 Folder, Box 18, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA.
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also gathered. With natural foods Navajos suffered little illness. "Common colds, TB and Pneumonia" were "never heard of." Describing
farming at Ganado and Cornfields, Tippecanoe continued "there was
no wash ... just a stream going down the middle of the valley." Farms
extended to Greasewood about twenty miles downstream. "Women
and children used to always be hoeing in the fields, then when the
corn was ripe, everyone will be boiling ~orn, making Navajo cake and
broiled corn inthe ground and kneel down bread." Tippecanoe attributed the good times to Hubbell and a Navajo leader named Many
Horses, who encouraged farming. Many Horses often rode among the
people, getting them out of bed and into the fields. 19
YaNaBah Winker recalled that people had moved to Ganado from
Chinle and elsewhere "because there was hunger-many hardship.... " Continuing, she recalled that "even where the dam is, people were living there. Now it is nothing, but water. When I first saw
it there were abodes, houses and field ... cornfield." Farmer Dolth
Curley recalled that Cornfields' earlier name had been something like
"among the yellow, maybe among the ripened fields." People there
lived "very close together ... clear down to Sunrise [about seven
miles] .... There was no wash and water just ran over the land when
it rained." Others recalled that every "meal came from corn," that fields
were small but produced enough to meet their needs. Neighbors helped
each other plow "with a man plow called Gish." Crews moved from
one farm to another plowing "until they got them all."2D
Thus native farming was well established in the Ganado area.
Agriculture's customs and values were a strong influence on the social
character and habits of the inhabitants. Its development during recent
decades seemed certain evidence to assimilationist irrigators that their
policy would work. The Ganado Project held bright prospects.
As indicated earlier Robinson played a key role in constructing the
Project. His role in the shift from native agriculture to irrigated farming
was equally important. Although it was hoped that Indians would
follow Hubbell's example immediately when he began irrigating in
1903, only one or two Indians made abortive attempts before the project
was taken over by the government in 1912. Even then, it was eight
years after construction began before Indian farmers located on the
project under the determined prodding of Robinson. 21
19. Joe Tippecanoe Oral History 1971, WPHTP, 25-26 and 55-58.
20. YaNaBah Winker Oral History 1971, WPHTP, 9, 12-13; Dolth Curley Oral History
1971, WPHTP, 11-12; and Jim James Oral History 1972, WPHTP, 1.
21. Peterson, "Homestead and Farm," 136-38.
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Large flume on Ganado Northside Canal, constructed ca. 1920. Photograph by
,Charles Peterson, 1984.

Delay grew from a variety of problems. First and most important,
Indians were not anxious to accelerate their rate of change or go beyond
changes they had already made. Reports that they were anxious for
irrigation appear to have been exaggerated. An exception was Paiute
Canyon near the Utah border, where in 1917 a mixed group of Navajos
and Paiutes asked for help. More often projects were initiated by whites.
In this category were small projects near Shiprock pushed by an insensitive but energetic agent named William T. Shelton. With the close
scrutiny of agents a small project at Fort Defiance produced a few
hundred tons of hay each year. Elsewhere, the Irrigation Division turned
project after project over to the agency only to see them fail. Often a
show of activity in the form of floodwater irrigation attracted weIImeaning engineers who installed more impressive dams and ditches
and drastically altered the farming methods Indians understood. Projects at Wheatfields, Red Lakes, and Carrizo were typical. Another was
at Leupp on the Little Colorado, a few miles west of Winslow. By the
mid-World War I years the Leupp project promised resources for a few
hard-pressed families on the Navajo Extension, where natural conditions were particularly forbidding. A bumper crop was produced the
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Masonry drop in Ganado Southside Canal near the Curley farm, Ganado,
Arizona. Photograph by Charles Peterson, 1984.

first year. The next year, however, floods wiped the enterprise out,
killing its prospects forever. 22
Even the Hogback Project on the San Juan River was slow in
developing. Slated to bring 4,000 acres under water, it had cost $241,491
by 1916 when 650 acres were farmed. Yet in the years that followed,
report after report explained that Indians were lukewarm either because they lacked interest or because dependable water or established
claims to the land did not exist. 23
The Ganado Project will serve to throw light on the problem. From
22. G. M. Post to H. F. Robinson and H. F. Robinson to W. M. Reed, June 2 and
3, 1921; Peter Paquette to H. F. Robinson, February 18, 1922, General Correspondence
and Navajo 1922 Folders, Box 72; and H. F. Robinson to W. H. Code, December 29, 1910,
Navajo 1910 Folder, Box 71; Robinson to Commissioner, July 18, 1916, Water Resources
Navajo-Moqui Folder, Box 73; Robinson to Acting Chief Engineer, April 1, 1912, Red
Lake Project, Navajo Folder 1912-1915, Box 72; and Robinson to F. C. Brandon, November
23, 1922, Miscellaneous Reports 1908-1935 Folder, Box 10, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG
75, NA.
23. George Butler, "Recommendations on Water Development," June 24, 1906,912, Navajo 1910 Folder, Box 71; and Cato Sells to E. B. Merritt, July 18, 1916, General
Correspondence, Box 72, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA.
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the first, non-Indians pressed their claims. Hubbell had long since
established his land claims, and under Arizona law he had first right
to water. With the reservoir under construction the BIA quickly developed plans for an Indian school and withdrew 274 acres of the
choicest land from Navajo occupation. On some of this land Indians,
who Hubbell had encouraged to more or less take up squatters' rights,
built hogans, but squatter claims and complaints from the Irrigation
Service notwithstanding, it remained off limits for years. Meantime the
Presbyterian Mission launched a campaign in 1914 to formalize a claim
it had squatted on in 1902. The Mission asked first for a quarter section
and sufficient water for it, but had to accept eighty acres and continued
to borrow water year by year until 1933, when a water right for thirty
acres was purchased at $106 per acre. 24
Another problem concerned awarding specific plots of land to
Navajos. Under the Dawes Act of 1887, land was allotted to individual
Indians on many reservations. In 1907 a few Navajo allotments were
made along Black Creek south of St. Michaels, and preliminary allotments were designated near Gray Mountain. At Ganado, Irrigation
Service officers were anxious to get Indians onto the land but were
frustrated as the debate over allotment dragged on for several years,
in effect discouraging thoughts of locating Indians on the project by
lease or assignment. 25
In 1920 two unrelated developments served to jolt things loose.
First, it became expedient to get farmers onto the land quickly when
Congressmen seeking reimbursement for funds advanced to Navajo
projects learned just how few actually had farms on the projects. Second, Irrigation Service engineers learned of the growing interest in
Colorado River water rights and aroused fear in the Department of the
Interior that Navajos might lose the little water they had. 26 The alacrity
24. H. F. Robinson to W. M. Reed, November 20, 1918, Ganado 1909 Folder, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA; and Summary Report 1918, Miscellaneous Reports
and Correspondence 1908-1935 Folder, Box 23, Irrigation District 5, BlA, ORe.
25. KIara B. Kelley, "The Black Creek Valley: Ethnohistoric and Archaeological Evidence of Navajo Political Economy and Land Use," in R. T. Fehr, L. B. Kelley, L. Popelish,
and L. E. Warner, Prehistoric and Historic Occupation of the Black Creek Valley, Navajo Nation
(Window Rock, Arizona: Navajo Nation Cultural Resource Management Program, 1982),
76-83; Bascom Johnson, "Special Findings Concerning Particular Settlements of NonReservation Navajos," January 1912, Navajo 1912-1915 Folder, Box 72, Irrigation District
5, RG 75, NA; and H. F. Ashurst to Hubbell, February 16, 1916, Ashurst Folder, Box 5,
and E. B. Merritt to Ashurst, February 16,1916, Indian 1914-1917 Folder, Box 44, HPUAL.
26. B. M. Post to H. F. Robinson, April 1, 1920, E. e. Gershbach to H. F. Robinson,
March 3, 1920, and H. F. Robinson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, April 8, 1920,
General Correspondence 1918-1920, Box 18, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA.
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with which Indians were assigned to the land and with which irrigated
farms actually evolved suggests that pressure from Congress and the
threat to water claims finally got things moving.
Thus prompted, Superintendent Peter Paquette announced in January 1921 that land would be assigned at Ganado and was immediately
besieged with applications. Land was distributed in twenty-acre plots
and Indians commenced at once to prepare farms. By May 15 the Project
was "delivering water to seventeen users, sixteen under the south side
ditch and one under the north side." The next year twenty-eight permits were issued and 330 acres were irrigated. In addition "a large
amount of land" was subdivided into ten-acre tracts in the Cornfields
area. Among the Ganado landholders conditions differed considerably
by the end of 1922. Some were well established with most of th~ir land
under cultivation. Others were just getting their assignments. A sizable
minority were female. Many worked to levelland, build fences, or set
up ditch systems. Assignments varied substantially in quality. A few
families received ten or fifteen acres of level, manageable soil. More
had land broken by encroaching arroyo systems. Some struggled with
gravel or hillsides while others worked to clear cedars and pinon pines.
One or two had as little as two acres that could be developed. Only a
few failed to make some use of the land assigned them. To Paquette
and his BIA colleagues it was a satisfying and promising time. 27
It was also a time of great activity as Indians hurried to improve
their farms. As they worked they gave the Ganado farmscape a distinctly recognizable character. In many cases they did not build hogans
on the farm. The tendency was to locate houses and corrals above the
ditch or perhaps even at some distance. This enabled Indians to integrate livestock programs with their new roles as project farmers. In
this they followed well-established native customs instead of the pattern set by Hubbell and the mission, whose operations were set up
ranch-like, with buildings inside the farm boundaries.
On many Ganado farms, hogans were still located above the ditch
and beyond field fences. Prime examples are the houses and trailers
of the "Lincoln camp" above the long-idle fields of this extended family.
Other examples include homes and corrals connected with the David
Hubbard land where a large and respected family was raised. Like
several other north-side farmsteads these buildings stand not only
above the ditch and fence but across a public road from the fields as
well.
27. Agency to Commissioner, December 5, 1922, Water Folder, WPHTP.
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Homemade cultivator at Tom Curley's farm on Ganado Southside Canal. Wellgrown trees in background suggest a long period when a ditch ran near them.
Photograph by Charles Peterson, 1984.

It is also clear that the Ganado system was a water project, not a
land project. This had significant influence on the forms taken by both
agriculture and social adjustment. Water was delivered by the government. On the other hand water users developed their own land. Each
farm family worked its own piece of land and most had a home adjacent
to it, and a few had homes on their farms. In contrast to New Deal
projects where water systems were not only installed but the land
"subjugated," as New Dealers aptly called it, the Ganado assignees
leveled their own land, built their own laterals and headgates, and
bordered or furrowed their own fields. Without heavy equipment, land
assignments followed the contours of the land. Although one source
reported Indians were assigned to twenty acres; most pieces were
smaller and almost all were broken up by the terrain. Nevertheless,
lots were generally divided into rectangular pieces and maps and aerial
photographs suggest that straight lines and cardinal directions were
worked into the context of terrain and water flow whenever possible. 28
28. For sources on New Deal projects see "Lower Rock Point Project, October 1939,"
"Many Farms Project, March 1940," and "Northern Naschiti Project, 1940," in Reports
and Related Records, 1891-1946, Box 18, Irrigation District 5, BIA, RG 75, NA.
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A variety of experiences influenced Indians as they put their irrigation systems into operation. As already mentioned, they were part
of a native farming culture. In addition many had farmed or worked
for Hubbell or the mission. Others brought experience from sugar beet
farms in Kansas and Colorado, and a few had farmed in southern
Arizona. Still others had an opportunity for gardening and farming
experience at government schools on the reservation and off. 29
All of them were also helped by BIA farmers and engineers. Nevertheless, work was conducted by man and horse power and often by
unskilled people. Equipment included plows, wagons, slip scrapers,
and perhaps land floats or levelers. Some of it was homemade and
showed a variety of ingenious adaptations. One account reported that
a son of Ganado Mucho cleared land by carrying rocks in a blanket. 30
Still to be found in Ganado's abandoned fields during the 1980s were
makeshift cultivators crafted of pine boards, bent pipes for handles,
and abandoned road grader blades for cutter bars.
As a result, land was poorly leveled. Irrigation was complicated
and difficult. Water escaped and cut new channels. In trying to control
it Indians tried new expedients with the result that Ganado fields were
broken into hundreds of small plots with water running in every direction. It was a struggle to cope with bad conditions, with limited
finances, inadequate machinery, and cultural differences. "Subjugation" was beyond their capacity. Consequently, land forms in the Ganado Project showed clearly the imprint of the environmental and social
circumstances in which they were developed. 31
Nevertheless Ganado's Navajo water users brought water to their
land over a period of years. In 1917 only 14 acres were farmed by
Indians. By 1922, 203 acres were irrigated on Navajo farms and 147 on
white-owned land. The following year Indians farmed 330 acres raising
corn, wheat, melons, and beans. In addition Indian users did the routine maintenance work. 32
A succession of"project foremen" was appointed. Samuel GMaus,
a portly, affable man of practical experience, was a good example. He
lived at the dam and watched the system. He also advised and worked
29. Peterson, "Homestead and Farm," 88-91 and 151.
30. Gregory, The Navajo Country, 105.
31. Peterson, "Homestead and Farm," 148-52; Bureau of Indian Affairs Aerial Maps
for Ganado, Arizona, 1970, and Navajo Tribe Topographical Planning Map for Ganado,
June 1961, at Navajo Tribal Land Office, Window Rock.
32. Navajo Reservation Irrigation Project Histories, 1938; Irrigation Project Reports,
1942-1954, especially "Navajo' Irrigation Data: Long Range Program, January 1944,"
Bureau of Indian Affairs Office of Land Operations, Window Rock.
.
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Downstream view of Indian Civilian Conservation Corps headgate on Ganado
Northside Canal Project. Construction began ca. 1940, but was interrupted by
World War II and the canal was never used. Photograph by Charles Peterson,
1984.

with Indians on their farms much as county agents did in neighboring
white communities. In this role he promoted fairs and the other activities of the Ganado Valley Growers' Association and submitted annual
reports. 33
The middle and later 1920s were a time of progress and success.
Acreage increased until by 1930 some 700 acres were under cultivation.
The best year was 1927 when a harVest valued at $84,512 was reported
by the project's thirty-five families. In 1931 thirty-six families farmed
494 acres on farms averaging 14 acres. They produced hay, corn, garden
truck, melons, oats, and potatoes. Indians applied $800 in labor each
year to routine project maintenance. The trading post and mission paid
Indians about $650 as their share in upkeep. The "Growers Association"
met monthly to discuss joint needs, establishing the groundwork for
later chapter meetings under the Indian New Deal. A project foreman
was paid $1,800 per year, and was assisted by a ditch rider paid $800
annually. 34
33. Annual Reports Ganado Project, Miscellaneous Reports and Correspondence
1908-1935, Box 23, Irrigation District 5, BlA, RG 75, ORe.
34. Ibid.
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As time progressed, evidence about the Ganado Project diminished almost is if the records themselves sank into the sand like a
desert stream. This fading from recorded visibility is especially true for
the project farmers, who by the mid-1930s appeared only in the halflight of statistics and bureaucratic promotion. Yet in 1938, the project
was-reported to have cost about $200,000 since its inception. It irrigated
707 acres, 53 families lived on it, and no fewer than 500 people benefited
from it. Still manifesting the values that had so long held Hubbell and
Robinson to the project, the BIA requested $78,000 to "subjugate" the
1,000-acre tract at the end of the northside ditch. This development
was planned for completion by 1945, but war diverted attention and
nothing happened. Although Ganado farmers produced more crops
than any Arizona Navajo project, year after year the project lived on
in a deepening twilight until 1954, when authorized funds were diverted finally and entirely.35 .
It is difficult to assess the Ganado Project's history. My inclination
is to view it in terms of my own nostalgic response to recent conditions
in Ganado. In the mid-1980s bindweed and brush choked the fields,
both under the ditch and to the south in the expanses of Cornfields'
sand-hummocked bottoms. The reservoir was defunct as it had been
for twenty years. Long unused masonry headgates and eroding terraces
still marked the farmscape. In many respects the project \:Vas dead.
But there were scores of Navajo farms under cultivation in the
Ganado area. Most were tiny, native dry farm or flood farm undertakings. In the main, fences surrounded them. Tractors turned soil in
dry clods. One or two plots were under the Ganado ditch, but they,
like scattered farms in the sagebrush and cedar, awaited rain or desert
runoff. More than agricultural enterprises, they appeared to be part of
a cultural routine, a hopeful expression of the Navajos' capacity to
plant without undue expectation of harvest. 36
There was also an air of hope. In 1984, Eva Showa and other
members of the Lincoln camp turned packed soil for the first time in
two decades. It mattered little that the ground broke in great clods or
that she had to ask a passerby how to sow alfalfa seed or even that
the prospect of moisture was remote. The planting was a vindication
and a celebration. Also there was hopeful talk at the Chapter House
of redoing the dam. Somehow, as though talk would make fact, the
backhoes were out cutting trenches twenty inches wide and three feet
35. Ibid.
36. On Navajo farming see White, Roots of Dependency, 212, 222-24, 310.
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deep in the bottom of the long dusty canal, connecting farms to the
dam again. Although the reservoir held only a shallow sheet of water
and the weir coming from it was plugged as it had been for years, .
there was optimism.
The question arises, how much was changed? Was the whole process after all part of a Navajo cycle-a cycle that saw the desert, and
in it life, but ultimately expected only what it gave? This was apparently
the pattern that had prevailed in the days after Bosque Redondo when
Cornfields prospered. It seemed apparent in the mid-1980s. The irrigation project was long gone and with it dreams of agrarian assimilation. With habits only half remembered, native farms abounded.
It seemed, too, that a native cyCle helped explain irrigation at
Ganado between its introduction in 1903 and its failure in the I%Os
and 1960s. The spirit that stirred there when the backhoes trenched
the canal in 1984 was also reflected in the 1921 applications for land,
in the reluctance to embrace too quickly, in the move onto the land,
and in manifestations of pride during the decades on the irrigated
farms. It was apparent too, as Ganado Project farmers planted and
watched for rain and floodwater, and as they leveled farms and waited
on the white man's system, all the while taking such as life gave.
Certainly John Lorenzo Hubbell and H. F. Robinson recognized
the Indian spirit for what it was. Yet they were men of their times.
Assimilation, whether by force or altrustic effort, guided their Indian
policy, but ultimately each of them had his own needs as well. Hubbell
turned,the fight over to Robinson and the Irrigation Service in 1912.
Robinson carried on until 1930. In the years that followed, as the land
the water system wore out and as America moved away from assimilationist values, his successors gradually eased their way out of it.
The Ganado Project remains a failed dream but one still capable of
rousing interest among Ganado's Navajos, and one with implications
for dreams of racial accord and environmental adjustment as Westerners face a global future.

A. B. Fall's All-Year National Park
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In his first annual report (1921) Secretary of the Interior Albert Bacon
Fall revealed a sensitivity about national parks generally not associated
with him. Fall's affection for the national parks and the Nationa} Park
Service came about as a result of park visits accompanied by director
Stephen T. Mather. Following the secretary's 1921 summer tour of five
national parks he noted the public's enjoyment of the parks. Favorably
impressed, Fall wholeheartedly. subscribed to the value of national
parks in American society by writing: "that our [national] parks take
their place at the head of those worth-while things in national life that
make for better citizens is obvious, for they provide clean, healthful
diversion, recreation, and enjoyment. The exodus to the parks ...
verifies this conclusively."t Sufficiently influenced by his park experiences and determined to bring such benefits to southern New Mexico,
Fall set about resurrecting New Mexico's earlier park failures, namely
the Mescalero National Park bills, this time in a new configuration that
he called the All-Year National Park.
Throughout the history of national parks the struggle to bring them
Dietmar Schneider-Hector earned his doctorate in history at Texas Tech University.
He lives in Las Cruces, New Mexico, where he works as an independent historian.
1. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior 1921 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1921), 110.
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Albert Bacon Fall. Photograph courtesy of Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State
University Library.

about has witnessed passionate debates that occurred at the regional
and the national levels. Those individuals identifying themselves as
conservationists generally were either utilitarians (adhering to Chief
United States Forester Gifford Pinchot's principles) or preservationists
(subscribing to John Muir's viewpoints). In the West, however, there
were many citizens who thought of themselves as conservationists but
they were clearly outside of the environmental/conservation mainstream. Alarmed by both philosophies of the conservation movement,
these westerners vigorously attacked organizations such as the National Park Association and the American Civic Association as well as
the federal government. From their vantage point attempts to withhold
or lock up their lands from free public access by outsiders was unacceptable; in fact, many people viewed the government's and conservation-minded organizations' actions as un-American. In the West,
exploiting America's national resources promised progress and profit.
In spite of high hopes countless exploitive ventures (e.g., mining and
logging) failed for a variety of reasons. Local economies were devastated when such enterprises faltered. It was under these conditions
that many local boosters realized the economic benefits that could result
from national park status, namely tourist dollars. Certainly for diehard
opponents of federal reserves, the tourist trade offered a reasonable
alternative to economic downturns that they could live with. Such was
the incentive to establish New Mexico's All-Year National Park.
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While artist George Catlin has received credit as first proposing
"a nation's Park" in 1832/ the national park idea did not reach fruition
until the establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 1872. 3 This
initial stage of the National Park Service's history witnessed the monumentalism concept emphasizing that "only the most spectacular" regions
were candidates for national park review. 4 Associated with the establishment of national parks were the prerequisites that the lands considered for national park status must possess: "economic worthlessness
and monumentalism."s Monumentalism implied that future national
parks would be measured against the grandeur and magnificence of
Yellowstone National Park. In conjunction with monumentalism the
worthless land theory implied that only those lands· not considered
economically profitable by commercial enterprises, such as logging and
mining companies, would be potential national park candidates. 6
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, national
parks were created for the visual experience; therefore, intact ecosystems were seldom incorporated by Congress because of the lack of
spectacular scenery adjoining the principal attraction. As the national
park system evolved as major tourist attractions many congressmen
and senators submitted national park proposals on behalf of their constituencies whether or not the proposed landscapes met the criteria:
spectacular scenery and economically undesirable lands.
By the early 1920s, the National Park Service expanded its standards concerning what landscapes qualified for national park status.
In a more environmentally conscious period this second phase has
become known as the "biological and landscape" era. For example,
such unspectacular national parks as Acadia, Everglades, and Great
Smokey Mountains emerged reflecting the nation's changing percep2. George Catlin, "Buffalo Country," The Wilderness Reader, ed. Frank Bergon (New
York: New American Library, 1980), 70.
3. Alfred Runte, National Parks: The American Experience (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1987), 33; and Alfred Runte, Yosemite: The Embattled Wilderness (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1990).
4. Alfred Runte, "The National Park Idea: Origins and Paradox of the American
Experience," Journal of Forest History 21 (April 1977), 65.
5. Runte, National Parks, 65.
6. Richard W. Sellars, "National Parks: Worthless Lands or Competing Land Values," Journal of Forest History 27 (July 1983), 130-34. Also see Runte, National Parks. It
must be emphasized that a bureau to inspect and supervise national parks was not
created until the organization of the National Park Service in 1916. Alfred Runte rightfully
contends that national parks were established for preserving their monumental scenery.
For legislation pertaining to establishment of the National Park Service see Statutes at
Large of the United States of America 39, pt: 1 (1917), 535-36.
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tion of national parks. No longer excluded from the national park
system, those areas possessing aesthetically pleasing scenery gained
acceptance. 7 And it was within this new conceptual framework that
the All-Year National Park advocates lobbied.
The national park idea for southern New Mexico originated with
regional boosters as early as August 25, 1898. 8 This early national park
promotion coincided with an outrageous proposal for the creation of
a new state composed of an area in southern New Mexico Territory
and EI Paso, Texas. 9 On August 25, 1898, EI Pasoans, led by Allen
Blacker, J. D. Ponder, Howard Thompson, and G. H. Higgins, met at
the EI Paso County Courthouse to "take some action" necessary to
acquire land in the Sacramento Mountains in order to create a national
park. In the initial proposal Thompson stated that the proposed national park would encompass twelve square miles, including "the extremenorthwest corner" of the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation. 10
The acquisition of the Mescalero lands depended upon the federal
government's opening several tracts to non-Apache settlements. This
would have been tantamount to reducing the size of the reservation
and eventually placing the Mescaleros, Chiricahuas, and Lipans into
severalty. Newspaper headlines reading "EI Paso Wants a National
Park," reflected the proponents' misunderstandings about the procedures for establishing a national park. 11
Initially the park planners introduced a grandiose plan that would
have included a region advertised for its spectacular and diverse landscapes. The proposal excluded hunting in the park while extolling the
aesthetic attributes of a national park in the Sacramento Mountains.
The park advocates' scheme unknowingly reflected Muir's aesthetic or
preservationist concept; that is, nature should be protected for its intrinsic values and its scenery. Within the preservationist philosophy
was the need to exclude human intervention in the landscapes, thereby
allowing nature to heal itself. The park proposal concluded that if for
no other reasons "the land should be set aside as a park to save the
game" as well as to protect its mountainous landscape. 12 As their argument unfolded it quickly became obvious that their thinking remained inconsistent with preservationist principles or with Department
7. Susan Power Bratton, "National Park Management and Values," Environmental
Ethics 7 (Summer 1985), 117-33.
8. El Paso Daily Times, August 26, 1898, p. 3.
9. Ibid., September 4, 1898, p. 2.
10. Ibid., August 26, 1898, p. 3.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid., August 28, 1898, p. 2.
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Road map of New Mexico, from Merritt C. Mechem Papers, courtesy of New
Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

of the Interior directives. These regional park boosters insisted that
the Mescalero National Park become the "greatest game preserve" in
the United States!13 They envisioned a national park "where the game
and wild animals of the west can be preserved, where they can bread
[sic] and multiply and overflow into the surrounding country."14 The
13. Ibid., August 26, 1898, p. 3.
14. Ibid.
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park boosters' expectations revealed that they failed to distinguish the
mandate for preservation in the national parks from Pinchot's utilitarian conservation practices employed by the Department of Agriculture
for the national forests.
The principal reason stated for establishing a national park in the
Sacramento Mountains was the park supporters' misconception that a
national park would serve as an ideal hunters' game preserve! The
secondary reasons reflected concern by the boosters that hunting would
be impossible if the region lost its wildlife, mountain streams, or forestlands. An inspection of the tentative national park area by A. W. Susen,
J. P. Dieter, and August Meisel, members of the park committee, revealed that many fishing streams had been dynamited by loggers, even
though they had been warned of the dangers of timber destruction.
Susen remarked that if the forests were not conserved the Sacramento
Mountains "will become as barren as Mount Franklin," overlooking EI
Paso. 15 The inspection team recommended a national park for the purpose of conserving the region's natural resources, which would in tum
provide a healthy environment for New Mexicans and Texans. 16 This
interest by sportsmen in establishing a national park underscores the
contributions that hunting clubs have played in the environmental
movement. 17
The national park committee held another public forum on September 3, 1898. The meeting began enthusiastically in favor of a national park for the region, as Dieter requested that the committee expand
the border of the proposed park. Unknown to the park committee,
Judge J. D. Bryan, from Las Cruces, New Mexico, addressed the gathering and delivered a round of polemics against the park idea. Bryan
launched his verbal assault against those individuals who would prohibit progress; specifically, establishing a national park would "throw
a stumbling block" in plans for an EI Paso and Northeastern rail spur
into White Oaks, as well as "lock up" rich mineral lands. 18 William A.
15. Ibid., August 31, 1898, p. 4.
16. Ibid.
17. John F. Reiger, American Sportsmen and the Origins of Conservation (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1986).
18. EI Paso Daily Times, September 4, 1898, p. 3. Also see William A. Keleher, The
Fabulous Frontier: Twelve New Mexico Items (Santa Fe, New Mexico: The Rydal Press, 1945),
240-58. Eastern New Mexico's Charles Bishop Eddy, president of the El Paso and Northeastern Railroad, and his brother, John, played important roles in extending rail lines
and bringing a transcontinental railroad across the state. Eddy's railroad expansions and
mining and logging interests in the Tularosa were obstacles for the park advocates to
overcome.
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Hawkins, attorney and "indispensable man" for Charles Eddy's El Paso
and Northeastern Railroad, emerged as the principal voice for the park's
detractors. 19 In an editorial in the EI Paso Daily Times, Hawkins condemned the national park concept because it would represent another
attempt by the federal government to remove lands from the public.
He added that New Mexico Territory possessed enough reservations,
Indian and military, and that one more would deter El Paso's "upbuilding. "20 The conservationists reflected a local version of the Boone
and Crockett Club, who like their eastern contemporaries, desired to
establish game preserves while simultaneously fending "off the march
of modern progress."21 The park's opponents reflected the opinion of
those that a preservationist such as Muir referred to as the "enemy,"
in this case, the El Paso and Northeastern Railroad. 22 Because of Eddy's
land speculations in the region, he believed that his railroad company
would suffer economically if the entire mountain region received national park or national forest designation. Such struggles went ~m all
over the West during the environmentally activist Progressive era.
Arguing that a park would damage the railroad economically, Hawkins demanded that the park proposal be shelved in the interests of
El Paso's future. Recognizing the mounting opposition against the
sportsmen's park, only two dissenting views were heard. Defiantly,
an unidentified elderly college professor and W. W. Br:idgers accused
Eddy's people of attempting to control the area's natural resources and
packing the meeting with their supporters. The professor poignantly
declared that the railroad corporations would "monopolize the air" if
the corporate magnates could discover how to accomplish it. In the
fincil analysis the corporate special interests prevailed over the game
hunters because' flit would hurt the railroad, consequently El Paso.does
not want the park. "23
Also opposing the national park movement was the United States
Forest Service. The Forest Service naturally desired. the creation of a
national forest instead of a national park. In 1906, W. H. B. Kent and
R. V. R. Reynolds, in "A Favorable Report on the Proposed Sacramento
Forest Reserve, Territory of New Mexico," remarked that even though
19. Keleher, The Fabulous Frontier, 259.
20. EI Paso Daily Times, September 3, 1898, p. 3.
21. Stephen Fox, John Muir and His Legacy: The American Conservation Movement (Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown, and Company, 1981), 108. Another source detailing
the contributions made by sporting clubs to conservation is Reiger's American Sportsmen
and the Origins of Conservation.
22. Ibid., 103.
23. El Paso Daily Times, September 4, 1989, p. 3.
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the Sacramento Mountains region was a natural attraction, "there is
absolutely nothing here of unusual beauty, magnificence or oddity,"
demanding the establishment of a national park. 24 In spite of this early
loss, the national park supporters would not surrender their cause. In
July 1902, however, President Theodore Roosevelt established the Lincoln Forest Reserve consisting of the Capitan and White mountains in
Lincoln County.2S With the failure of a national park scheme the game
hunters succeeded in acquiring the appropriate national reservation
for their activities.
For the next several years the demand for a national park in New
Mexico remained dormant. Unexpectedly, the Mescalero National Park
idea resurfaced in March 1909, when local newspapers falsely reported
that President Roosevelt would proclaim the Indian reservation as a
national park. This erroneous account ignited a wildfire in the imagi.nations of local boosters. Finally their long-sought national park would
become a reality, eyeing. the possible mining fortunes that could be
made. 26 Ironically their obsession with securing a national park obscured their ability to differentiate between national parks and national
forests. 27
Long overdue, New Mexico finally achieved statehood on January
6, 1912; on May 2, 1912, its new senator, Albert Bacon Fall, promptly
introduced Senate Bill 6659, calling for Mescalero National Park and
providing for land allotments for the Apaches. Fall's bill failed to pass
the Committee on Indian Affairs. 28 The next day New Mexico Con. gressman George Curry proposed a similar measure, House Bill 24123,
but it too failed to pass the Committee on Public Lands. 29
Fall emerged as the principal politician responsible for reviving
the national park concept for southern New Mexico. His bill would
have converted a portion of the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation
into the Mescalero National Park, requiring $150,000 for compensating
the Apaches' resettlement program, and for their agricultural and
24. W. H. B. Kent and R. V. R. Reynolds, "A Favorable Report on the Proposed
Sacramento Forest Reserve, Territory of New Mexico," U.s. Department of Agriculture,
1906, U.s. Forest Service library file 1680, Alamogordo, New Mexico.
25. Patricia M. Spoerl, "A Brief History of the Early Years of the Lincoln National
Forest," February 1981, U.S. Forest Service files, Alamogordo, New Mexico.
26. Tularosa Valley Tribune, March 6, 1909, p. 1.
27. "Mineral Ownership and Development Activity in and around the National
Parks," report prepared by Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., February 22, 1985, I1-4.
28. Congressional Record, 62d Cong., 2d sess., 1922,48, pt. 6,5729.

29. Ibid., 5855.
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ranching enterprises. 30 A particular issue that would haunt Fall in the
future was the location of the Fall-Hatchet enterprise totaling one million acres surrounding his Three Rivers Ranch headquarters. Fall's
ranch bordered the Mescalero Reservation and would profit financially
following the establishment of a national park. Historian David H.
Stratton, Fall's biographer, believes that the ranch was the key problem
that led to Fall's eventual political and economic misfortunes. 31
The senator unsuccessfully proposed at least four national park
bills during the next ten years. In conjunction with the Mescalero
National Park, Fall also introduced the Rio Grande National Park, Senate Bill 6714, on May 7,1912. 32 Fall resubmitted the Rio Grande National
Park proposal in Senate Bill 4185 on January 26, 1914, in order to gain
support for his Mescalero National Park Senate Bill 4187, but this attempt also failed. 33 It remains unclear what lands Fall wanted to include
in the Rio Grande proposal or if it mirrored the Mescalero National
Park. He reintroduced the Rio Grande·National Park on December 16,
1915,34 and again on January 4, 1916. 35 'Characteristically, Fall remained
persistent in his attempts to push a project until all potential avenues
for success failed.
Not to be outdone, Republican United States Senator Thomas B.
Catron, Fall's former political rival and now his colleague in the Senate,""
simultaneously submitted his proposal (Senate Bill 4537-February 19,
1914, and Senate Bill 2542-December 16, 1915) for a New Mexico
national park attempting to reintroduce an earlier proposal, the National Park of the Cliff Cities, also known as Parajito National Park. 36
Sectional rivalry played an important role in the state's national park
proposals. For example, when Fall endorsed the All-Year National Park
plan in 1921 he revealed New Mexico's divisive politics. Confident of
success, Fall remarked that following creation of the "AII-Year National
Park," northern New Mexico (or the Santa Fe crowd, as he referred to
them) should organize like the state's southern Southwestern Park
30. Alamogordo News-Advertiser, October 24, 1913, p. 1.
31. pavid H. Stratton, "Albert B. Fall," in New Mexico Past and Present: A Historical
Reader, ed. Richard N. Ellis (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971), 21718. This author was unable to locate any relevant National Park sources in the A. B. Fall
Papers, Rio Grande Historical Collections/Hobson-Huntsinger University Archives, New
Mexico State University.
32. Congressional Record, 62d Cong., 2d sess., 1922, 48, pt. 6, 5995.
33. Congressional Record, 63d Cong., 2d sess., 1914, 51, pt. 3, 2290.
34. Congressional Record, 64th Cong., 1st sess., 1916, 3, pt. 4, 314.
35. Senate Journal, 64th Cong., 1st sess., 1915-1916, 78.
36. Congressional Record, 63d Cong., 2d sess., 1914, 51, pt. 3, 2290; see also Congressional Record, 64th Cong., 1st sess., 1916, 3, pt. 4, 314.
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Association for its own park, namely Cliff Cities. 37 While both senators
received considerable grass-roots support for their projects, neither
garnered enough national political endorsements for their park bills.
Local support for the numerous national park bills originated with
each city's ultraboosters, the chambers of commerce. One urban historian characterizes boosters as "profit-minded as well as public-minded,"
and Alamogordo's boosters were no exception. 38 The Alamogordo
Chamber of Commerce evolved from two previous organizations, the
Businessmen's Club and the Commercial Club. The Businessmen's
Club idea evolved from the members of the Alamogordo Improvement
Company, a real estate company, which desired to advance their business interests in conjunction with the city's growth. 39 The Businessmen's Club formed in 1907 to further the "business welfare" of
Alamogordo. 40 By 1913, the organization stagnated and it was reported
that for the last three years of its existence the Businessmen's Club
was flout of business."41 The Businessmen's Club failed to generate
sufficient funds and interest for its continued existence. The resurgence
of Alamogordo's boosterism and establishment of the Commercial Club
corresponded with the news that the Southern National Highway would
pass through the town. The Southern National Highway was an ambitious plan to connect the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by a transcontinental highway. The road was to originate in Washington, D.C., and
terminate in San Diego, California. Regional boosters were delighted
because the road would traverse Roswell, Alamogordo, and EI Paso. 42
Alamogordo's Com~ercial Club heartily supported the national highway project because of the revenue that would be generated for local
merchants and the community.
By the second decade of the twentieth century, two important
events were taking place that would have repercussions for the Southwest: the first in Yellowstone National Park and the second in Europe.
On September 11 and 12, 1911, the initial National Park Conference
convened to "consider all the questions that arise in the administration"
of the national parks and national monuments in order "to foster such
37. Santa Fe New Mexican. December 6, 1921, p. 2.
38. Howard P. Chudacoff, The Evolution of American Urban Society (Englewood, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1981), 40.
39. Otero County Advertiser, April 13, 1907, p. 1.
40. Alamogordo News, August 17, 1907, p. 2; Thomas L. Altherr, "The Pajarito or
Cliff Dwellers' National Park Proposal, 1900-1920," New Mexico Historical Review 60 (July
1985), 288-89.
41. Ibid.
42. Alamogordo News-Advertiser, August 15, 1913, p. 1.
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development asmight be for the best interest of the public."43 Secretary
of the Interior Walter L. Fisher and sixty-eight prominent Department
of the Interior officials, park superintendents, foresters, and railroad
presidents discussed park administration problems and sugg~sted solutions. The conference recommended establishing a bureau of national
parks and initiating a forceful advertising campaign. 44 Two more conferences were held, one in 1912 and the other in 1915. In 1914, a
superintendent for the parks and monuments received an appointment
to oversee administrative procedures. 45 The resolutions of the three
conferences reached fruition on August 25, 1916, when Congress finally
passed legislation, which it had possessed since 1911, creating a National Park Service. 46 Stephen T. Mather, self-made millionaire and
current assistant to the secretary of the interior, received the appointment as the National Park Service's first director. 47 The creation of the
National Park Service assisted in establishing uniform a'dministrative
policies, improving concession services, and advertising the National
Park Service's attractions.
The advent of World War I on July 28, 1914, drew relatively little
attention in many sections of the United States. For most Americans
the war was a European war with no direct implications for the United
States. The war's proximity and the United States' two and a half years
of neutrality permitted many Americans the luxury to debate the conflict's "ultimate significance."48 The turmoil in Europe induced American. tourists to turn inward for recreation. Mather's National Park
Service grasped the situation by actively promoting the parks and
monuments to attract the thousands of continentally stranded American tourists. While federal funds were scarce for the maintenance ,of
the parks and monuments during the war, tourist dollars helped offset
the financial burdens on National Park Service administration. Private
organizations such as the Far Western Travellers Association and American Automobile Association reflected the "patriotic public-spirited"
43, Proceedings of the First National Park Conference (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1912), L
44. Chudacoff, The Evolution of American Urban Society, 103 and 11L
45. Department of the Interior Reports 1 (Washington, D,C.: Government Printing
Office, 1914), 88.
46. Statutes at Large of the United States of America 39, pt. 1 (1917), 535-36.
47. Robert Shankland, Steve Mather of the National Parks (New York: Alfred A, Knopf,
1951), 106.
48. David M, Kennedy, Over Here: The First World War and American Society (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1980), 45.
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efforts to spend American dollars in America. 49 The age of mass-produced automobiles permitted greater societal mobility, thereby making
regions accessible that onc~ only a few people could reach. This sudden
increase of "tin-can" tourists overwhelmed many parks and monuments. For example, during 1918, 451,661 visitors toured the nation's
parks and monuments and the subsequent year the number almost
doubled, reaching 811,516. Amazed by tourists embracing their own
parks and monuments, Mather remarked that Americans had at last
wholeheartedly embraced the "See America First" crusade. 50
On March 4, 1921, the nation witnessed the political changing of
the guard as Republican Warren G. Harding replaced Democrat Woodrow Wilson as president. On the following day Harding's appointee
and "natural chum," Senator Fall, reluctantly assumed the office of
secretary of the interior.51 Based upon his political record, Fall was not
philosophically suited for the position as the guardian of the nation's
national parks and national monuments. Fall received the interior secretary job as a result of the traditional "good old boy" network. As a
member of the "western crowd," and like Richard Ballinger before him,
Fall was an outspoken critic of federal land withdrawals throughout
his political and government career. In fact during his first two years
as a senator he had declared sarcastically that if any more New Mexico
lands were removed from the public domain, "we [New Mexicans]
shall either be compelled to ask to be included within an Indian reservation or a national park or be created into a national monument."52
These remarks reflected his persistent hostility against the federal government's conservation policies.
The new interior secretary has been characterized as an "epitomized Westerner";53 that is, Fall's conservation philosophy did not
reflect Muir's preservationist theme nor Pinchot's utilitarian conservation policies. Three major arguments composed Fall's conservation
philosophy: (1) federal land withdrawals prevented people from utilizing their own natural resources, (2) establishing national parks, national forests, or any government reservations halted progress, and (3)
land withdrawals stifled ambition. 54 Fall's views mirrored his constit49. Reports of the Department of the Interior (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1920), 14.
50. Ibid., 15.
5!. Stratton, New Mexico Past and Present, 219; Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 1st
sess., 1921, 61, pt. 1, 7.
52. Congressional Record, 63d Cong., 2d sess., 1914, 51, pt. 4, 3318.
53. Stratton, New Mexico Past and Present, 218.
54. Congressional Record, 66th Cong., 1st sess., 1919, 58, pt. 5, 4284.
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uency, echoing a recurring theme; that is, land and its resources should
be used for the present generation and not "locked up" for future ones..
At one juncture during his tenure as senator, Fall's vehement opposition to federal reservations and federal conservation policies prompted
him to announce in the Senate that he hoped Congress would eventually dissolve the Department of the Interior!55 He considered himself
and his constituents as true conservationists; however, he denounced
any federal attempts to reserve any lands from settlement, boasting
proudly, that "we oppose bureaucracy. "56 For Fall, the federal government monopolized too much land in the West, specifically in New
Mexico.
During his brief term as interior secretary, Albert B. Fall and the
National Park Service reviewed listings of several proposed national
parks. One of the most grandiose proposals-and one of the worst
according to one historian-was Fall's recommendation for the AllYear National Park. The secretary rekindled the Mescalero National
Park idea in a new form, hoping that this time the plan would succeed.57
The tentative park scheme, initially called the "Southwestern All-Year
. National Park," would include two thousand acres on the Mescalero
Apache Indian Reservation, the entire White Sands gypsum dune field,
the Malpais lava beds, and the Elephant Butte Dam and Lake. This
double-U-shaped national park would be connected by eighty miles of
highway "making it one of the most delightful drives in the Western
country."58 The remarkable aspect of the proposal was that',it came
about as a result of Fall's persistent demands for a national park based
upon his conservation philosophy! Other motives, such as sincerely
hoping to provide his vision of a suitable recreation area and possibly
increasing the value of his Three Rivers Ranch holdings, must have
motivated Fall to renew his southern New Mexico park idea.
In fairness to Fall, he modified his stance concerning national parks
by tempering his disapproval of the aesthetic qualities of national parks
when he referred to national parks as "national breathing spots" and
"national breathing grounds"59 and later announced in his first Report
of the Secretary of the Interior in 1921 that national "parks are stabilizing
55. Congressional Record, 66th Cong., 2d sess., 1919, 59, pt. 7, 6495,
56, Congressional Record, 64th Cong" 2d sess., 1917, 54, pt. 3, 2471.

57, John lse, Our National Park Policy: A Critical History (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1961),296,
.
58, Southwestern All-Year National Park Association brochure, January 23, ·1922, Governor Mechem Papers, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives (NMSRCA),
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
59. Congressional Record, 62d Cong" 2d sess" 1912, 48, pt. 9, 9372.
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and inspiring influences" during periods of national strife. As he visited the national parks their impact upon him undoubtedly had an
alluring effect. He commented on the benefits Americans derived from
visiting the parks and in so doing reversed himself by praising "those
Congresses who [sic] set these areas aside.... "60·
In February 1921, Alamogordo's Commercial Club elected new
officers while Fall prepared to assume his duties as interior secretary.
During the Alamogordo town hall meeting a discussion occurred on
the possibility of acquiring a "municipal recreational camp" in the Lincoln National Forest. During the meeting United States Forest Service
Supervisor O. Fred Arthur told the Commercial Club that adjacent
towns were securing recreational areas for themselves. Arthur recommended a site approximately two miles from High Rolls for Alamogordo. 61 The regional movement by town boosters for their own
recreational site in the Sacramento Mountains revived earlier attempts
to establish people's playgrounds.
By October 20, 1921, a full-fledged campaign was under way in
the Southwest to resurrect Fall's old national park proposal, modified
to include new areas such as White Sands, White Mountain, Malpais,
Elephant Butte Dam, and Lake B. M. Hall. 62 The Alamogordo Commercial Club was one of the most active of the regional clubs in this
effort. As early as October 13, 1921, Alamogordo dispatched a committee composed of F. C. Rolland, J. R. Gilbert, and Tom Charles to
Three Rivers Ranch to discuss with Secretary Fall "important matters
of special concern" for southern New Mexico. 63 During the meeting
Fall dictated his views to the committee about how they should proceed
with the park proposal. 64 Approximately two weeks later, the club
appointed an eight-member delegation, including Tom Charles, to meet
neighboring commercial clubs to form an organization to promote a
regional nationalpark. 65 At his Three Rivers Ranch, Fall met with Frank
T. French (president of Bascom-French Company), H. H. Brook (pres60. Reports of the Secretary of the Interior (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1921), 110.
61. Alamogordo News, February 3, 1921, p. 1.
62. Ibid., October 20, 1921, p. 1.
63. Ibid., October 20, 1921, p. 5.
64. Ibid., November 3, 1921, p. 1. Also see Merritt Mechem to Holm Bursum, December 6, 1921, Governor Mechem Papers, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
65. Alamogordo News, October 27,1921, p. 1. Alamogordo's National Park Committee
included Mack Missik (president of Alamogordo Commercial Club), A. F. Menger, J. R.
Gilbert, F. C. Rolland, E. D. McKinley (Alamogordo's mayor), Bob Woodworth, and
Torn Charles.
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ident of Elephant Butte Irrigation District), Vincent B. May, C. F. Knight,
attorney Mark Thompson, and professor Harry L. Kent (New Mexico
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts College, now New Mexico State University). Preliminary plans to organize a southwestern national park
association were discussed. 66 Reflecting the public optimism of such a
plan, Clarence W. Morgan, Alamogordo News editor and Commercial
Club member, agreed that the time was ripe for a national park proposal
because the Southwest had "an official [Fall] in Washington that [sic]
can be expected to be in full sympathy with this move.,,67
'
On December 3, 1921, five hundred invited individuals selected a
permanent executive committee at the first meeting of the Southwestern All-Year National Park Association in Las Cruces. The committee
announced that its principal goal was to encourage Congress to establish a "National playground in the Southwest. "68 In the audience, participating in the proceedings, sat Alamogordo's Tom Charles. 69
Governors and representatives from New Mexico, Texas, Arizona,
Oklahoma, and ~ansas met formally on January 11, 1922, in El Paso
to organize the association. Texas and New Mexico boosters actively
engaged in local campaigns to further their All-Year National Park
agenda. With the momentum, Morgan optimistically predicted that the
park would become a "reality in the near future.,,7o As 1921 drew' to ai,
close, two significant events for southern New Mexico transpired: Alamogordo insurance agent Charles emerged as a prominent booster
and Fall reached the apex of his governmental and political career.
The All-Year National Park supporters advanced their agenda based
upon several premises: in contrast to other national parks the All-Year
National Park would remain open year-round, as its name implied; the
park would attract farmers because planting and harvesting permitted
little leisure time to visit national parks except in winter; and thousands
of tourists would bring in much needed revenue for the region. 71 Support for the park grew rapidly throughout the Southwest. Officially,
New Mexico governor and president of the All-Year National Park
Association, Merritt C. Mechem, led the campaign~ but in practice the
executive committee led by chairman Brook, and committee members
Hawkins, Thompson, Martin, Z. B. Moon, H. M. Dow, J. B. French,
66. Ibid., November 21, 1921, p. 1.
67. Ibid., October 27, 1921, p. 2.

68. Southwestern All-Year National Park Association brochure, January 23, 1922, Mechem
Papers.

69. Alamogordo News, November 17, 1921, p. 1.
70. Ibid., November 17, 1921, p. 2.
71. Ibid., November 10, 1921, p. 1.
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and Richard F. Burges promoted and directed the association's efforts.
Grass-roots support resided with the members of the regional commercial clubs. During early 1922, attempts to secure a national park
were in full stride. Several members of the Southwest All-Year National
Park Association traveled to Washington, D.C., to lobby for their cause,
but met with little enthusiasm for the idea. 72
However, not everyone understood the All-Year National Park
idea. Myron H. West, president and general manager of the American
Park Builders in Chicago, Illinois, wrote Kent informing him that his
organization was interested inthe All-Year National Park plan because
it wanted the contract "to properly develop this tract:m Kent replied
politely to West's inquiry stating that "perhaps you have misunderstood our movement. The proposition is to establish a large National
Park. ... "74
Upon hearing the news of Fall's. All-Year National Park, Matherdespite his doubts about the park--could no longer evade his boss'
polite invitation for him to visit New Mexico. The director reluctantly
accepted Fall's long-standing offer to visit him at his Three Rivers Ranch
and inspect the proposed All-Year National Park sites. In May 1922,
Mather spent the first three days touring the "spots": Cloudcroft, Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation, Elephant Butte Dam, Lake B. M.
Hall, Malpais, and White Sands. Of interest was the deletion of White
Mountain as a potential "spot" because of the Forest Service's (Department of Agriculture) refusal to surrender the area to the National
Park Service (Department of Interior). Throughout the inspection the
Southwestern All-Year National Park Association executive committee
members, Hawkins, Burges, Thompson, and Horace B. Stevens, accompanied Mather. Upon his return to Three Rivers Ranch, Mather
met with Fall and with a delegation from Alamogordo composed of
Rolland, Charles, and Benson Nowell. On May 3, 1922, boosters held
a banquet to honor the director in Alamogordo, at which time Mather
told the gathering that he favored the All-Year National Park but had
some doubt, remarking that the park sites lacked scenery generally
associated with other national parks. Noting the audience's silence
following his assessment, Mather quickly added that there remained
72. ,'H. H. Brook to Governor Mechem, March 17, 1922, Mechem Papers.
73. 'Myron H. West to Harry L Kent, January 13, 1922, Harry L Kent Papers,
General Files, box 1-9, Rio Grande Historical Collections/Hobson-Huntsinger University
Archives, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico (Kent Papers).
74. Kent to West, January 19, 1922, Kent Papers.
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sufficient areas to compensate for the apparent deficiencies, but he
failed to elaborate upon his evaluation. 75
In retrospect it is evident that Mather, to a certain extent, patronized his hosts during his visit. Arranging to meet Albright in Denver,
Mather confided in his superintendent telling him of Fall's "grotesque"
idea and of his disappointment in the secretary's lack of understanding
about the National Park Service's mission. Even though he had been
treated hospitably during his tour, Mather decided that he could neither
support nor endorse his boss' "travesty of a national park." Unwilling
to confront Fall about the project, the director retreated to a sanatorium
in Connecticut for six months. During Mather's absence, acting director
Arno B. Cammerer and superintendent Albright remained unenthusia.stic about the plan, offering their reasons to the secretary why they
could not inspect the park for an official reprot. Unmoved by the National Park Service's inaction, Fall moved forward with his proposal
without their endorsement. 76
While originally drafted by Burges and Hawkins, the All-Year National Park Bill's principal architect was Fall. 77 The secretary met with
the Southwestern All-Year National Park Association's executive committee on several occasions to instruct the members of the format and
content he desired. By the time the bill reached the Senate Committee:'
on Indian Affairs, Fall had rewritten the text to such a degree that it·>
reflected his vision of the park. On April 28, 1922, Senator Holm O.
Bursum (R-New Mexico) introduced Senate Bill 3519 defining the AllYear National Park, subsequently referring the bill to the Committee
on Indian Affairs. The Committee on Indian Affairs, rather than the
Committee on Public Lands, received the bill because of the language
referring mainly to Apaches. The preface to the act read as follows:
Defining the rights of the Mescalero Apache Indians in the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation, providing for an allotment of
certain lands therein in severalty to the Mescalero Apache Indians,
and creating and defining the All Year National Park, and for other
purposes. 78
75. Alamogordo News, May 4, 1922, p. 2.
76. Horace M. Albright and· Robert Cahn, The Birth of the National Park Service: The
Founding Years, 1913-33 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Howe Brothers, 1985), 131-32. Also see
Shankland, Steve Mather of the National Parks, 222; and Donald C. Swain, Wilderness
Defender: Horace M. Albright and Conservation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970),
143-77.
77. H. H. Brook to Governor Mechem, February 10, 1922, Mechem Papers. The AIIYear National Park Bill was also known as Bursum-Hudspeth Bill.
78. Senate Journal, 67th Cong., 2d sess., 1921-1922, 211.
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At last on July 7,1922, members of the Senate Committee on Indian
Affairs queried Bursum about the nature of the park. Senator Thomas
J. Walsh (D-Montana) asked the most pressing questions. Walsh asked
Bursum to explain the bill. Bursum remarked that the "real purpose
of the bill is to establish a park containing an area of 2,000 acres in the
Mescalero Apache Reservation.,,79 Bursum reiterated that 2,000 acres
was a small fraction of the reservation. When Walsh asked Bursum
about the reservation's size, he disclosed his unfamiliarity with the
area by. responding that the reservation held more than 60,000 acres.
Unknown to the committee was the fact the Apache reservation encompassed approximately 460,000 acres! Chairman Selden P. Spencer
(R-Missouri) supporting Btirsum added that the 2,000 acres would be
selected by Secretary Fall and would include only "the most mountainous and picturesque land, and desireable land" for the national
park. 80 The bill would permit the interior secretary to purchase approximately 300 additional acres, to "round out" the park. An astonished Walsh responded to Spencer's park description by remarking
that flit seems to me a remarkable thing to create a national park inside
of an Indian Reservation," and 2,000 acres would be a surprisingly
small national park!81 Unknown to the senators was the fact that the
additional sites, which at the time remained unsurveyed, could possibly encompass 300,000-400,000 acres. Unbelievably, throughout the
brief exchange the senators discussed only the Mescaleros' land (2,000
acres).
Whether it. was a simple oversight, failure to read the bill in its
entirety, or misunderstanding by the senators of the additional territories to be included, the All-Year National Park Bill passed the Senate
as the final piece of legislation on JuJy 7, 1922. 82 If the senators had
read sections one and two and questioned Bursum in depth, the outcome might have been different. Of significance was the inclusion of
"territory surrounding the Elephant Butte Reservoir, the White Sands,
and the Mal Pais [sic] lava beds."83 When asked by the Senate presiding
officer if there were any objections to the bill's consideration, not one
senator challenged the national park bill. Neither the Congressional Record nor the Journal of the Senate identified the senators in attendance or
recorded the Senate's voting pattern on the park measure.
79. Congressional Record. 67th Cong., 2d sess., 1922, 62, pt. 10, 10064.
80. Ibid., 10063.
81. Ibid.
82. Ibid., 10065.
83. Ibid., 10064.
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, The bill's supporters were elated by the news but their joy would
be short-lived. Initial opposition against Fall's park came from the New
Mexico Game Commission. In November 1921! New Mexico Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable, speaking ,for the Game Commission, stated
that they were against the park proposal because'Elephant Butte should
remain under state contro1. 84 By the end of July 1922, opposition to
Fall's All-Year National Park steadily gained momentum. Much of the
antagonism toward the park originated in Santa Fe. Prior to the creation
of the Southwestern All-Year National Park Association in December
1921, there existed the National Park Association of New Mexico. 85 The
National Park Association's agenda reflected Senator Catron's 1914,
1915, and 1917 unsuccessful Cliff Cities National Park proposals. This
association, dominated by northern New Mexicans, who argued that
if the All-Year National Park became a reality, then it would be the only
national park in New Mexico and an undeserving one at that. Sectional
rivalry in New Mexico was a devisive force in all facets of the state's
life. Catron's northern national park proposals countered Fall's numerous southern national park recommendations. As early as November 18, 1921, various conservation committees organized in Santa Fe
to fight the All-Year National Park Bill. 86
Fall's most vehement and vocal opponents belonged to the Na-·
tional Parks Association, known today as the National Parks and Conservation Association. The National Parks Association blasted New
Mexico's "spotted park" in its Bulletin as early as June 7, 1922. 87 The
National Parks Association criticized the potential introduction of a
host of non-Park Service concerns such as grazing, water, mining,
timber cutting rights and privileges. The second principal argument
against Fall's park was the park's composition, based upon the distance
from each "spot" or attraction. Protecting such an expansive and disjointed national park would be extremely difficult for the undermanned
National Park Service. The third reason was the conflict of interest
inherent in location of Fall's Three Rivers Ranch. Fall's 600,OOO-acre
Three Rivers Ranch bordered the Mescalero Apache Reservation and
subsequently his holdings would increase in value if a national park
were created. Robert Sterling Yard, executive secretary of the National
Parks Association, and Horace McFarland, president of the American
Civic A~sociation, outspoken critics of the All-Year National Park, vig84.
85.
86.
87.

Alamogordo News, November 24, 1921, p. 1.
William Boone Douglass to Governor Mechem, May 4, 1921, Mechem Papers,
Alamogordo News, November 24, 1921, p. 1.
.
National Parks Association Bulletin 28 (June 7, 1922).
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orously assailed the park bill and its supporters. Yard demanded that
the bill be ·defeated because "the safety of the entire National Parks
System from commercialism" requires it. 88 The National Parks Association concluded that if the park bill passed the House of Representatives, New Mexico's All-Year National Park "would be pitiably underclass in the great company" of the National Park Service. 89 In a conciliatory jesture on July 19,1922, Yard met Fall suggesting that he create
an alternative organization, modeled on the National Park Service, for
regional recreation areas. Fall's response was brief; he would settle
only for a national park. 90 Writing to Burges about the hour-long meeting the interior secretary indicated that Yard "enthusiastically" endorsed his plan but "in an attempt to save face" requested that it not
be called a national park. For FaIt Yard repeatedly displayed his "ig_
norance" about national parks. Fall failed to grasp how so popular a
proposal could be so bitterly opposed. 91
Despite New Mexico Congressman Nestor Montoya's assurances
that he would support the park bill when it reached the House of
Representatives, Secretary Fall's All-Year National Park died quietly of
neglect in the House. 92 The combination of vocal anti-All-Year National
Park forces, and the initial investigations into Fall's far-flung ranching
enterprise, insured the defeat of his All-Year National Park, thereby
preventing "so ignoble a park unit" from entering the National Park
system. 93 A tired and disillusioned Fall publicly announced his decision
to resign as secretary of the interior on January 2, 1923, to be effective
March 4, 1923. 94 Fall's resignation insured that Mather's national park
idea remained intact, establishing the precedent that the National Park
Service would be secure from secretarial pressures on any future proposals, including regions removed from "reclamation areas and Indian
reservations."95 In the end the "natural resources.of the West made
and broke" Fall politically.96
88. Ibid., 30 (November 8, 1922), 1.
89. Ibid., 29 (July 26, 1922), 4.
90. Ibid., 32 (February 7, 1923).
91. Albert B. Fall to Richard Burges, August 11, 1922, Albert B. Fall Papers,Special
Collections, University of New Mexico Library, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
92. Nestor Montoya to H. H. Brook, July 15, 1922, White Sands National Monument
Library, historical file 1922. Montoya's untimely death occurred on January 13, 1923;
Congressional Record, 65th Cong., 4th sess., 1922-1923, 64, pt. 2, 1729.
93. Robert Sterling Yard, "New Mexico Aflame Against Two Bills, I-Parks and
Indians," Outlook 133 (January-May 1923), 124-25.
94. David Hodges Stratton, "Albert B. Fall and the Teapot Dome Affair" (doctoral
dissertation, University of Colorado, 1955), 94.
95. Shankland, Steve Mather of the National Parks, 223.
96. Stratton, "Albert B. Fall and the Teapot Dome Affair," 2.
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On the surface, the All-Year National Park seemed incredibly out
of step with other national park proposals. Keeping in mind that criteria
other than the spectacular w'ere winning park adherents, Fall's park
bill was not as farfetched as believed to be at the time. The inclusion
of parklands such as Salinas National Monument, Channel Islands
National Park~ Theodore Roosevelt National Park, and Nez Perce National Historical Park demonstrate that parks holding disjointed or
noncontiguous ,areas could be managed efficiently. Perhaps the AllYear National Park boosters purposefully employed the 2,000 acres
argument as a ruse to camouflage their goal of acquiring a national
park totaling 300,000-400,000 acres. The idea of a tiny park was not
part of their agenda. The Achilles heel of the park proposal was the
Elephant Butte Reservoir. While the National Park Service permitted
fishing in designated parks, it did not allow logging, mining, irrigation
enterprises, and hunting that Fall's bill called for. In the end, Fall's
refusal to modify his plan to pacify or accommodate its critics only
alienated potential congressional supporters. His recalcitrance thus sealed
the fate of the All-Year National Park, namely a decisive defeat. Simultaneously, the Southwestern All-Year National Park Association
dissolved itself while the Senate began its ilwestigations of Albert B.
Fall's alleged improprieties during his term as secretary of the interior. :~
I
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Book Reviews

In Mountain Shadows: A History of Idaho. By Carlos A. Schwantes. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xii + 292 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts,
tables, notes, index. $24.95.)
.
Carlos Schwantes has given us a modest history of Idaho that should
appeal to popular taste. He has made a deliberate effort to show how presentday Idaho has developed from its past. The book should find a ready market
not only among history students but also among many recent arrivals from
other states who may have a curiosity about their newly adopted homeland
and its history.
Idaho is not well known even to many of its residents. To understand the
state it is important to consider its rivers and mountains. The numerous rivers,'
of Idaho that provide water for irrigation and electric power may well be the
most valuable natural asset in the state. Of the rivers in the state none is more
important than the Snake, "the thousand-mile-long waterway" that "has been
called the Nile of Idaho" (p. 7). Rugged mountains have created a barrier
between the north and south that has limited travel and communication between the two sections. Yet the mountains provide a retreat where Idahoans
may go to observe and appreciate nature basically unchanged from earlier
days. The mountains can be seen from most places in Idaho and their influence
is so perva~ive that the whole state "even the flat places can be described as
lying within the mountains' shadow" (p. 6).
Schwantes has woven attention-getting tidbits about Idaho throughout
the book. One may learn, for example, that in Idaho people moved not from
the country to the city but from mining and agricultural settlements to the
country; that Henry Spalding, a missionary to the Nez Perce Indians, owned
the first printing press in the Oregon country; that a world record was set in
the Coeur d'Alene district when "the billionth ounce of silver was mined" in
1985 (p. 95); that the New Deal provided Idaho with 163 Civilian Conservation
Corps camps, a number second only'to California; that Idaho was first to elect
a Jew as governor in the United States; and that is was not until late in the
1950sthat Idaho became the leading grower of potatoes.
The book is ,written primarily from secondary sources and makes limited
use of endnotes. There is a valuable, partly annotated, bibliography that runs
to twenty-six pages and is divided according to chapters. It is evident that
Schwantes found the Idaho Historical Society's journal, Idaho Yesterdays, an
313
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important source for his study. Distributed throughout the volume are more
than one hundred pictures and photographs plus maps and other illustrative
materials.
This work deserves to be kept in print and periodically updated, especially
in light of the changing character of Idaho as more people migrate into the
state. A second edition would allow the author and publisher to correct the
garbled text on page ten; and perhaps Professor Schwantes would agree that
he should place the confluence of the Boise and Snake rivers near the town
of Parma rather than Weiser.
Robert C. Woodward

Northwest Nazarene College
Prose & Poetry of the American West. Edited by James c. Work. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. xv + 733 pp. Notes, index. $50.00 cloth, $25.00
paper.)
"This anthology," says James c. Work, "is a gallery of artists who work
in various literary media"; it is not "a catalog or index or guide to western
literature" (p. xii). Four principal considerations guided Work in making his
selections: he "avoided excerpts whenever pOSSible"; he chose writing that
acknowledges the Hispanic tradition; he tried to represent more accurately
"the indispensable contributions made by women"; and he picked "writers
who could exemplify the many different facets of western literature and who
could thereby act as spokespersons for the hundreds not included" (pp. xiiixiv). Work "presents authors in the order in which they were born" (p. xiv)
and divides the anthology into four parts, each with an introduction: The
Emergence Period, 1540-1832 (78 pages; 11 writers); The Mythopoeic Period,
1833-89 (277 pages; 18 writers); Neomythic Period, 1890-1914 (256 pages; 15
writers); and The Neowestern Period, 1915-Present (103 pages; 9 writers). All
of Work's editorial decisions are "based upon his "belief in the centrality of
myth in western American literature" (p. xiv).
In some ways, Work's Prose & Poetry improves upon J. Golden Taylor's
The Literature of the American West (1971), long out of print. Of the sixty-one
writers included in Taylor's collection, only one is a woman and none is Hispanic; in contrast, ten women and three Hispanics are among the fifty-four
writers in Work's gallery. Although Taylor provided brief introductions to each
.of the nine generic divisions in his book, he gave no introduction to individual
authors, whereas Work introduces not only each section but also each author.
Work has not matched Taylor in other areas, however. Taylor discussed
bibliographical resources and supplied lists for further reading, but Work gives
only occasional footnotes and lists only selected titles by the authors he includes. Moreover, a few of.Work's selections (namely, those by Hough, Neihardt, Harris, and Anaya) are mediocre. Nitpickers will spot some errors of
fact such as Work's statement that Bret Harte never again saw his wife after
he left the United States. Any fair assessment, however, will applaud Work's
scholarly achievement in giving informative and engaging introductions to
over fifty writers.
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Overall, although Prose & Poetry of the American West includes a representative sampling of works not only by white males but also by Native Americans,
women, and Hispanics, it gives short shrift to poets, contemporary writers,
and immigrant groups such as Asian Americans and Scandinavians. Nevertheless, most of the reading is lively and enjoyable, and the book conveys a
strong, clear sense of the Western experience. Work knows his subject and
writes so well himself that some of his introductions outshine the literature
that follows them. His book should be available in every iibrary in the West.
James H. Maguire
Boise State University

Life in Mexico under Santa A.nna, 1822-1855. By Ruth R. Olivera and Liliane
Crete. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xv + 264 pp. Illwftrations, maps, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
To experience Mexico in the historic literature, e.g., Life in Mexico under
Santa Anna, 1822-1855, is to enter this country as though in a dream. Mexico
threw off the Spanish yoke and its cohesive political structure in 1821 and
Catholic religion continued to furnish a common denominator to a degree. The
country was otherwise fragmented, diverse, far-flung from Santa Fe to Merida,
Yucatan, roughly two thousand miles as the crow flies and much farther. trav- .
eled by road. It was a strange land in which gigantic feudal estates thrived.
independently and charming colonial towns supported isolated families ringed
by ancient Indian populations further alienated by traditions and language.
In short, not only was Mexico complex but also elusive, difficult to control and
govern.
By default President Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna surfaced to head the
republic; off and on, from 1822 to 1855, a figure the authors describe as "the
personification of the period" (p. xi). ,Olivera and Crete have used most of the
published journals, both foreign and Mexican, as well as the preeminent Gardoa family papers, to examine Mexican life, towns and villages, the people,
customs, some governmental attempts to pull society together through education, transporation and communication, commerce, and more. To their credit,
they have made use of diarios, informative official departmental (states') newspapers established after the Constitution of 1836, which were filled with local
concerns and news from around the country.
Withal, the survey presented here whets the appetite for more. Mexico
City is described as being 2 miles long and 1.5 miles wide with a population
of 170,000. Roads were in bad repair, requiring life-endangering convoys,
threatened by thieves, primitive accommodations, and sometimes months of
travel (six months from Mexico City to Santa Fe, New Mexico). John Lloyd
Stephens thought Merida, capital of Yucatan, "a little nook almost unknown
to the re,st of the world." There is much more but also not enough. Lovers of
Mexico can hope this little book will lead the way for future volumes, and they
are warned in the preface that Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Alta California
were omitted in order "to study daily life in Mexico proper. ..."
A tendency exists to gloss over situations that may not· be familiar to the
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reader. For example, the Monte de Piedad, the national pawnshop, was founded
by the Conde de RegIa in 1775, but the importance of this family to Mexican
history is nowhere explained; the building itself served as the first viceregal
residence, and is much older than implied (p. 49). The Texas-Santa Fe Expedition occurred during the summer of 1841, not the following year (pp. 17172). Some discussion of the Guadalupe shrine appears, but the importance of
ancient shrines such as San Juan de los Lagos is not otherwise explained.
Too many indeeds and moreovers clutter up an otherwise clean and
straightforward text. The authors, however, are to be congratulated for overlooking the many prejudices found in the journals listed in their bibliography,
and for giving the reader a clearer picture of what these visitors actually saw.
There is no other book available on the period quite like this one.
Ward Alan Minge
Corrales, New Mexico

Politics and Public Policy in the Contemporary American West, Edited by Clive S.
Thomas. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xiii + 589 pp.
Maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Clive Thomas, the editor of this collection of essays on contemporary (post'1960) western politics, is a professor of political science at the University of
Alaska Southeast; he is also author or coauthor of five of the twenty essays.
Twenty-three other authors also contributed; twenty of them are also political
scientists. They define the West as the thirteen states wholly west of the 100th
meridian.
Thomas has integrated the twenty essays more successfully than is usually
the case for such collections. As a result, the essays effectively draw upon or
contribute to a common core of analysis presented in the first two essays and
reiterated in the final one, all authored or coauthored by Thomas. His espousal
of Daniel Elazar's concepts of political culture is not convincing, however, and
few of the other authors rely on it. More successful is Thomas' set of ten
persistent, and overlapping, characteristics that mark western politics as unique
(p. 8 and throughout). Two of these characteristics-an "all-pervasive" dependence on government, especially the federal government, and a high level of
political individualism-combine to produce "the western political paradox,"
exemplified by politicians who build careers on "the two seemingly contradictory practices of securing huge amounts of federal funds while vocalizing
anti-federal government sentiments" (p. 37).
In the first section, dealing with influences on western politics, the economy and the federal government each receive a full essay. Richard Foster's
essay on the federal government suggests that it was so central to the economic
development of the region that it generated a "politics of symbolism" (p. 77)
in opposition to federal influence.
The second section presents forms of political participation, and gives
special attention to westerners' frequent use of the initiative and referendum,
the tendency of western election campaigns to focus on candidates rather than
parties, and the weakness of western political parties and corresponding strength
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of interest grol:lps. Robert Benedict and Ronald Hrebenar, coauthors of the
fifth and sixth essays, include an extensive exploration of the increasing conservatism and Republicanism of the West. One essay focuses on the political
roles and significance of women, Mexican Americans, and American Indians,
with some attention to other ethnic minority groups. None of the essays offers
a comparable examination of the Mormons, surely one of the West's most
politically significant cultural groups.·
The third section describes and analyzes the region's legislatures, governors, judiciaries, finance, local government, and education; large portions
of some essays tend to be descriptive. The final section, on intergovernmental
relations, focuses on three related sets of issues with federal, state, and local
implications: land and natural resource policies, water policy, and environmental policy.
Historians will be disappointed that so few of the essays draw upon the
rich literature they have developed on western politics. The bibliography includes many important works by historians, but few appear in the footnotes.
Several authors, for example, point to the continuing influence of Populism
and progressivism, but none cite recent works on those topics.
Robert W. Cherny
San Francisco State University

Dispatches from the Deep Woods. By John G. Mitchell. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1991. xiii + 304 pp. Index. $24.95.)
Self-proclaimed "tree-hugging" nature writer John G. Mitchell has brought
together in Dispatches from the Deep Woods thirteen of his previously published
essays on American forests and trees. All essays appeared in nature magazines,
such as Wilderness and Audubon, in the 1980s.
Mitchell's writing tends toward the personal, and is certainly biased by
the perspective of an environmentalist, though the type of environmentalist
who is essentially a humanitarian at heart. So before reading this volume, one
should take seriously Mitchell's remark in his introduction that wh~le years
ago he would not deny it if someone suggested that he loved trees more than
people, today he would, "because it is only half true" (p. xiii).
Mitchell's essays range from the highly personal to the deeply socialenvironmenta~. Thus the tone of his collection varies from the lighthearted to
the distraughtful. Two charming essays about Mitchell's personal development
as a tree-hugger include one about a sycamore hiding-tree he knew when a
youngster, and another about the northern Michigan forests where he spent
several childhood summers in the 1930s. In the other essays, one will find,
among other things, topical synopses of the history of Redwood National Park,
wood burning in New England, Plum Creek Timber Company's holdings in
Montana and Idaho, and preservation of the Olympic Peninsula. Two other
essays are biographical sketches of Verplanck Colvin, surveyor of Adirondack
wilderness in New York State, and Robert Marshall, founder of the Wilderness.
Society. A thi~d concerns the conservatia"n activities of the Civilian Conservation Corps during the 1930s and 1940s.
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Being from the Pacific Northwest, I found particularly compelling and
useful Mitchell's essays discussing the complex social-environmental crisis in
Washington and Oregon, which revolves around the harvesting of secondgrowth timber, the loss of old growth, the legacy of sustained-yield forestry,
the problem with timber-based communities, and the responsibility (or irresponsibility) of the United States Forest Service and large and small timber
firms.
Dispatches' essays concern the forests of the greater Pacific Northwest and
the Northeast. There is nothing about the forests of the Southeast or of the
southern Rockies. The collection, however, is a useful reader.. on the past,
present, and future of some of America's trees and deep woods. It should be
read by environmental and forest historians. And, no doubt, the general populace will benefit as well, since the essays explore and explode some of the
myths shrouding our forests of today-especially those of the Pacific Northwest. If one can, read the book out-of-doors, under a favorite tree.
Peter G. Boag
Idaho State University

The Desert Reader: Descriptions of America's Arid Regions. Edited by Peter Wild.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1991. 236 pp. Illustrations, notes,
.
bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.)
Peter Wild's book, The Desert Reader, contains readings from the works of
nineteen authors who have written on North America's dry lands. Wild begins
with a short overview of the book. He then, in turn, briefly introduces and
places into perspective each reading. His approach is broadly chronological,
ranging from Papago Indian mythology and the Spaniard Cabeza de Vaca's
account of the Texas Trans-Pecos region, to the works of such modern writers
on the dry lands as Wallace Stegner and Edward Abbey.
Wild wrote this book to acquaint readers with the "best writings about
the arid lands," and to give readers an understanding of how American attitudes toward deserts "have changed over the years" (p. 3). That change has
been from a view of deserts as natural resources to be exploited, to one of
appreciating them for their more subtle qualities. Wild makes no particular
effort to write about plant and animal life, or specific deserts, or conservation.
These topics, nevertheless, figure prominently in his choice of readings, which
dearly indicates that he is sensitive to, though not shrill about, environmental
issues.
Among the writings Wild uses, William Gilpin's Mission of the North American People serves as a "yardstick of prevailing [early1ideas against which better
ideas can be measured" (p. 4). Gilpin, of course, was the ultimate booster-a
stock arid lands character-who blindly touted the Great Plains as a fertile
"garden" in which no settler could fail to succeed. From Gilpin, Wild moves
to several writings of John Wesley Powell that focused national-attention on
the arid lands: Exploration of the Colorado River in the West and Report on the Arid
Region of the United States. The latter is particularly important for historians,
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because in it he goes against booster wisdom to suggest more realistically how
the arid lands ought to be settled.
James O. Pattie's Personal Narratives is another important writing in this
book. Pattie trapped beaver along the streams in the southwest deserts in the
1820s. His descriptions of the abundant vegetation and wildlife along them
then, despite some exaggeration, constitute a "base-line account" for today's
students in a variety of disciplines to assess the current status of the deserts
in the Southwest (p. 27).
An excerpt from art critic John C. Van Dyke's 1901 classic, The Desert, is
similarly a milestone in Wild's treatment of arid lands. Wild calls this work
the "most sensitive book about our deserts" and the "grafting stock" on which
later writers modeled their efforts (p. 111). Van Dyke's book appeals especially
to readers with an aesthetic and spiritual bent.
Wild's thoughtfully chosen collection of writings offers something useful
to the specialist and nonspecialist, to students in literature, the natural sciences,
geography, and history. But his book seems most useful to students and teachers in environmental history. Besides those already mentioned, Mary Austin's
Land of Little Rain has a stroJ:lg environmental flavor. Austin knew her ecology;
she was "land centered" (p. 122). Another such gem is the Texas naturalist
J. Frank Dobie's Voice of the Coyote. In it, he places that resilient small canid in
a more balanced perspective. And then there is the righteous Aldo Leopold's
"Land Ethic" chapter in A Sand County Almanac, in which he exhorts us to treat
the land kindly.
Peter Wild's The Desert Reader reflects sound scholarship. Should he, however, decide to publish a sequel, he might benefit by looking at the official
reports of the explorers who traversed the Great Plains and the Southwest
during the first half of the nineteenth century. They describe in some detail
the natural history of the dry lands. The reports on the 1819-1820 Stephen H.
Long and the mid-1800s Randolph B. Marcy expeditions are quite quotable
and readable in places. Wild's writing is tight and antiseptic; those of the
authors he cites,descriptive and almost always entertaining. He uses some
thirty-seven period drawings to give readers an appreciation for time and place.
Because this book is the first of its kind, it fills a gap in our knowledge. It
would be useful in university courses in environmental history as an outside
reading. Wild offers a balanced range of readings on a fragile, threatened
ecosystem and thus increases our understanding of it. Herein, perhaps, lies
his main contribution.
Jim Fenton
Texas Tech University'

From Desert to Bayou: The Civil War Journal and Sketches of Morgan Wolfe Merrick.
By Morgan Wolfe Merrick. Edited by Jerry Thompson. (El Paso: Texas Western
Press, 1991. vi + 135 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.)
As Ken Burns' recent PBS television series, "The Civil War," so aptly
demonstrated, nothing draws attention to or enhances the memory of a great
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historical event like the use of personal documents to flesh out and humanize
its intrinsic framework of facts and statistical evidence.
From Desert to Bayou: The Civil War Journal and Sketches of Morgan Wolfe'
Merrick is such a vehicle, particularly for those interested in the role of the
Texan troops who invaded southern New Mexico in 1861 and controlled portions of Arizona and the Mesilla Valley until their retreat a year later.
In addition, Merrick recorded information about General Emanual Twiggs'
controversial surrender of the Department of Texas in February 1861, and also
depicted later events such as the 1863 battles of Donaldsonville, Lafourche,
and a rebel attack on Vidalia, Louisiana, near Natchez, Mississippi.
Two intriguing differences between Merrick's journal and many other
contemporary diaries are his forty-five detailed pencil and watercolor sketches
and his sense of humor. Merrick's art work, while obviously amateurish and
stiff, is precise and detailed. Fortunately his choice of subject matter was extremely varied, ranging from trailside\!=amps along the San Antonio--EI Paso
road to scenes of attacks on gunboats ~n the Mississippi. He also sketched
historical buildings, views of Indian depr~dations, and even several Mescalero
Apache portraits. As a result readers can I'iterally see many of the places and
incidents that heretofore only could be imagined. Editor Jerry Thompson has
provided an excellent introduction and prolific notes that expand on events
and personalities to a very satisfactory degree.
The book will be of value to those wishing to learn more physical details
of the route covered by the army of Texans as \they proceeded westward in
1861, about Forts Davis and Fillmore, the Mesilla Valley, and the feud between
Confederate commanders Colonel John Baylor, who carried out the original
invasion, and his superior, Brigadier General Henry H. Sibley, who directed
the entire New Mexico campaign.
Always intrigued by the unusual, Merrick also sketched a hanging, recorded seeing a fellow soldier struck and killed by lightning, told of coming
across a demented man on the road between the Gila and Pecos rivers, and
described a case of cannibalism.
But perhaps the most important legacy,Merrick's diaries and sketches left
is the real sense of day-to-day living, the tragic, humorous, and routine events
that the military men experience between the rare and intense moments of
military combat. Minutiae like this from personal accounts not only adds color
but often discloses bits of new information that enhance official documents.
Jacqueline Dorgan Meketa
Placitas, New Mexico

Let Justice Be Done: Crime and Politics in Early San Francisco. By Kevin J. Mullen.
(Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1989. xix + 313 pp. Illustrations, map,
tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Veteran San Francisco policeman turned skillful historian, Kevin J. Mullen
provides an impressive history of crime, police, and politics in San Francisco's
1846-1853 era and a telling critique of the great vigilance committee of 1851.
Originating in the early 1850s, the legend held that San Francisco was victim-
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ized by Australian arsonists and a murder wave of hundreds of homicides per
year. In response, said tradition, the vigilantes rose up to end the fires and
curb the killing. Several recent scholars rejected the legend, but the message
never got across to popular writers and even eluded some California historians.
Showing that the arson was largely a myth, Mullen crushes the legend of
massive murder by presenting overwhelming quantitative evidence to the
contrary.
Emphasizing even more than others that the vigilance committee of 1851
was a virtual monopoly of San Francisco's commercial and maritime establishment, Mullen's analysis underscores his conclusion that in taking the law
into their own hands the self-serving vigilantes were also pursuing political
power. Yet, in an important finding, Mullen reveals that the city's amount of
murder, robbery, and burglary was about the same both before and after the
vigilantism of 1851. More symptom than cure, the vigilante campaign was,
Mullen reports, a spasm reaction not to the legendary annual hundreds of
murders (there were just forty-four criminal homicides in the entire 1850-53
period and only fifteen in 1851) but to something far broader: the surge in
crime engulfing America's biggest cities of the time: San Franciscans, says
Mullen, had never before known the brutal business robbery that triggered
the vigilante movement of 1851. Also new to them was the city's steep criminalhomicide rate of 1850 (twice that of San Francisco in the late 1980s)-one that
was, however, strongly skewed upward, Mullen, explains, by the city's abnormally high number of crime-prone young males. Although wildly incorrect
the legend' of murder by the hundreds may have been, it seems to me, a
psychological metaphor for the reality of crime shock felt by the leading merchants of this instant city of the Gold Rush.
Richard Maxwell Brown
University of Oregon

The Quanah Route: The History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific Railway, By Don L.
Hofsommer. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1991. xiv + 215
pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $42.50.)
In the past two years there have been two histories of the Quanah, Acme,
and Pacific, locally known as the Quit Arguing and Push Railroad. Both are
factually detailed and designed for either the railroad buff or the local historian.
Of the two, this is the superior, both in content and production.
The railroad, conceived as a connecting route for small towns in the Texas
Panhandle and beyond, achieved its first goal but it never quite' reached the
Pacific, or EI Paso for that matter. Locally, however, it did its job well. As a
local hauler it served the region quite adequately until its demise in 1981. As
with many other short lines across the country, its passenger business was
destroyed by cars, and buses and trucks did in its freight hauling. In short, it
came into existence when it was needed, it performed a useful function, and
when that function began being handled more efficiently by other means, it
ceased to exist. All in all that is not a bad epitaph for a railroad.
Railroad historians, railroad buffs, and local historians should all be sat-
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isfied with this volume. It is well researched and the formal research is nicely
fleshed out with oral interviews of key employees. The maps are well done
and useful and the book is copiously illustrated. All in all, like the QA&P, the
author has done his job and done it well.
G. L. Seligmann
University of North Texas

Oliver La Farge and the American Indian: A Biography. By Robert A. Hecht. (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 1991. xi + 370 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, $25.00 paper.)
Robert Hecht's new biography of Oliver La Farge, the second to be written
since La Farge's death in 1964, relies primarily on family records and correspondence and the archives of the Association on American Indian Affairs
(AAIA). La Farge served as head of that organization from the 1930s through
the 1960s. Hecht's discussion of La Farge's role in restoring Blue Lake, sacred
to the Taos Pueblo Indians, to their exclusive control is particularly effective.
The author also includes an extensive reprise of Navajo history (more extensive
than necessary, perhaps, for most readers) that provides a context for La Farge's
activities on the Navajo Reservation.
While Hecht's study in most instances parallels D'Arcy McNickle's 1971
biography of La Farge, he does provide details that augment the earlier account.
For instance, he offers additional information about La Farge's first marriage
and subsequent divorce/annulment. He also describes the increasing turmoil
in the Association during the early 1950s, when Alexander Lesser was executive
director. Unfortunately, he does not balance the AAIA account with records
of the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI), although he places
Lesser's dislike of the NCAI in the middle of the controversy. He might also
have consulted Elizabeth Clark (Betty) Rosenthal and Lucy M. Cohen, Saul
Cohen's widow, for a more complete picture of Lesser's fall from grace. For
reasons that are not clear, McNickle in his biography had ignored the whole
affair, perhaps because as one of the founders of NCAI he was personally
involved in some way.
In other matters, too, Hecht might have provided a more rounded interpretation. Others have written about Dillon Myer without resorting to Richard
Drinnon's hyperbole, and their views about Myer and the termination years
would have added balance to this account. Finally, it is always distressing to
find people's names misspelled. Maria Chabot, Rene d'Harnoncourt, and Sam
Ahkeah all are spelled incorrectly in both the text· and the index.
Hecht's painstaking and detailed research in the extensive La Farge family
records is certainly commendable, and the photographs, provided mainly by
La Farge's son Pen, add much to the book. But, although he fills in details not
included in the McNickle biography, we are still left with the feeling that the
definitive biography of Oliver La Farge is yet to be written. We now have the
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narrative outline in considerable detail; the inner workings of the man, however, continue to elude us.
Dorothy Parker
Eastern New Mexico University

Campaigning with King: Charles King, Chronicler of the Old Army. By Don Russell.
Edited by Paul L. Hedren. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xxix
+ 187 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Few people associate army officers with literary figures. Yet Charles King
was both. A captain in the Fifth Cavalry, King also authored over sixty books,
mostly novels, between 1880 and 1914. In fact, King transformed western a(my
post life and Indian Wars incidents into tales that for many years influenced
the American reading public's images of the military.
This biography, published for the first time nearly sixty years after Don
Russell wrote it, chronicles King's dual career. The first half of the book covers
King's army experiences, which began as a West Point cadet and ended in
1879 when he was placed on the retired list, a result of a wound in a skirmish
with Apaches.
King is noteworthy, however, not for his military exploits but for his ability
to turn those experiences into fiction. His books, while not great literature,
nonetheless found a wide audience and so, carry some significance. King drew
upon actual people and eventsJor his inspiration. Russell maintains he offered
"an accurate picture of contemporary society" and Paul Hedren, who wrote
the book's introduction, concurs that King deserves our attention because his
"stories depict with great veracity" army life.
Hedren; however, also notes, "virtually the same plot served for all his
fiction." Contrived, melodramatic situations all too often characterized the
work. King cranked out his books, completing one in three weeks. He rep- resented, in fact, as Russell put it, "a novel factory" that found a market well
into the twentieth century. Happily, King never pretended to be a "literary
personage" nor did he every deny his principal motive was money.
Russell's work offers an interesting overview to Charles King and his work.
Although not written according to scholarly forms, he researched his subject
and included footnotes. He apparently knew King and meant this biography
as a celebration -of the officer/writer rather than an analysis of his work. Some
aspects of the manuscript are dated. Scholars no longer have Indians "infesting" areas where they live, nor do they usually present U.S. involvement in
the Philippines as an example of American "idealism."
Hedren's excellent bibliographical essay lists more recent works that feature King, including one that takes advantage of ."very personal and frank
letters King wrote to his family from the northern plains in 1876" (the sort of
thing missing in Russell). Others examine King in a cultural, literary contextthe most appropriate way to examine this officer's long and influential writing
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career. Russell's book can be a reader's first look at King, but it should not be
the last.
Sherry L. Smith
University of Texas, El Paso

Emergence of the Modern Mexican Woman: Her Participation in Revolution and Struggle for Equality, 1910-1940. By Shirlene Soto. (Denver: Arden Press, 1990. xvi
+ 199 pp. Illustrations, notes" bibliography, index. $26.50 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
Soto's work moves beyond explaining preconditions and causes for the
Mexican Revolution, the examination of the role of ideology and leaders in
the revolutionary process. Although the author does not elaborate, she recognizes that one gender does not stand alone, but is embedded in relationships
with the opposite sex and that these relationships are conditioned by class,
ethnicity, age, and other factors. A theoretical chapter is missing, but a connection is made between women's culture and women's politics. This text
answers the question: what is gender-specific about how women related to
the revolution and the social conditions that followed it?
The text's focus is on the years 1910-1940, the administration of Porfirio
Diaz (1876-1910), the administration's favoritism toward North American business, and the thirty years following the revolution in which women struggled
for women's rights. The author maintains that during the Porfiriato the social
change movement for women was led mostly by a few middle class women
who organized a wave of protest aginst the overwhelming influence of the
Catholic Church, which kept women tied to home and family. These women,
allied with upper class Mexican women, also organized against the legal code
that served to stifle women's political, educational, and economic needs. Soto
does not give detailed insight into the vast majority of Mexican women, who
were poor and illiterate, and yet organized into action in the fields and ranch
houses of rich landowners. Perhaps she did not do this because the work of
peasant women has, to a very limited degree, already been outlined.
A more extensive and interdisciplinary work is in order; one that organizes
feminist activities in a multifaceted manner, one that moves away from the
hierarchical, chronological, male-dominated way of documenting history. The
book is weak in recording race and ethnic issues during the period. But it does
document how during this period appreciable numbers of women were able
to diverge from prescribed gender roles. Soto barely mentions the viable link
to the U.S. Chicana by discussing how some of these women became role
models to U.S. Chicanas during the Chicano Movement. However, Soto does
lend insight into understanding the Mexican women who were exiled in this
country as a result of their revolutionary activities.
Soto's move toward a more egalitarian treatment of the Mexican Revolution presents both the positive and the negative aspects of revolution. This
reader would have liked to have seen more emphasis on the devastating effects
on women who were raped and pillaged, how they endured the separation
and death of loved ones, and the breakup of families. As a consequence women
were forced to organize. This forced struggle is a major theoretical weakness
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in revolutionary and social change theory. It is one that has been strongly
overlooked by male scholars. It is also another link to Chicana scholarship.
U.S. Chicanas did not organizeinto the Chicano Movement and into their own
feminist movement because they had middle class leisure time that would
allow them to think and write about sexism. They organized because social
conditions forced activism.
Irene 1. Blea
University of NeW Mexico

Pueblo Style and Regional Architecture. Edited by Nicholas C. Markovich, Wolfgang F. E. Preiser, and Fred G. Sturm. (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1990. xv + 348 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $45.95.)
"Pueblo style is not a style, it is a way of life shaped by a reaction to the
desert climate, available building materials, and cultural and mythical forces.
It is also an alluring trap for those of us who must create in the shadow of its
force." This quotation from an essay by Glade Sperry, Jr., in Pueblo Style and
Regional Architecture suggests the power and mystique of the book's subject.
The interpretive possibilities are, as the book demonstrates, virtually endless.
This collection of twenty-one essays examines aspects of the pueblo style
of architecture from prehistoric beginnings through its influence on modern
architecture, with side trips into more esoteric areas of ritual, vision, and myth.
Both ancient and contemporary pueblo architecture are discussed, along with
the impact of pueblo revival styles in the Southwest and elsewhere. One section
is devoted to regionalism and the ingredients leading to creation of unique
architectural styles in an area. (Contributing author Buford L. Pickens writes,
"The seeds from Old World species of architecture and town plans were sown
at different places on virgin soil, under conditions capable of producing vital
new characteristics. ")
The study is comprehensive; the diversity of material requires a certain
amount of mental gear-shifting by the reader to bridge its leaps from the
practical to the very abstract. Writing styles and approaches vary widely from
essay to essay. The book concludes with a twenty-four-page photograph portfolio tracing the history of architecture in New Mexico.
Pueblo Style and Regional Architecturds a valuable resource on the pueblo
style and associated theory. The book is aimed at an informed audience; its
textbook-like format and small print, as well as the dryness of some of its text,
may discourage the casual reader. The subject matter, though-in all its variety-is rich and \oYorthy of further study.
Susan Berry
Silver City Museum
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Promise to the Land: Essays on Rural Women. By Joan M. Jensen. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xii + 319 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
notes, index. $27.50.)
Although many of the essays in this volume have appeared before, there
is much to be learned from Joan Jensen's Promise to the Land. In many ways,
the collection is as innovative as Jensen's essays always have been. In itshe
crosses boundaries between the personal and the scholarly, and the historical
and the contemporary, as well as between a variety of disciplines. She is also
intent on serving as a guide for others to make the same journey.
Several of myoid favorites appear in this volume, including "Cloth, Butter,
and Boarders: Women's Household Production for the Market," which, when
it appeared in 1980, redefined our notions of women's economic roles and
larger economic structures and development. The old and new essays together
demonstrate Jensen's startlingly wide range from the general to biography and
autobiography, from the sixteenth century to the present, from eastern Europe
to Pennsylvania, Maryland, and several essays on New Mexico, from German
immigrants to Seneca Indians, enslaved blacks, and Puebloan peoples. Despite
the range, there are several unifying themes besides the topic of rural women
itself.
In line with "Cloth, Butter, and Boarders," Jensen throughout asks us to
reexamine our assumptions about the processes of economic change by taking
into account women's household production as well as reproduction, and
women's technological and market innovations that affected larger capitalist
structures. Economics plays a key role in Jensen's analysis, with each chapter
providing a detailed narrative of the larger and local economic structure. At
the same time, Jensen pays close attention to differences born of unequal power
relations among cultural and racial groups. New Mexico Hispanic women's
responses to land development schemes and agricultural extension work, for
example, differed from those oftheir Anglo neighbors.
Jensen also asks us to recover the rural in our own past. Each of us, she
insists, had rural forebears, and most donot have to go back far to find them.
Such a recovery will not only affect our understanding of our own lives, but
alter the way we perceive the structure and meaning of U.s. history. Her focus
on the rural as a distinct set of values, a distinct culture, brings an interesting
twist to, for example, African American history, where she grounds reliance
on "kinship, community, work and a language of [female] assertiveness" (p.
235) in culture common to other rural groups rather than simply in African
roots.
Jensen makes us aware again that the current farm crisis is not new.
"Because this is such a big diverse country," she asserts, "with a variety of
people and a variety of crops, this constant crisis has often been masked" (p.
234), She finds much to guide us in the strategies of our hard-driven forebears
as well as in the generational rifts the hard life wrought. Like Mary Blewett's
Last Generation of Lowell mill workers, at various points at almost all times,
there were farm women for whom changing economic structures "made work
harder and had stripped it of much of its cultural significance" until "Work
was no longer a way to ti-ansmit values, it was only a way to transmit poverty,"
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and so the next generation headed for the promise of the city and its popular
culture instead of imbibing the traditional culture that was all their mothers
could transmit.
This extremely readable volume would work well in a variety of classes,
such as social history, women's history, agricultural history, labor history, or
simply U. S. history.
Sarah Deutsch
Clark University

Women in the Field: American's Pioneering Women Naturalists. By Marcia Myers
Bonta.· (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1991. xix + 299 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, $13.95 paper.)
In the burgeoning field of women's history, Women in the Field is a work
on a seldom-encountered subject. Bonta presents the lives of twenty-five American women who, despite family commitments and prejudices against their
gender, contributed to the science of natural history. Most of these women
worked in the nineteenth century and many lived in the West.
The biographies are grouped by subject into six sections from botanists to
ecologists, each prefaced with a general essay. Endnotes provide references
for further research. The lives span the eighteenth through the twentieth centuries.
From the chronological arrangement a history of American attitudes toward women naturalists emerges. One of the first American naturalists, Jane
Calder, a pre-Revolutionary War botanist, was guided in her botanical activities
by her father, who believed that "women were ... suited ... to the study of
botany because of their natural curiosity and the pleasure they take in the
beauty and variety of dress."
Margaretta Morris, a mid-eighteenth-century entomologist had her papers
read to scientific societies by men, since "no self-respecting female would have
considered reading a p,aper before an all male audience." Martha Maxwell "put
up with cruel jibes from women who thought she had brought shame on their
sex by daring to exhibit her collection [of habitat groupings]" at the end of the
nineteenth century. Kate Brandegee allowed her botanical work to be credited
to men out of respect for prejudices against women botanists in powerful
positions.
-On the other hand, the last subject, the twentieth-century ecologist Rachel
Carson, earned a master's in marine biology at Johns Hopkins, then became
a biologist for the Fish and Wildlife Service. During her professional life she
was granted the first Audubon medal ever given to a woman, as well as many
other prestigious awards.
But this book is much more than a social history. Bonta has ferreted out
enough information on these obscure women to bring the subjects alive. We
can see how they became interested in natural history and how they managed
to pursue their investigations while carrying out their family duties.
Women in the Field depi,cts women who overcame hardships to study natural
history. Each biography is an example of the obstacles society has placed in
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the path of intelligent, curious women. Students of natural history will fiild
here a history of changing attitudes toward women in science in America. In
a broader sense, each biography is an inspiration to all women to follow their
inclinations and to rise above society's limitations.
Aside from a few instances of misuse of scientific terms that could have
been avoided by having the text reviewed by a specialist, the biographies are
well written, authoritative, and interesting to read. Bonta has brought together
information on these relatively obscure women in an interesting and readable
book. Moreover, her work will stimulate many readers to learn more about
America's pioneering women naturalists.
Carolyn Dodson
University of New Mexico General Library

River of Traps: A Village Life. By William deBuys and Alex Harris. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1990. 238 pp. Illustrations. $19.95.)
Reviewers do not often finish reading books with tears in their eyes. And
they rarely look for excuses to drop other chores in favor of returning to the
task of constructive criticism. But River of Traps is unique, powerful, and appealing. It is a beautiful book, both in its composition and its ability to enliven
the subject. It is, in fact, a beautiful merging of photographic artistry with
poetic writing. It is poignant. It stirs the senses. And along with Stanley
Crawford's Mayordomo (University of New Mexico Press, 1988), it provides the
kind of visceral perceptions needed to understand the ingredients of Hispanic
life in northern New Mexico.
It is essentially the story of eighty-year-old Jacobo Romero, his family, and
how two young Anglo-Saxon men, deBuys (writer) and Harris (photographer),
entered into the life of the El Valle community along the unpredictable, occasionally violent, and sometimes insignificant Rio de las Trampas. With deBuys
trying to write a book (Enchantment and Exploitation, University of New Mexico
Press, 1985) and Harris working to develop a career in documentary photography, the authors' focus was not initially on the subject at hand. In fact, before
Jacobo Romero died, Harris had no intention of turning his photographs into
a book and deBuys simply took notes of their daily activities.
Gradually, however, both men became hypnotized by Jacobo Romero and
what he was teaching them about living with the land. They learned about
working their water, never giving it a holiday, sharing it with others.· They
discovered how their neighbors helped each other, how they calculated values,
not in terms of dollars, possessions, or leisure but in terms of food. They fell
into the rhythm of the land, adjusted to the seasons, and shared in their
neighbors' tragedies. Aging, death, family feuds, loss of land, livestock, and
property paraded before them. Along with the tragedies of daily life, they were
also witness to the "currency of the neighborly way: coffee, meals, stories,
sympathy, advice, and not least, the loan of tools" (p. 148).
They were gringos in a Hispanic world, but they won a measure of acceptance and developed "a sharper sense of our mettle, as though it were a
muscle we could feel" (p. 185). Although the provincialism and fatalism of the
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people were often difficult to accept, they grew to appreciate local customs.
When Jacobo Romero died, they struggled with their own future. Staying or
leaving? It was a difficult choice, but they had begun "to mistake the familiar
horizons of the valley for those of the world" (p. 221). It was time to go. "The
task of the student is not to copy the teacher but to apply things taught to
what is needed" (p. 222).
And so they wrote this book, partly to celebrate their own experience and
partly as a testimonial to Jacobo Romero, the Rio de las Trampas, and the
community of EI Valle. With "cantos" setting the stage for each chapter and
photographs sensitively matching the narrative, reading this book becomes a
pure delight. Undoubtedly, the authors left something of their souls in northern
New Mexico.
Daniel Tyler
Colorado State University

Carl Wimar: Chronicler of the Missouri River Frontier. By Rick Stewart, Joseph D.
Ketner II, and Angela L. Miller. (Fort Worth: Amon Carter Museum, 1991. xi
+ 252 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.)
This monograph on Carl Wimar (1828-1862) was published in conjunction
with an exhibition (thirty-five paintings and thirty drawings) at the Washington
University Gallery of Art in St. Louis, and the Amon Carter Museum in Fort
Worth. At the Texas exhibition, a symposium on Wimar's works-"Carl Wimar's American Frontier-Realty or Myth?"-was held in early May 1991 to
discuss issues raised by the exhibition.
The book consists of three essays, 241 illustrations--24 of the major works
in color-and an appendix of Wimar's works. "An Artist on the Great Missouri," by Rick Stewart, curator of western painting at the Amon Carter, is
the longest of the three. It covers the period 1858-1859 when the artist journeyed from St. Louis up the river to observe for himself the western reaches
that Catlin (1830), Bodmer (1833, published in 1839), Bingham (1845), Deas
(1841), Ranney (18405) had accomplished earlier. Many, but not all, of Wimar's
most important western pictures had been done before this trip while the artist
was a student in Germany at the Dusseldorf Academy.
The many sketchbook pages of detailed pencil drawings provide firsthand
observations of animals, ceremonies, and the buffalo hunt-the materials for
his last easel paintings. Wimar's photographs of these same subjects (mentioned in text but not shown) would have been equally revealing.
The essay by Joseph D. Ketner II, director of the Washington University
Gallery, "The Indian Painter in Dusseldorf," is concerned with the period when
Wimar, as well as many other American western landscape painters-Worthington Whittredge, Alfred Bierstadt, and George Caleb Bingham to name
only the three most important-were also learning at that most prestigious
German academy. Their mentor, in formal academic instruction or at the Gasthaus of the Malkasten, the informal club of young artists, was Imanuel Leutze,
the German-American painter of U.S. history-"Washington Crossing the Delaware" (1851) and "Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way" (1862).
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This essay considers subjects of current critical substance and debate. The
influence, in both an artistic and an economic sense, of the commercial panoramas of the Mississippi River, the mythology associated with the captivity
myth, in the case of Wimar, the capture of Daniel Boone's daughter Jemima,
the appropriation of European religious iconography for enthusiastic proponents of national expansion are but a few of these issues. Such didactic curatorial rhetoric in recent exhibit and catalog at the National Museum of American
Art in Washington, D. c., have become the occasion for impassioned arguments
Jor artistic censorship.
The final essay, "A Muralist of Civic Ambitions" by Angela L. Miller, an
art historian at Washington University, is concerned with the mural decorations
for the rotunda of the St. Louis courthouse, a commission left unfinished in
1862 when Wimar died of tuberculosis. He believed that a public art of fresco
painting best would serve religiously inspired national aspirations. The cycle
was to include Hernando de Soto discovering the Mississippi and other local
historical events.
Any discussion of Missouri River imagery in American art must make
some obeisant recognition of George Caleb Bingham's Fur Traders Descending
the Missouri (1845), regarded by some as the quintessential vernacular image
of the reality of myth. In contrast to the simple luminous brilliance of the
Bingham work, much of Wimar's epic construction is a torturous semiotics of
postured iconography.
Douglas R. George
University of New Mexico

Regulating Danger: The Struggle for Mine Safety in the Rocky Mountain Coal Industry.
By James Whiteside. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. xv + 265
pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)
Among the many happy consequences of the so-called new western history is that historians are finally paying attention to the story of the industrial
West. James Whiteside's Regulating Danger is an example. He deals with one
of the Rocky Mountain states' most important industries, the extraction of coal,
and with the efforts of those states to regulate the dangers inherent in that
enterprise. His themes and characters, however, seem quintessentially eastern:
Southeast European immigrants, giant corporations, state regulators, labor
unions, sociological departments--a West, in other words, where frequently
was heard a discouraging word. The only recognizably western theme is violent
and random death and even it wore an eerily non-western aspect, occurring
in the confined space of coal mines indistinguishable in most particulars from
those in Pennsylvania or Wales. Coal mining in the Rockies is an important
topic and Whiteside deserves thanks and praise for taking it on, and in the
process, extending our understanding of-what the West really was.
I wish I could be as positive in commenting on the success with which
he carried out the mission. Unfortunately, Regulating Danger is a book of missed
opportunities. One flaw is the book's emphasis on major disasters and the
subsequent scurry by state legislatures to limit their recurrence. Whiteside
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notes that men died by the ones and twos as well as by the hundreds, and
that the day-to-day hazards of coal mining were deserving of some state attention. They are also deserving of some of his.
It is also a story that clamors for some discussion of how the workers
themselves dealt with those day-to-day hazards and how much responsibility
the workers bore for them. Whiteside discusses the companies' frequent charge
that the miners were careless and brought many of the hazards upon themselves. He also mentions that the companies believed new immigrants to be
more careless than old hands. But he does not analyze the accuracy of either
of these corporate contentions. How careless were the men? Were the immigrants uncommonly reckless? If so, was it because of inexperience? Were they
inexperienced? Regardless of cause, why did the companies recruit them?
Which of the immigrant groups were most careless? There were a lot of Italians
in Helper, Utah; Trinidad and the Carbon Valley of Colorado; Red Lodge,
Montana. Were these northern Italians or southern? Their origins would say
volumes about their previous work experience.
There are other problems: He is careless in his use of some of his statistics.
In spite of its title, this is a book about Colorado. I am forced to ask what
would have been wrong with a book on Colorado, using the pages saved to
deal with the important social issues noted above. Obviously, I wish Whiteside
had done more. It would have been a ~tronger and more useful book. This is
a long way, however, from saying it is without strength and usefulness. This
is an important book because it draws our historical gaze to a neglected topic.
It is part of an evolution in western studies that promises to change forever
our understanding of that misunderstood region. I hope Whiteside will write
a companion to this volume dealing with issues omitted here. He is a good
researcher and a good writer. No one is better qualified to carryon what he
has started.
David M. Emmons
University of Montana

John Rollin Ridge: His Life & Works. By James W. Parins. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1991. 252 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)
At daybreak on June 22, 1839, John Rollin Ridge, twelve-year-old halfCherokee son of John Ridge and grandson of Major Ridge, foremost leaders
of the Treaty Party of the Cherokee Nation, was awakened by loud pounding
at the door of the Ridge house on Honey Creek in what is now northeastern
Oklahoma. On peering through a window, the boy soon saw a number of
armed men drag his father into the yard and stab him twenty-nine times. But
the murder of John Ridge was not the only tragedy to occur that fateful day.
Word soon came that Major Ridge had been shot from his horse a mile inside
Arkansas and that, at Park Hill, assassins had split the skull of Elias Boudinot,
a third leader of the Treaty Party. These deeds were committed as retribution
for the slain men's having flouted the majority will in signing the Treaty of
New Echota, which mandated in 1838 removal of the Cherokees to the West
f~om their southeastern homeland. For the rest of his life Rollin Ridge mistak-
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enly believed that John Ross, principal chief of the Cherokees, had ordered
the assassinations, and he burned with lust for vengeance.
After the tragedy, Rollin's white mother took her children to Arkansas,
where young Ridge completed his education. In 1847 he married Elizabeth
Wilson, a white girl of Fayetteville, and settled down as a poet-farmer, publishing romantic verse in Arkansas newspapers while he opened his Honey
Creek farm. In 1849 he killed David Kell, a Ross adherent, in self-defense; and
in 1850 to avoid a trial that he doubted would be a fair one, he joined the Gold
Rush to California. There he worked for a while as a placer miner, then spent
most of his remaining life as a newspaper writer and editor. He continued to
publish poetry in newspapers under the nom de plume "Yellow Bird," a translation of his Cherokee name. His wife brought out a posthumous volume of
his poems in 1868, but Ridge is chiefly known for his lurid account of the
California bandit Joaquin Murrieta (1854), in which he sublimated his passion
for revenge and inaugurated the hardy Murrieta legend along the lines of
Robin Hood. Notwithstanding his record as an active Copperhead during the
Civil War, Ridge was called to postwar Washington to serve as "loyal" chief
of the Southern Cherokee delegation. He died soon after, in 1867, of brain
fever.
James W. Parins has given us a well-researched, beautifully organized,
and smoothly written biography of John Rollin Ridge. It is a memorable
achievement, presenting a sharply realized characterization of this pioneer
Indian writer.
Thurman Wilkins
Bandon, Oregon

Hell's Half Acre: The Life and Legend of a Red-Light District. By Richard F. Selcer.
(Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1991. xvi + 364 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, appendixes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
In Hell's Half Acre Richard F. Selcer investigates the historical record to
reconstruct life in the fabled tenderloin of Fort Worth, Texas. Every sizable
western railroad, mining, or cattle town 'had its own version of "Hell's Half
Acre." New Mexico had notable red-light districts in Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
Las Cruces, Socorro, and Silver City. Selcer's painstaking treatment of Fort
Worth provides historians and westernlore aficionados an opportunity to compare and contrast that district with others.
The majority of these amoral zones were geographically ill-defined. No
signs warned passersby that they were about to set foot on the wild side.
Instead, these red-light districts were distinguished by the establishments they
contained: gambling saloons, houses of ill-repute, cribs, dance halls, opium
dens, and wine rooms.
The historiography of these districts is challenging because of the paucity
of sources and the disinformation of legend. All too often the only sources of
information are local newspapers. As Selcer affirms, few bartenders, madams,
or cowboys left memoirs. Illiteracy was common, and persons who frequented
red-light districts were unconcerned with literary immortality. "Nice people"
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who did leave reminiscences usually disclaimed any familiarity with the districts of their denizens. This fear of guilt by association has led to the loss of
valuable' historical information.
Transcripts from court cases, a primary source of oral history, are rare. It
was unusual for testimony to be transcribed from the court clerk's shorthand
notes unless a case was appealed. Most of the offending parties never appealed,
they simply paid their inconsequential fines (often sham licensing fees) and
continued with business as usual.
Tracing individuals is difficult because of the common use of pseudonyms,
frequent fictionalization of personal histories, and sudden, inexplicable disappearances. Determining whether a woman was really a "milliner" or "dressmaker" often requires checking the arrest records for prostitution convictions.
Selcer does an admirable job of reconstructing the shady side of Fort Worth
from thousands of fragmentary references. He describes the "nymphs" of the
district, many of whom were addicted to narcotics and spent their days in
drug-induced fogs. To his credit, they are not glamorized, although the affluence of the parlor houses and the affectation of the Three Madams of Fort
Worth are duly noted.
The requisite bad men and law men are there as well-Luke Short, Butch
Cassidy, Bat Masterson, and Wyatt Earp. They are not relegated to legend,
but placed in historical perspective with their vanities and foibles intact. One
notable passage recounts the mistake the "Hole in the Wall" gang made when
they visited Swartz' photo gallery in Fort Worth. Instead of opting for a cheap,
one-of-a-kind tintype they chose to sit for an expensive dry-plate negative and
ordered fifty copies. The resultirig negative enabled Swartz to reproduce innumerable prints for the Pinkertons and other law'enforcement authorities.
Hell's Half Acre is a model study, one that should be repeated for many
towns of the Old West. It offers valuable comparative information for students
of the nineteenth-century American West. .
Byron A. Johnson
Tampa Bay History Center

From the Mouth of the Dark Cave: Commemorative Sculpture of the Late Classic Maya.
By Karen Bassie~Sweet. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xv +
287 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Essentially this book offers another iconographic interpretation for the
extraordinary Maya monuments, the Cross Group relief-carved tablets (there
are three) at the site of Palenque in the modern Mexican state of Chiapas.
Bassie-Sweet believes these tables visually record a ritual event in the life of
the Palenque ruler, Chan Bahlum, which took place before his ascendancy to
power (a "first lineage event"). According to Bassie-Sweet this ritual was sequential and took place in three different caves. Her arguments for this interpretation make up the content of the book.
Two separate lines of analysis are used: the elucidation of a particular and
integrated relationship between image and text (Chapter 2), and the importance
of caves and cave icon~graphy in Classic Maya imagery (Chapters 3, 4, and
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6). Both her analyses of cave iconography and image/text are coherent and
considerable.
Oddly enough, however, her careful analyses do not come together to
make her iconographic interpretation of the Cross Group tablets convincing.
The three, large, relief-carved wall panels that are the heart of the Cross Group
have been the object of many interpretations published since the turn of the
century. Bassie-Sweet's interpretation is persuasive, but no more so than some
of the others that have been put forward. Interpretations based mainly on the
iconography and epigraphy (text) of an art work will always be subject to
contention and revision. (This certainly holds true for iconographic interpretations of European art works.) Bassie-Sweet'sassumption that the meaning
of an art work is located in its iconographic content (the "proper" identification
of the work's images) is shared by many Mayanists, but this does not alter the
fact that iconography is only an ingredient of meaning, not the thing itself.
Nonetheless, her proposal that cave rituals were an important part of the
meaning embedded in the Cross Group tablets is significant.
From the Mouth of the Dark Cave is not for the general reader. Its detailed
arguments about text and image and about the importance of caves in the lives
of the ancient Maya require a professional interest in these ancient peoples as
well as a developed concern for the fine points of certain iconographic and
epigraphic debates that are current in the field of Maya studies. For dedicated
students of the ancient Maya, however, the book contains provocative insights
within these debates.
Flora S. Clancy
University of New Mexico

I'll Gather My Geese. By Hallie Crawford Stillwell. (College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 1991. xii + 153 pp. Illustrations. $18.50.)
While teaching school in Marathon, Texas, in 1918, Hallie Crawford married a local rancher named Roy Stillwell. She was twenty years old, he was
forty. They began life togc:;ther in a one-room house on Stillwell's ranch, a
structure outfitted with a wood cook stove but no electricity or indoor plumbing. Their bed consisted of Roy's cowboy bedroll rolled out on the floor.
I'll Gather My Geese is Hallie Stillwell's memoir of her life with her husband
on the ranch located in the Big Bend country of Texas. It was a family operation
that often demanded that Mrs. Stillwell work cattle on horseback with her
husband and his two cowboys, something she had never done before. She
recounts the many lessons she learned on horseback, most of them on her
own. Roy Stillwell was one of those old-time cowmen who was used to working
with experienced cowpunchers that didn't need to be told what to do. He
rarely explained to his wife what her assignment was to be, and thus she had
to figure out ~ow she could best help by watching and imitating what the
cowboys did. Although frequently frustrated over the lack of communication,
she eventually learned the work and became an indispensable part of the ranch
operation. Her experience is not unlike that of countless women in the West
who have married into ranch families.
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As time went on the Stillwells added rooms to their ranch house to make
it more comfortable. They also bought a house in Marathon, forty-six miles
away, to facilitate the raising and educating of their three children. Life on the
isolated ranch was, nevertheless, still difficult what with period illnesses, accidents, low stock prices, and droughts. Mrs. Stillwell poignantly .describes
how she and her husband weathered the hardships of running the ranch
through the Depression and drought of the 1930s and the subsequent upheaval
caused by American involvement in World War II. Hers is the story of the
survival and eventual prosperity of a family-owned ranch business based entirely on cattle and unable to derive income from oil wells or outside investments in times of economic adversity.
Roy Stillwell was killed in a truck acCident while hauling hay to the ranch
in 1948. Although Mrs. Stillwell ends her narrative with his death, it would
have been interesting to read how she and her children have kept the ranch
together to the present day. Perhaps that story will someday also be a book.
Stephen Zimmer
Cimarron, New Mexico

Southern New Mexico Empire: The First National Bank of Dona Ana County. By Leon
C. Metz. (El Paso: Mangan Books, 1990. xii + 205 pp. Illustrations, appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $21.00.)
Biographies of regional and local businesses have provided considerable
grist for the mills of historians in the last two decades. Some businesses have
sponsored their own corporate histories for public relations purposes; others
have sought to record their past out of concerns that subsequent management
may not appreciate the efforts of its predecessors as fully as it should. Still
others arise when a local researcher or writer· finds a truly interesting case
study that cries out for telling. In the case of Southern New Mexico Empire, all
three factors likely played a part in bringing this work to fruition. Although
not "sponsored" by the bank insofar as the bank commissioned Leon Metz to
detail its past, this book nevertheless bears the name of the First National Bank
of Dona Ana County as the holder of the copyright. Obviously corporate
support was involved, but Metz, a veteran western writer, policymaker, and
fine historian in his own right, hardly seems a researcher who would allow
any of his work to be biased by his subject's financial contribution to the project.
Metz traces this small but resilient bank through a number of internal
struggles and external difficulties from its 1905 founding to its transformation
as Rio Grande Bankshares in 1981. He excels at providing detail on its founders
and makers, offering a useful multiple biography of businessmen who moved
into banking. During the bank's early years, two issues dominated its internal
politics: its relationship with the university and "insider lending." Metz covers
each in detail, but seems at a loss to explain why the loans to directors and
stockholders constituted a problem. In fact, such loans not only were commonplace, they were any decent bank's raison d'etre. Why else would wealthy
local merchants and farmers start a bank but to grant themselves loans? In his
subsequent discussions of stock ownership and control of tl)e bank during the
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next thirty years, Metz provides intricate detail on who owned how many
shares, but seldom puts the issue of ownership into broade'r perspective. For
example, how would things have been different if ownership battles had turned
out differently? This constitutes more than cosmetics. Metz notes that in the
1930s "Overdrawn accounts either no longer,existed, or represented insignificant amounts. No heated exchanges erupted between directors and bank
examiners" (p. 88). In fact, however, the absence of such battles may have
represented the victory of the Roosevelt-era regulators over entrepreneurial
institutions and probably accounted for the dramatic slowdown in lending
during the Great Depression. Metz indirectly adds support to the view that
the so-called tougher regulatory stance of the Roosevelt administration succeeded only in choking off any potential recovery.
Metz does a fine job of placing the bank's activities in the perspective of
national and international developments, and he introduces the reader to a
number of colorful westerners, some famous, such as Pat Garrett, others less
well known but perhaps equally important, such as Frank Papen. He candidly
details the bank's shortcomings, such as its lack of aggressiveness in establishing a branch at White Sands Missile Range, but celebrates its triumphs. In
short, Metz is a good storyteller who has written a competent history.
Larry Schweikart
University of Dayton

Book Notes

Following the Indian Wars: The Story of the Newspaper Correspondents Among
the Indian Campaigners. By Oliver Knight. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1993. xix + 348 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1960 edition with a new
.foreword by Sherry L. Smith.
Spanish Roots of America. By Bishop Dabid Arias. (Huntington, Indiana:
Our Sunday Visitor Publishing Division, 1992. 352 pp. Illustrations,
maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.)
North American Indian Life: Customs and Traditions of 23 Tribes. Edited by
Elsie Clews Parsons. (New York: Dover Publications, 1992. 419 pp.
Illustrations, map, appendix, notes, bibliographies. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1922 edition.
The Adventures of The Woman Homesteader: The Life and Letters of Elinore
Pruitt Stewart. By Susanne K. George. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1992. xiv + 218 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$25.00.) New research on Elinore Pruitt Stewart, including previously
unpublished letters.
The Destruction of California Indians: A Collection of Documents from the
Period 1847 to 1865 in Which Are Described Some of the Things that Happened
to Some of the Indians of California. Edited by Robert Po Heizer. (Lincoln:
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University of Nebraska Press, 1993. xxi + 321 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1974 edition with a new introduction by Albert L. Hurtado.

Life and Manners in the Frontier Army. By Oliver Knight. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1978. x + 280 pp.Note, bibliography, index.
$13.95 paper.) Paperback reprint of the 1978 edition.
Kachina Tales From the Indian Pueblos. Collected by Gene Meany Hodge.
(Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press, 1993. 64 pp. Illustrations,
bibliography. $8.95 paper.)
Sabino Canyon: The Life of a Southwestern Oasis. By David Wentworth
Lazaroff. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1993. xi + 117 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.)
The Geronimo Campaign. By Odie B. Faulk. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993. ix + 245 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1969 edition.
John Colter: His Years in the Rockies. By Burton Harris. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993. xxxvi + 180 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1983 edition
with a new introduction by David Lavender.
Thomas Jefferson & the Stony Mountains: Exploring the West from Monticello.
By Donald Jackson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1993. xx
+ 339 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1981 edition with a new foreword by James P. Ronda.
Yosemite: The Embattled Wilderness. By Alfred Runte. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1993. xii + 271 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1990 edition.
Medicine Women, "Curanderas," and Women Doctors. By Bobette Perrone,
H. Henrietta Stockel, and Victoria Krueger. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1990. xix + 252 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography,
.
index. $11.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1989 edition.
Karnee: A Paiute Narrative. By Lalla Scott. (Reno: University of Nevada
Press, 1992. xviii + 149 pp. Notes, bibliography. $9.95 paper.) Paperback reprint of the 1966 edition.
Tragic Cavalier: Governor Manuel Salcedo of Texas, 1808-1813. By Felix D.
Almaraz, Jr. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1992. xi +
206 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $14.50 paper.) Paperback reprint of the 1971 edition with a new preface by the author.
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Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941. By Thomas
E. Sheridan. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1992. xiv + 327 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
cloth; $16.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1986 edition.

The Jesuit Missions of Northern Mexico. Edited by Charles W. Polzer,
Thomas H. Naylor, Thoma's E. Sheridan, and Diana Hadley. (New York:
Garland Publishing, 1991. xiii + 579 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliographies, indexes. $126.00.) Volume 19 of the Spanish Borderlands Sourcebooks.
The Franciscan Missions of Northern Mexico. Edited by Thomas E. Sheridan, Charles W. Polzer, Thomas H. Naylor, and Diana W. Hadley.
(New York: Garland Publishing, 1991. xxii + 360 pp. Illustrations,
maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliographies. $59.00.) Volume 20 of
the Spanish Borderlands Sourcebooks.
Origins of New Mexico Families: A Genealogy of the Spanish Colonial Period.
By Fray Angelico Chavez. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press,
1992. xxi + 441 pp. Illustrations, charts, notes, bibliography. $34.95
paper.) Revised edition.
The Main Ridge Community at Lost City: Virgin Anasazi Architecture, Ceramics, and Burials. By Margaret M. Lyneis. (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1992. xi + 96 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, bibliography. $25.00 paper.)
Apache Wars: An Illustrated Battle History. By E. Lisle Reedstrom. (New
York: Sterling Publishing Co., 1992. 256 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Paperback reprint
of the 1990 edition.
Custer's 7th Cavalry: From Fort Riley to the Little Big Horn. By E. Lisle
Reedstrom. (New York: Sterling Publishing Company, 1992. xvii + 156
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $14.95 paper.)
Rio Grande Blankets: Late Nineteenth-Century Textiles in Transition. By Kellen
Kee McIntyre. (Albuquerque: Adobe Gallery/University of New Mexico
Press, 1992. 85 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography,
index. $22.50 paper.)
,
The Indians of the Great Plains. By Norman Bancroft-Hunt. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1992. 128 pp. Illustrations, map, notes,
bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.) Reprint edition.
The American West in the Nineteenth Century: 255 Illustrations from "Harper's Weekly" and Other Contemporary Sources. By John Grafton (New
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York: Dover Publications, 1992. vii + 199 pp. Illustrations, map, index.
$10.95 paper.) Collection of period illustrations of nineteenth-century
western life.

Tribal Wars of the Southern Plains. By Stan Hoig. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1993. viii + 344 pp. Illustrations, maps,notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)
The Frontier World of Fort Griffin: The Life and Death of a Western Town. By
Charles M. Robinson III. (Spokane, Washington: Arthur H. Clark, 1992.
234 pp. Illustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
Tall Sheep: Harry Goulding, Monument Valley Trader. By Samuel Moon.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992. xviii + 250 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Named in Stone and Sky: An Arizona Anthology. Edited by Gregory
McNamee. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1993. xvii + 197 pp.
Bibliography, indexes. $29.95 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
Women in Texas: Their Lives, Their Experiences, Their Accomplishments. By·
Ann Fears Crawford and Crystal Sasse Ragsdale. (Austin: Texas: State
House Press, 1992. xiii + 431 pp. Illustrations, bibliographies, index.
$24.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
Last Stand!: Famous Battles Against The Odds. By Bryan Perrett. (London,
England: Arms and Armour Press, 1992. 224 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.)

News Notes

The New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to announce that, thanks
to the support of the state legislature, we are moving into the twentieth
century. The Review now has a computerized office, and we are in the
process of changing our method of publication so that we can accept
and edit manuscripts on disc, a process that is quicker, easier, and
more cost effective.
Our staff has also changed. Robert Himmerich y Valencia remains
the editor. The managing editor, Jolane Culhane, and the research
historian, William H. Broughton, are doctoral candidates in history,
both writing their dissertations when not in harness at the Review.
Scott D. Hughes, a doctoral student in the History Department and
three-year veteran editorial assistant, has taken on the job of associate
editor. Anthony J. Goodrich, a graduate student at the Latin American
Institute at the University of New Mexico, and Jeffrey L. Rose, doctoral
student in the History Department, are assistant editors. Shanda Coe
Meacham and Bernadette Peggy Herrera are pursuing their undergraduate degrees and working as editorial assistants. Except for the
editor, all employees of the Review are students; five are completing
advanced degrees in areas relating to the Borderlands or the Greater
Southwest. The entire staff is committed to continuing the tradition of
excellence established by the New Mexico Historical Review in its sixty341
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eight years of continuous publication. Again we thank the New Mexico
Legislature for helping to fund the state journal of history.

My Life with the Army in the West: Memoirs of James E. Farmer, edited
by Dale F. Giese, was originally published by Stagecoach Press in 1967,
but has been out of print for a number of years. The book contains the
diary and recollections of a civilian who worked in close association
with the United States Army--early on, as a personal aide and in later
years as an Indian agent. Farmer came to New Mexico shortly before
the Civil War; he was present at the Battle of Glorieta Pass, and his
report of the fighting appears in the memoir, which was recorded in
1881. The volume has been republished by Giese, and is available for
$4.95 plus $1 postage. Contact Dale F. Giese, 26 Valley Drive, Silver
City, New Mexico 88061, (505) 388-1281.
The Ninth Conference of Mexican and North American Historians
will take place in Mexico City on October 27, 28, and 29, 1994. Its
theme, "The History of Three Nations: Mexico-United States-Canada," will be organized in four plenary sessions, each of which will
have two round tables. The organizers plan to invite North American
specialists from the three nations who will examine major historical
questions related to the history of Mexico and comparative approaches
based upon their research. As in previous conferences, historians of
Mexico are invited to propose panels and topics for papers. The conference will be held in the historic central district of Mexico City. Topics
for the proposed sessions and papers should fit the subject matter of
the four plenary sessions and the associated round tables as follows:
1. The Construction of Space
a. Population and the Use of Space
b. Territories, Frontiers, and National Integration
2. Political Culture and Institutions
a. Subjects and Citizens
b. Institutions and Political Practice
3. Sociocultural Change and Permanence'
a. Religiosity and Laicisms
b Material Culture, Symbols, and Identities
4. Economic Structures and Transformations
a. Nature and Technology
b. Infrastructure and Forms of Interchange
Proposed papers and panels should be submitted by November
. 15, 1993, and the Mexican and North American Committees will complete the approval process by February 1994. For further information
and to submit paper and panel proposals, please write or telephone
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Christon 1. Archer, North American Coordinator, Ninth Conference of
Mexican and North American Historians, Department of History, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N IN4, Canada; telephone (403)
220-6401, FAX (403) 289-8566.
The National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City has announced that the nationally touring exhibit, "Thundering Hooves: Five
Centuries of Horse Power in the American West," will be on display
on September 17, 1993. The exhibition is a major Quincentenary production organized by the Witte Museum. It traces five hundred years
of the horse in the American Southwest, focusing on the growth of
the four major cultures of the region that centered around the horsethe Conquistadores, the Vaqueros, the Indians of the Southern Plains,
and the North American cowboys. The exhibition also examines the
phenomenon of the popular cowboy culture of the twentieth century.
This exhibit and its international tour are made possible by the Ford
Motor Company. For further information, contact Dana Sullivant, Director of Public Relations, National Cowboy Hall of Fame, 1700 Northeast 63rd Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111.
The Department of History at the University of Texas, Arlington,
has announced the 1994 Webb-Smith Essay Competition, a $500 award
for the best essay of 10,000 words or less on the topic "Southern Writers
and Their Worlds." The winning essay will be included in Volume
Twenty-one of the Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures Series published by Texas A&M University Press. Manuscripts must be submitted
by February 1, 1994. For submission forms and additional information
write: The Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures Committee, Department of History, Box 19529, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Texas 76019.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO NEWS
by Robert R. White
The 1993 annual conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico, held at the historic La Posada Hotel in Albuquerque on April 2224, was very well attended, with almost two hundred registrants. Presentations were made by thirty-four people on a wide variety of topics
relating to the history of New Mexico.
At the conference banquet on the evening of April 24, election
results were announced for officers of the Society (two-year terms), as
follows:
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John W. Grassham, Albuquerque, President
Robert J. Torrez, Albuquerque, First Vice-President
Darlis A. Miller, Las Cruces, Second Vice-President
Andres J. Segura, Albuquerque, Secretary
Col. M. M. Bloom, Jr., Albuquerque, Treasurer
The following people were elected to three-year terms on the Board of
Directors:
John O.Baxter, Santa Fe
Susan Berry, Silver City
John P. Conron, Santa Fe
Elvis E. Fleming, Roswell
Myra Ellen Jenkins, Santa Fe
Carl D. Sheppard, Santa Fe
Robert R. White, Albuquerque
Spencer Wilson, Socorro
In addition, Margaret Espinosa McDonald of Belen has been appointed
to fill a vacancy on the Board.
Recipients of the 1993 Historical Society awards were also announced at the conference banquet, as follows:
The Edgar Lee Hewett Award for service to the public was presented
to The Historic Santa Fe Foundation.
The Dorothy Woodward Award for excellence in teaching was presented to Michael L. Olsen, professor of history at New Mexico
Highlands University.
The Lansing B. Bloom Award for outstanding publication or series
of publications was presented to Texas Western Press for its Southwestern Studies Series.
The Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award for significant contribution to
the field of history was jointly awarded to the Lincoln County
Heritage Trust, the Diamond A Cattle Company, and the Hondo
Oil and Gas Company for their support of the history program in
the Roswell School District.
The Gaspar Perez de Villagrti Award for outstanding book(s) on New
Mexico history published during the past year was awarded to
two individuals:
1. Dorothy R. Parker for Singing an Indian Song: A Biography of
D'Arcy McNickle, published by University of Nebraska Press.
2. Richard Lowitt for Bronson M. Cutting, Progressive Politician, published by University of New Mexico Press.
The Paul A. F. Walter Award for service to the Historical Society of
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New Mexico was presented to Albert H. Schroeder, who has been
a member of the Society for more than 25 years and served as
president from 1979 to 1983.
The Board Award, given for a lifetime of achievement, was presented to Concha Ortiz y Pino de Kleven. She served in the New Mexico
legislature in the 1930s and 1940s and was the first woman to serve as
Majority Whip in any legislature in the United States. Through the
years she has devoted her time to many educational, artistic, and
humanitarian endeavors.
Two free books have been distributed to HSNM members as a
benefit of membership. The books are Louis Felsenthal: Citizen-Soldier of
Territorial New Mexico by Jacqueline Dorgan Meketa and Destiny at Valverde: The Life and Death of Alexander McRae by Marion Cox Grinstead.
Members who attended the annual conference received them in their
conference packets. Copies were mailed to other members in May.
Anyone paying membership dues for 1993 at any time during the
remainder of this year will receive copies of these books. For further
information about these or other Society activities, write to the Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 1912, Santa Fe, New Mexico
87504.
A Final Note ... It is with great sorrow that we announce the
death of Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins. She died at her home in Santa Fe on
June 22, 1993. Dr. Jenkins was a longtime member of the Board of
Directors of the Historical Society of New Mexico and served as New
Mexico state historian for twenty years.

